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WARM WEICOME - Pope Paul waves from a balcony at his summer residence at
Castelgandolfo, (top photo) to the cheering crowd pictured as they welcome him.
Thousands the 15-mile route from Rome at the Pontiff rode by in a block limou-
sine with a motorcyele escort.
Revelation Seen Council’s
Most ControversialDebate
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA
The following article,providing background information on
ibt important topic •/ Reselaiion which elicited sigorons de-
bate in the first session of Second Vatican Connell and will he
taken up again when the council reconvenes on Sept. 29, was
written for NCWC Newt Service by Jtltgr. George W. Shea,
rector of Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, and an
official expert to advise the Vatican Council.
Just is the Catholic hier-
archy's very first meeting in
Jerusalem about 49 A.D., dif-
fering views and lively discus-
aion have regularly preceded
agreement in the Church's
ecumenical councils. The Sec-
ond Vatican Council is no ex-
ception.
Apparently the most contro-
versial topic at the council to
date is the all-important ques-
tion of how best to expound
and express Catholic doctrine
on divine Revelation. The
council's Theological Commis-
sion had prepared a draft on
that, but the project es-
pecially Us first chapter, “On
the Twofold Source of Revela-
tion" met so much opposi-
tion last November that Pope
John called a halt after five
days of discussion. He sent the
whole matter to be recon-
sidered by a special commis-
sion of several Cardinals and
members of the Theological
Commission and the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity.
The revision produced by
this mixed commission bears
the simple title, “On Revela-
tion," and is to be discussed
quite likely at some length
when the councU reassem-
bles Sept a.
THE CONTROVERSY last
last fall centered on the first
chapter of the original draft.
The chapter dealt with prob-
lems raised by the fact that
God's progressive Revelation
to mankind ended centuries
ago, with the death of the
last Apostle.
Whertf do we find this Rev-
elation? Only in divinely in-
spired books, Sacred Scrip-
ture? Or must one look alto
to Tradition (the deposit of
of Faith as handed on orally
and in other ways, apart.from
Scripture) as a source of our
knowledge of Revelation? And
if so, how are Scripture and
Tradition related in particu-
lar, does Tradition add any-
thing to the divine message in
Scripture?
Further, did God put these
sources of Revelation at the
direct disposal of the in-
dividual, for his private inter-
pretation, or did He instead
entrust them as a sacred de-
posit to a divinely instituted
limit assisted teaching au-
thority, charged with the task
of guarding, defending and in-
terpreting them authorita-
tively?
THE EARLY Protestant an-
swer was simply, “Scripture
alone.” The Bible contains the
whole of Revelation and is its
only source and judge, accord-
ing to the Reformers. Tradi-
tion, although it merits
respect, is merely human, has
no divine authority, at least
since the completion of the
Bible. The individual inter-
prets Scripture for himself
with the help of the Holy
Spirit, does not have to listen
to any teaching agency.
Modern Protestant scholar-
ship has tended, however, to
place greater value on the
place of Tradition. Against the
anti-traditional stand of early
Protestantism has come anew
insight: “Scripture is no-
where by Itself alone."
Like Protestants, though to
a leaser degree, the separated
Eastern Christians have shied
away from the idea of a teach
ing agency divinely instituted
to explain and interpret Rev-
rlatioa authoritatively. But
Eastern Christians do recog-
nize Tradition as a source of
Revelation along with Scrip-
ture. Indeed, they tend to ex-
alt Tradition at the expens* of
Scripture. And they Insist that
Tradition contains much ot
Revelation which isn't in Scrip-
ture at all.
A SUMMARY in L'Otserva-
tore Romano, the Vatican City
newspaper, indicated how the
Theological Commillion's or-
iginal draft conceived the
Catholic answer to the above
questions. God revealed
through th* prophets in the old
covenant and through His Son
in the new. The Apostles, sent
by Christ, spread God's Rev-
elation first and foremost by
preaching, then later, some of
them by writing.
Hence, according to the
draft, there are two sources
of Revelation, Scripture and
Tradition. These complete and
clarify each other and con-
stitute the deposit of Faith,
which God entrusted to th*
custody, defense and inter-
pretation of the living magis-
terium (teaching authority) of
the Church and Dot to the in-
dividual faithful. It seems im-
plied in this summary that
part of Revelation is to be
found only in Tradition.
Many Bishops objected that
Reveal Pope John
Set Up Peace Prize
. VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John XXIII before his
death established a peace prise bearing his own name,- to be
awarded every three years, it was revealed this week
He set up a foundation with the $lBO,OOO in prise mooey
Which he received last May as part of the Balxan Peace
Prise, and suggested that the new "John XXIII International
Peace Prize Foundation" would be augmented by other
grants. The interest from the Balzan Peace Prise alone would
presumably come to upwards of $20,000 every three years.
POPE JOHN'S formal establishment of the foundation
was made known In the current issue of the Act* Apos
tolicae Sedis, the official publication of the Holy See. Pope
John issued instructions concerning the foundation in a letter
he wrote in his own hand on May 10, the day President An-
tonio Segm of Italy came to the Vatican for the first part
of the triple ceremony surrounding the presentation of the
Balzan Peace Prize.
He had already outlined his plans in the letter which la
now published. His goal, “initiatives in favor of true peac*
and brotherhood among men and nations."
The John XXIII Peace Prize, the Pope said, would be
both a token of his appreciation for the Balzan Prize and a
•te®J* W* “«ver fervent and trustful desire that peace be
established among men and nations with coexistence in
truth, justice, love and liberty."
Discuss Religious Liberty
U.S. Bishops Meet for Council Briefings
CHICAGO (NC)—The Bish-
ops of the U. S„ meeting here
for briefings before the second
session of the ecumenical
council, generally felt that a
council statement on the sub-
ject of religious liberty would
be opportune.
A spokesman said that
among other items the Bish-
ops bad discussed the useful-
ness of a statement by the
council setting forth the the-
ological bases of religious lib-
erty.
There was agreement the
spokesman said, that the key
point in a theology of religious
liberty is the necessity that
the individual's acceptance of
faith be free and voluntary.
ATTENDING THE two-dsy
meeting were 149 Bishops.
.They heard reports and dis-
cussed schemaU that will be
voted on during the second
session ot the Vatican Council,
which opens Sept. 29.
Bishops who are members
of the various commissions of
the ecumenical council pre-
sented reports to the meeting
on the streamlining of com-
mision schemata, which havd
been revised since the coun-
cil’s first session ended early
in December.
The briefings dealt with
such subjects aa the liturgy,
the missions, seminaries and
schools, and the officp of the
episcopacy.
Attendance was "completely
voluntary and unoftlciaL"
Archbishop Patrick A. O'Boyle
of Washington, chairman of
the NCWC Administrative
Board, said in a statement.
"Our sole purpose was to in-
form ourselves precisely on
the doctrinal issues which will
come up for debate when we
return to Rome in the fall,”
he said.
ARCHBISHOP O'Boyle add-
ed:
"We are convinced that this
preparation will enable us to
understand clearly the differ-
ence in attitudes which will
undoubtedly be expressed by
council Fathers who will ad-
dress us.
"Each of us will then be in
a position to cast a vote in
accordance with the personal
convictions we have arrived
at from our own deep study
of the issues and our reaction
to the opinions of those who
will speak to us."
Meetings similar to the one
here have been or will be held
by Bishops in many other
countries.
THE POSSIBILITY of a
pronouncement by the ecu-
menical council on religious
liberty has come up before.
Last June Augustin Cardinal
Rea, S.J., head of the Vatican
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity, discussed the
question in a published inter-
view conducted by Archbishop
Paul J. HaUinan of Atlanta.
In reply to a question by
Archbishop Hallinan, in which
it was stated that many Amer-
icans are "anxious" for a
"more accurate and modern
definition of religious liberty,"
Cardinal Bea said this desire
"ia shared by Catholics and
non-Catholies of many other
countries."
The Cardinal said the Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity had submitted to
the council's Central Prepara-
tory Commission a schema
dealing with religious liberty.
CARDINAL BEA said this
schema “upheld the necessity
of recognizing a man’s right
to follow the dictates of his
own conscience in matters of
religion.”
He said it emphasized “the
duties of civil society, in all
its forms, including the state,
to respect in practice the
citizen's inalienable rights to
religious liberty.”
* > '/£ *• ■>?,
A LEADING U. S. Protes-
tant sebotar. Rev. Robert
McAfee Brown, said last May
that an “explicit conciliar
statement on religious liber-
tensions between Catholics
and non-Catbolics. The Rev.
Brown attended the council's
first session as an observer.
At HNS Convention
Bishop Dougherty
To Discuss Council
BUFFALO (NC) - Three
Bishops will deliver major ad
dresses during the eighth quad-
rennial Holy Name Society
convention here from Aug.
21 23.
Auxiliary Bishop John J
Dougherty of Newark, presi-
dent of Scton Hall University,
will discuss the work of the
Second Vatican Council Aug.
22
THE FOLLOWLNG day
Bishop Thomas J. McCarthy
of St. Catherine Ont , will
speak on 'The Role of the
Layman in the Church To-
day." Bishop Walter J. Curtis
of Bridgeport, will detai!
"Training for Lay Leader
ship" at an Aug 24 meeting
Bishop James A McNulty ot
Buffalo is host to the conven-
tion.
Bert E. Espenen. conven-
tion chairman, said there is a
record registration of more
than t.OOO delegates
The convention planners
have set a target of 100.000
men to march in the tradition-
al parade which will climax
the convention
Msgr Edward J. Scully,
pastor of Immaculate Heart of
Mary Church. Wayne. N. J„
will apeak at a panel on par-
ish financing He will explain
the tithing system which was
adopted m tus parish u June.
1940. following the completion
of the parish building pro-
gram
Private Colleges Would
Share in Proposed Funds
WASHINGTON _ The
Ham of Riprmauuv** has
passed and soot to th* Senate
• bat to expand th* federal
program of aid to vocational
education.
Private colleges and univer-
sities and other private, non
profit agencies and institu-
tions would be eligible to
share in some funds under the
bill.
However, before adopting
the measure by a 377-21 vote,
the House rejected aa amend-
ment intended to specify that
private schools could share in
aU portions of th* programs.
THE AMENDMENT was
sponsored by Rep. William T.
Cahill of New Jersey. After its
defeat, he asked Rep. Frank
Thompson —a fellow Jersey-
an who opposed passage
of the amendment whether
parochial schools could re
ceiv* federal funds allocated
to New Jersey under th* bill.
Thompson is a member of
the committee which spon-
sored the legislation.
"The state is st liberty un
der contract," Thompson re-
plied. "to make disposition of
funds that the gentleman
would desire.
.
"
"I hope." Cahill said in a
subsequent news release,
"that in view of tb* discus-
sion an the floor, the legisla-
tive history of this proposal
clearly demonstrates the
committee intended that th*
state may enter into contracts
with private schools for voca-
tional training and that it may
then allocate federal funds un-
der this bill to these private
schools."
Diem Issues Strong Denial
Of Religious Persecution
SAIGON, So. Vietnam
President Ngo dinh Diem, in
a pr«u interview here, strong
ly denied charges of religious
discrimination brought against
his regime -by leaders of th*
Buddhist majority in this
country.
The Catholic chief of state
was interviewed as a group of
108 Buddhists began a 48-hour
hunger strike in th* “holy
city" of Hue. Central Viet-
nam. in protest against the
government's policies. This
was a day after police here
arrested 385 Buddhists in pre-
dawn house-to-house raids for
allegedly failing to obtain
identification cards an ac-
tion denounced by Buddhist
leaders as anew instance of
religious persecution.
THE PRESIDENT said h*
was upset at allegations of r*-<
liglous discrimination becaus*
“I have alwaya felt great
goodwill toward aU religions."
"There have been religion*
wars in the West," he said,
"but never in Agla. When we
fought the Chinese invaders,
It was not because of their re-
ligion.
"We sent the invaders
away but kept Confucianism
...
I never even thought
about a man's religion until
aU this blew up. Now I am
tempted to wonder whether I
ought not to appoint Budd-
hists simply to show the
critics."
However, he added, "Ibis ia
not right. I have appointed
Catholics, but not because of
their religion. Competence of
the particular person for the
particular job must be— and
always has been the only
test"
IN HUE Archbishop
Pierre Ngo dinh Thuc, elder
brother of Vietnam's Presi-
dent. has denied that Budd-
hist* are restricted in any
way in his archdiocese.
The Archbishop told a press
conference:
"In the three years that I
have been Archbishop of Hue,
I have never seen th* least
restriction on the preaching
or practice of the Buddhist
cult."
The Archbishop denied
charges that "Catholics
schools received government
aid because they are Catho-
lic" and that "provincial lead-
ers have been removed from
office because they refused
Baptism."
Th* Archbishop denounced
the danger qf communist
agitators who do not hesitate
to "put oo the cassock or the
Buddhist robe to deceive peo-
ple."
Paterson Priests
To Study in Rome
PATERSON-Two priests ot
the Paterson Diocese will leave
Sept. 20 to study for advanced
degrees in Rome, while two
seminarians will depart about
the same time for theological
studies at Innsbruck. Austria.
Rev. Vincent P. Molloy of
St. Peter the Apostle, Troy
Hills, will study theology at
the Lateran University In
Rome, while Rev. Kenneth
E. Lasch of St. Therese'a, Pat-
erson, will study Canon Law
at the same institution.
The seminarians, both of
whom have completed two
year* of studies in philosophy
at Immaculate Conception
Seminary. Darlington, are
Robert Siraanski of St. Ce-
cilia's,' Rock sway, and John
Lagoa of St. Mary’s, Pater-
son. V
FATHER MOLLOY a native
of Paterson, was ordained 'in
1980 after studies at St. Peter's
Prep, Jersey City, Setoo Hall
University and Immaculate
Conception Seminary. He was
first assigned to Our Lady
Queen of Peace, Branchville,
for the summer of 1980, then
to St. Peter the Apostle.
Father Lasch, a native of
Morristown, was ordained in
1962, is a graduate of Bayley-
EUard High School and Seton
Hail University. He was as-
signed to St. Theme’s follow-
ing ordination.
Rev. Bernard Prusak, a re-
cent graduate of North Ameri-
can College, Rome, haa been
assigned to Assumption par-
iah, Passaic, not to Assump-
tion, Morristown, as reported
test week.
Stress Moral Issue
At Race Conference
By JERRY COSTELLO
NEWARK Gov. Richard
J. Hughes and Newark Mayor
Hugh J. Addonizio joined re-
ligious leaders of all faiths in
emphasizing the moral nature
of the racial crisis as the
First Greater Newark Confer-
ence on Religion and Race
was held Tuesday night.
An audience of over 400 in
Essex Catholic High School ap-
plauded a "Declaration of Con-
science" issued by the spoo
soring croups, and listened as
both the Mayor and the Gov-
ernor added some personal
thoughts oo the crisis to their
words of welcome (Text of
Declaration of Conscience,
Page 2)
Gov. Hughes and Mayor Ad-
dooiiio each rejected the
"quote syatem"of employment
demanded by some civil rights
leaders as discriminatory m it-
self and called for a stepped
up construct ton program by
federal, state and local gov-
rrnraenti to help provide addi-
tional jobs.
Mayor Addonizio added that
have had enough demon
Stratton*'' and called for "con-
structive suggestions" in their
place.
THE CONFERENCE, a fol-
iov up to the National Confer-
ence an Religion and Race
held to Chicago lam January,
was described as th* first in a
senes. Theme of th* opening
session was Interracial Jus-
tice m Employment Follow-
ing th* major speeches, guests
went to smaller workshop dis-
cussion groups where topics
included retailing, manufactur-
ing. white collar employment,
building and construction, and
government
Dr. Harold A. Lett of the
National Coaference of Chris-
tians and Jews, addressing the
reassembled general audience
at the close of the evening,
summed up the workshops at
"exploratory by their very na-
ture." However, he said their
value lay in "creating an
awareness of the complexity
of the problem.” In fostering
frank and open discussions,
and in pointing the way to
eventual solutions to problems
of discrimination.
Dr. Lett drew the evening's
strongest applause following a
brief but impassioned plea for
greater Negro employment op-
portunities. He said that while
negotiations are preferable to
demonstrations, the Negro
"has gotten more with demon-
strations in the last five years
than he has in 100 years of
conciliation."
The employment theme was
emphasized in the Declaration
of Conscience, read by Rev.
Aloysius Welsh, coordinator of
interracial Justice for the New
ark Archdiocese.
"In particular," the deciar
atton said, "ai w-e face this
period of extensive racial un-
rest and tension ia our own re-
gion. we appeal for economic
justice and for a speedy end
to discriminatory practices in
employment through immedi-
ate action on the part of all
concerned on the basis of
brotherly love. In hiring and
promotion. let human dignity
merit and skill be the only
criteria, not th* color of an
employee's skin or an appti
cant's race, nationality or
creed "
MAYOR ADDONIHOS talk
took oo th* aspect* of a major
policy address with Us declar-
ation on demonstrations and
employment by quota. Having
Hated that “Mao, who is
created in the image of God,
is entitled to equality of op-
portunity not only by divine
right ami law but as a matter
of moral conscience." the
Mayor went on to declare that
"the time has come when cer-
tain principles must be clearly
enunciated that this issue can
be placed in it* proper per-
spective."
"1 do not say that people
should not demonstrate." he
said, "but I honestly believe
tbit we have had enough dem-
onstrations and not enough
constructive suggestions, ideas
and programs."
On the quota system: "Any
proposal to this effect is not
only dis metrically oppoaed to
the principles of American
democracy but will actually
tend to defeat the cause in
which we are engaged.”
lie suggested a four-point
employment plan which includ-
ed stepped-up construction ef-
forts; establishment of an ef-
fective apprentice information
and referral center; a call for
unions and employers to take
an active role in recruiting in-
dividuals for trainingpurposes,
and a declaration that govern-
ment must act as a catalyst
w bringing together all groups
“so that employers, unions and
civil rights groups will con-
tinue to sit down together in a
bona fide effort of good faith
to solve the problem of job
discrimination.''
GOV. HI'GHES stressed the
dual nature of the employment
problem: “the elimination of
racial barriers in employment
and the qualification of Ne-
groes so that they are able to
compete in anopen labor mar-
ket.” Like Addonizto, he balk-
ed at a quota system: “I re-
ject such a proposal as being
contrary in itself to the spirit
and substance of interracial
justice; as being unjust and
discriminatory in itself."
Special treatment for Ne-
groes is no solution to the prob-
lem. he declared. “To set up
special categories of employ-
ment opportunities for Negroes
is to perpetuate in another
way the basic fallacy of racial
discrimination. The struggle
today is to remove Negroes
from the categories in which
they have been pieced by ra-
cial discrimination”
The Governor seconded Ma-
yor Addonizios pica for in-
creased construction efforts
and added a word of support
for a federal tax cut as a spur
to the economy.
Emphasizing the immediacy
of the problem, he quoted Rev.
Raymood T. Bosler, editor of
the Indiana Catholic and Rec-
ord;
“It is time we approach the
race problem in the typical
American manner —with im-
patience, with a determination
to get results, immediate re-
sults."
Brief prayers were offered
by Rev. Earl L. Huff, of Trin-
ity Union A.M.E. Church, and
Rabbi HerbertWeiner, of Tem-
ple Israel of the Oranges and
Maplewood.
(Other News on Roc*,
Pofl** 2 and 4)
TOWARD PRIESTHOOD - James J. Fisher of Immaculate
Conception Seminary kneels before Bishop Navagh in
St. John's Cathedral during ceremony of ordination of
seven Paterson seminarians to the diaconate, the second
of three steps toward the priesthood. It was the first time
Bishop Navagh had ordained in the Paterson Diocese.
At-the seminary Auxiliary Bishop Costello ordained 26
deacons for the Newark Archdiocese. Both ceremonies
were Aug. 11.
(Continued on Pag* 2)
the draft presented as settled
some points on the relatioas
between Scripture and Tradi-
tion which they felt are still
obscur* and debatable. Sev-
eral balked particularly at
calling Scripture and Tradition
"sources" "two sources" of
Revelation - on the ground
that God alooe Is Revelation's
source, and/or because the-
ologians still dispute whether
Scripture and Tradition are
two distinct sources or only
two manifestations of a single
source.
Another criticism of the
drift was that Its wording was
so abstruse that it might make
the truth Incomprehensible to
all but specialists.
Tied In with the** and other
objections was the desire to
avoid doctrinal formulations
that could sharpen Catholic
and Protestant differences,
thus retarding the reunion of
the separated brethren.
the CRITICISMS relied
heavily on the many studies
of recent yean on Scripture
and Tradition which sought
to shrink the area of genu-
ine disagreement between
Catholic and Protestant doc-
trine.
In varying degrees, msny of
these studies limit tradition to
being a commentary on Scrip-
ture. The definition of the
Council of Trent In 1646 (re-
peated by the First Vatican
Council In 1870), was that di-
vine Revelation "U contained
In written hooka (Sacred Scrip-
ture) and unwritten tradi-
tions."
. Borne people hold that Trent
merely wished to uphold,
against the Reformers, the va-
lidity of divine Tradition, with-
out determining its precise re-
lations with Scripture for
example, the question whether
any of Revelation is only In
Triiition.
FOR THEIR VIEW that the
whole of Catholic Faith can be
found In the Bible at least in
germ, the latter authors ap-
peal to Church Fathers and
medieval theologians, adding
that there is no Catholic dogma
without some roots in Scrip-
ture, roots discernible in the
light of Tradition.
Most would permit one ex-
ception the canon or au-
thoritative list of tile inspired
books, which they admit to be
a revealed truth known only
from Tradition (whereas, for
the minority, the canon may
have been settled, not by Rev-
elation, but by perhaps th*
Church’s sense of the quality
of th* books themselves).
Finally, wh^le
that all matters of faith are in
Scripture at least germlnally
(save, perhaps, the canon),
soms concede that Tradition
may be the sole vehicle of
certain revealed liturgical ami
disciplinary practices of the
Church. They hold at the same
time that Scripture and Tra-
dition go hand In hand, and
that any theology viewing Tra-
dition as something completely,
separste from Scripture would
be dangerous.
THOBE SIDING with the
doctrine and terminology of the
first chapter of the theological
Commission's draft reply to
•>rtttea along the following
lines. Certainly, God is the
author —and therefor* the
Source —of Revelation. But
since He doesn't speak to us
directly, the medium or media
of our knowledge of the divine
messace can legitimately be
termed "source" or "sources"
of Revelatioo.
Scripture and Tradition havo
been referred to as two
source* of Revelation for the
last four centuries not only by
the great majority of theo-
logians but also by such Pope*
Sixtus V, Clement XIII,
Plus IX. Leo XIII, Plus X.
Pius Xl, Pius XII, and John
XXIII himself. And the other
Bishops echoed this language
In provincial councils.
Moreover, the draft'a defen-
ders continue, that Scripture
and Tradition are two distinct
sources of Revelation is clear
from this passage of the First
Vatican Council: "By divine
and Catholic Faith everything
must be believed that te con-
tained in the written word of
God or In Tradition. . And,
they add, this distinction te all
the more undeniable If, aa
they contend, Tradition is the
■ole source at some revealed
truths (th* Scriptural canon
and yet others).
In behalf of tbs Uttar con-
tention, the draft’s defenders
make their own appeal to
Church Father*, medieval the-
ologUns, th* Council of Trent
and various Popes.
Together with the common
teaching of theologians of the
last four centuries, all this, It
U held, adds up to a solid
argument from the ordinary
universal magisterlitm of the
Church against thrView that
the Bible contains the whole
of Revelation.
t Finally, the draft's cham-
pions claim, by trying to move
closer to Protestants (by con-
ceding all Revelation te in
Scripture), on* would alienate
other brethren, members of tbo
separated Eastern Churches.
And even if alt Revelation
were In Scripture, the Church'*
authority to Interpret the lat-
ter would still remain as a
great stumbling block for tom*
Protestants.
THE PROPONENTS of the
original draft could muster
only 37% of th* council Fathers
to vote In 1U favor test Nov.
20. Of 2,211 council Fathers
present, 1,388 voted to shelve
the document and 122 afalnst.
The. opponents of the draft
(ailed by 106 votes te achieve
the required two-thirds ma-
jority.
It was then that Pope John
intervened. He decided to have
the document withdrawn in ac-
cordance with the wishes of
the majority, and to have the
whole question entrusted to a
special new commission con-
sisting of both members of
the Theological Commission
and the Secretariat for Pro-
moting Christian. Unity.
It 1a th* redrafted document
of thla mixed commission
which will come up for dls-
cussioo by the council Father*.
Race and Religion
N.Y. Archdiocese Backs March
NEW YORK (NC) - The
New York Archdiocese h»s
given its backing to Catholic
participation in the Aug. 28
civil rights march on Wash-
ington, D.C.
A letter to be read in all
churches of the archdiocese
Aug. IS says that "responsible
and peaceful" civil rights
demonstrations deserve the
"support and participation
of Catholic American citizens."
"Notable among these la
the ‘March on Washington for
Jobe and Freedom* scheduled
for Aug. 28," declares the let-
ter, which is signed by Aux-
iliary Bishop John J. Maguire,
vicar general of the archdio-
cese.
PREDICTIONS have set the
number of participants in the
march at upwards of 100,000.
The demonstration is intended
to stir support for President
Kennedy’s civil rights legisla-
tive proposals, now before
Congress.
Bishop Maguire’s letter
refers to a recent statement
by Francis Cardinal Spellman
of New York that "much—-
ever so much— remains to be
done" in securing racial jus-
tice.
The Cardinal added that
"the great Christian and
American principle of equal-
ity must be reduced to action
in local circumstances and in
specific ways."
MATTHEW AHMANN. ex-
ecutive director of the Nation-
al Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice and one of
10 chairmen of the march,
said in a statement that the
march shows “potential of be-
coming a great peaceful moral
demonstration for equality
and interracial justice."
Massive Awakening l
CAMBRIDGE, Maas. (RNS)
A massive awakening and
campaign of action by whitea
Is needed to satisfy the right-
ful demands of the Negro
minority and to prevent
further racial demonstrations
by Nsgrots, a Jesuit legal
scholar declared here.
Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J.,
dean of the Boston College
Law School, said "Negroes
should not.be required to un-
dergo more humiliations and
shame to keep our consci-
ences alive.”
Father Drinan said the ma-
jority of the whitea In the
country are truly persuaded
that Negro grievances should
be corrected.
The priest-lawyer took to
task, however, those whites
who feel that some Negroes
want too much too soon and
should be patient to wait for
their rights.
•
Asks for Marchers
WASHINGTON (NC) Rev.
Gerard Sloyan, president of
the National Catholic Li-
turgical Conference, has
urged its 3,000 member* to
take an active part In the
Aug. 28 civil rights protest
march on Washington.
In a letter to members. Fa-
ther Sloyan called upon them
"to give active witness to that
truth we aU profess as Chris-
tiana" by participating in the
"peaceful demonstration.”
Father Sloyan. a priest of
the Trenton Diocese who is
head of the religious educa-
tion department of the Catho-
lic University of America
here, suggested that "if direct
participation is impossible."
the members might "join In
the offering of Mass on Aug.
28, praying that the exercise
of rights our brothers In Christ
seek will be achieved speedi-
ly."
; •
Hospital Pact
GARY, Ind. (NC) - A Cath-
olic hospital here has signed
a non-discrimination agree-
ment with a local civil rights
group.
The agreement with St.
Mary's Mercy Hospital fol-
lowed a pact with Methodist
Hospital, which had been
picketed by the Gary Civil
Rights Committee. The Cath-
olic hospital had not been
picketed.
The key Issue centered on
representation of Negroes In a
policy-making capacity for the
hospitals. Of the 23 Negroes
on the staff of the Catholic
hoofrital. none was on the ex-
ecutive committee or repre-
sented on the hospital's lay
board.
The hospitals will now con-
sider expanding their boards
of administration to Include
one or more Negroes, and will
eliminate indications of rac*
or color in registration or In
assignment of rooms.
•
Interracial Visits
CLEVELAND (RNS) -
Fifty-three Franciscan friars
from Our Lady of Angela
Seminary here completed a
five-week series of Interracial
home visits under the spon-
sorship of Carites, a Catholic
interracial group.
Homes of Negro families
were visited and, in one “re-
verse" visit, two Negro priests
joined a Negro family in call-
ing on a white family.
European News
Says Red Campaign Persists
BERLIN (RNS) - Speak-
ers before the annual Church
in Distress Congress said the
Vatican's "new Eastern pol-
icy*’ produced certain "hu-
man casings" for Soviet-bloc
Catholics but brought no
change in the anti-religious at-
titude of communism.
They charged that in soma
Instances the anti-Church
campaigns in Iron Curtain
countries have been intensi-
fied.
SOME rn CATHOLIC dele-
gates from 28 nations, includ-
ing refugees from 16 com-
munist-dominated countries,
attended the annual congress,
alined to promote aid and un-
derstanding for the Church in
Red areas.
Alfred Kindermann.
initiator and longtime presi-
dent of the congress, warned
the West against “illusions"
about the Soviet Union. Pre-
mier Khrushchev, be held,
hopes to break the passive
resistance of Christians In his
power sphere by making
small concessions to the Vat-
Icon and using "diplomatic
softening-up” as a means of
defeating the Church from
within.
Kindermann said one must
not overlook the danger that
in- Eastern Bloc propaganda
the Vatican will be played
against the hierarchy and the
hierarchy against the parish
priests.
A' DECLARATION by the
International Planning Com-
mittee of the congress
stressed that communist anti-
Church tactics have become
more camouflaged end subtle
and thus more dangerous. It
wks more essential than ever
before, the committee said,
for a close watch to be placed
on Red anti-Church tactics
and to bring them to world
attention.
The committee charged that
"peaceful coexistence offers"
made by the communists were
a "tactical means" to achieve
their long-range objectives
•
Lose Pensions
MOSCOW (RNS) - Russia’s
•Uto pension system has been
changed to bar payments to
worker* employed by churches
or religious agencies.
Science and Religion,
atheistic publication, laid the
only exceptions involve clean-
ers and watchmen employed
tn churches. They benefit be
cause church buildings are
owned by the state - such
workmen qualify because they
"maintain state property."
•
Warsate Tribute
BERLIN (NC) Stefan
Cardinal Wysxynski, Primate
of Poland, paid special tribute
to the Polish patriots who
sacrificed their lives in the
Warsaw uprising of l»U. He
spoke as be blessed a door at
SL John's Basilica, Warsaw.
The Polish underground
army began the uprising
against the Nazi occupation
Aug. 1, l» year* ago. when it
was assumed that the oncom-
ing Soviet army would enter
the city. The Russians did not
come, and the Germans des-
troyed the city.
Labor Drive Backed
OVIEDO. Spain (RNS)
Archbishop Francisco Javier
Lanxunca Torralba of Oviedo
told a national convention of
the Spanish Catholic Workers
Youth movement her* that the
Church fully supports the Cath-
olic labor movement.
HU remarks were consider-
ed by observer* as of unusual
significance In view of the fact
that 8,000 workers in the As-
turian coal mines were in the
second week of a strike al-
though strikes are illegal in
this country.
•
More Schools Sought
VIENNA (NC) Church au-
thorities in communist-ruled
Hungary are negotiating with
government officiate for per-
mission to increase the mint-
ber of Catholic high schools
there, it has been reported
her*.
The negotiations follow a
Urge increase in the number
of applications for place* in
the eight Catholic high schools
now operating in that coun-
try. reports sakl.
Meanwhile, for the first time
since the communist party
came to power in Hungary,
graduates of Catholic high
schools are being permitted to
enter state universities with
other students.
Malls Keeps
Church Ties
Valletta Malta cno -
Malta's Premier Giorgio Borg
Olivier asserted that this tag-
tiipe British island territory
wRi preserve the privileged
position of the Catholic Church
when it becomes hw,fWMW<fr>
neat May.
Borg Olivier addressed a
large crowd here on returning
from the London conference
at-which Maltese Independence
wis agreed on.
“OUR COUNTRY and its rw-
£have
been bound to-
for centuries," hs said,
we will always be like
Virtually all of Malta's
i people ere Catholics,
fcorg Olivier referred ob-
liquely to recent proposals by
farmer Premier Dom Min toff,
who has suggested a constitu-
tion for Malta modeled on that
of Italy. Mintoff, labor party
leader who has long been at
otjds with the island’s Catholic
Raiders, also proposed that
Uillta enter a concordat with
the Holy See similar to the
Mjteran accord between the
Hwy $e and Italy. *.
Declaration of Conscience
Editor’i Sot e: Tbit it tbo toxt of tbt DocUrotion of
Conscionto hsnod Tuttdoy, Aug. 13, by tbo First Grootor
Nowork Conformet on Religion ond Roto.
The Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man
are great truth* and not empty phrases. We are met as
members of th* Jewish and Christian religions, heirs of
the legacy of a common religious commitment to the es-
sential dignity of equality of all men under God, Confronted
as we are with the tragic facia of racial prejudice, discrim-
ination and segregation enforced by laws or custom in our
society, we recognise the underlying racism at our most
■erioua domestic evil which we must eliminate with all
diligence and speed. For this purpose, we appeal to the
consciences of aU of our people and to th* American public
at large.
THE EVIL OF RACIBM has deep roots; it will not be
easily eradicated. The heart of the race question is moral
and religious. It concerns the rights of human beings and
our attitude towards our fellow man. Our primary concern
therefor* Is for the laws of God. Wa Americans of all re-
ligious persuasions have been slow to recognise that racial
discrimination ia an Insult to God. the Giver of human
dignity and human rights.
Even worse, we all have participated, at least by our
Indifference towards th* welfare and right* of our fellow
men, In perpetuating racial discrimination in civil, political.
Industrial, social and private life. White th* Declaration of
Independence declared that “all men are created equal"
and "are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights," slavery was permitted for almost a century In this
tend of our*.
Today 100 year* later after the Emancipation Proclam-
ation and after multiplied judicial and administrative con-
demnations of segregation and discrimination by our high-
est civil authorities, there remain patterns of segregation
in every section of our country and widespread denials of
human and civil rights by reason of race, nationality and
color.
We repent our failures and ask forgiveness of God our
common Father. We ask also the forgiveness of our brothers
whose rights we have ignored and whose dignity we have
offended. We call foe a renewed religious conscience oo this
basically moral evil.
In particular, as we face this period of extensive racial
unrest and tension in our own religion, we appeal for econ-
omic justice and for a speedy end to discriminatory prac-
tices in employment through immediate action on the part
of all concerned oo the baste of brotherly love. In hiring
and promotion, let human dignity, merit ami skill be tb*
only criteria, not the color of an employee's skin or an ap-
plicant's race, nationality or creed.
LET EMPLOYERS, personnel managers, union leaders
and all others influential In hiring recognize fully their
social responsibility in righting the wrongs of the past
whether consciously perpetrated or indeliberately permit-
ted. so that the work force reflect* the opportunity for aU
lections of our populatioq to earn an income proportionate
to personal and family needs for food, clothing, shelter and
a reasonable standard of living Let our public authorities,
state, county and municipal, enforce without favor or fear
all existing statutes promoting fair employment practices
and the nan-discriminatory clauses in building contracts
Let them consider promptly sod carefully th* need for
further appropriate legislation. Let our school authorities
create vocational training and other educational programs
suited to equip all students with the basic ability and qual-
ifications needed to obtain work or to rater apprenticeship
programs fitted to present conditions
Let all of us. according to our capacities and oppor-
tunities, pray and act courageously. In th* cause of human
equality and dignity, to eliminate racism in any and aU
of its forms
We dedicate ourselves to work together to make our
religious commitment a vital factor m toppling all racial
viols before God. th* Lord of the Universe Whom we serve,
and Father of all men. for whoee sake we love aU as
brothers. t . ' 4 **«■» *y s * »
People in the News
Laarts* Cardinal Ragambwa
of BukobS, Tanganyika, the
Church's only Negro Cardinal,
has been named a life member
yt the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People.-
Joseph Cardinal Ritter of
St. Louis will go to Bolivia
this month to visit missions
staffed by priests of his arch-
diocese.
Owen J. Murphy Jr., editor
of the Catholic Free Press,
weekly, will receive the
Alumni Award of SL Michael’s
College, given to outstanding
graduates
Sister Msry Mlgnet. director
of the Blind Children's Re-
source Crater tn Portland,
Me., has bran named a con-
sultant for the Maine Depart-
ment of Health and Welfare
Division of Eye Car* and
Special Services
Aexitiary Bishop detlgaate
Jerome Hastrick of Madison.
Wis
.
will be consecrated in
Madison Sept 3.
IMebrondo Cardinal Antoni-
■til has been appointed presi-
dent of th* ecumenical coun-
cil's Commission for Religious,
succeeding the late Valerio
Cardinal Valeri.
Msgr. Jaan de Dios Lopes
has been appointed first Auxil-
iary Bishop of San Juan, P.R.
U. S. News Roundup
Rule ‘America’ Out as Prayer
ALBANY, N. Y. (RNS) -
SUUi Education Commlitioncr
James E. Alien ruled
here that moraine daaaroom
singing or reciting of the
fourth aUnia at “America"—
which referi to Ood aa part
of a devotional exercise would
violate the U. S. Supreme
Court dedaton on the uae of
prayer In the public schools
The ruling waa directed
againat the Levittown, L.1.,
School Dlatrlct, which alao
had advocated Bible reading
in the achoola.
He found no objection, how-
ever, to two other portlona at
the achool district's opening
exercise program—the pledge
of allegiance to the flag and
readings from historical docu-
menU.
THE COMMISSIONER said,
there waa no reason why the
patriotic song, "America,"
could not be sung, read or re-
cited at ceremonial occasions
in the schools. He decided,
however, that It waa not per-
missible for It to be pert of
"the dally morning devotional
exercises in any form."
An order of the Levittown
district last September provid-
ing for singing or recitation of
the fourth turn* el
"America," he said, waa de-
signed deliberately "to evade
the Constitutional prohibition
against any dally religious ex-
ercises In the public schools."
The stansa reads:
“Our fathers’ Ood to Thee,
Author of liberty.
To thee we atag.
Long may ear lend be bright
With Freedom’s holy light
Protect us by Thy might
Crest Ood. oar King."
Dr. Allan acted on an ap-
peal brought by nine pareoU,
representing a cross section
of religioui faiths, protesting
the board's action.
•
Prayer to Continue
DILLSBURG, Pa. (RNS) -
Northern Joint School Dis-
trict directors here voted U
to continue Bible reading and
rectutioo of the Lord’s Prayer
in public schools in d(fiance
of the US. Supreme Court
ruling.
Officials took the action in
the absence at official com-
munications from the Penn
ay Isanil Department of Pub-
lic Instruction
The Department said it it
awaiting advice from the state
attorney general's office be-
fore acting on the issue.
•
Amendment Opposed
MINNEAPOUS. Minn (NC>
—Forty eight per cent —s
majority of those responding
—of Minnesota's adults oppose
amending the US Constitution
to allow religious observances
in the public achoola, accord
ing to a survey made by the
Minnesota Poll.
Forty-three per cent of them
favor such an amendment, and
9% were noo-commltal.
Fifty-three per cent of Cath-
olics polled disagreed with the
ruling; 41% said they were In
favor of It.
•
Silent Prayer
AUGUSTA, Maine (NC -
The Augusta Board of Educa-
tion voted unanimously to In-
stitute 30 seconds of alienee
as part of the opening exer-
cises in public schools.
The Aug. S motion waa in-
troduced by Roland A. Le-
Clalr, who said he hoped the
30 seconds would allow each
pupil to pray silently as he
wished.
State Defies Court
MONTGOMERY. Ala. (NC)
The Alabama Board of Ed-
ucation hat adopted a resolu-
tion making Bible reading
compulsory In the state pub-
lic achoola, defying the U. 8.
Supreme Court's ban on
prayer in public schools.
In a separate resolution, the
board denounced the Court's
decision aa a "calculated ef-
fort to take Ood out of the
public affairs of this nation.’’
The move waa Instigated by
Gov. George Wallace, who
pledged that while he la Gov-
ernor If the courts
rule “we
cannot read the Bible In
tome school, I'm going to
that school and read It my-
•elf.”
'In God' Verse
Replaces Prayer
BLOOM INC,DALE _ The
Bkwmingdale Board of
Education unanimously
voted this week to replace
the Lord's Prayer with the
fourth verse of the Star-
Spangled Banner In daily
morning exercises in
Bloomlngdale schools,
“God should not be left
out of our school systems."
the board's resolution said.
The verse, which includes
the phrase "And this be
our motto: In God is our
trust,” will be read in its
entirety each morning fol
lowing the pledge of al-
legiance to the flag.
The resolution was
moved by Albert Kochka.
former prealdent. He said
that since the singing of
"America" has been ruled
out as a substitute for
prayer, tftlt status can
"substitute in small meas-
ure."
At CEF Convention
‘Ecumenism’
( Urged
In Education Field
DETROIT (NC)—A U.S. Con-
gressman called here for an
ecumenism in education that
would benefit private as well
as public school children.
Rep. Hugh L. Carey of New
York, citing the ecumenical
approach of the late Pope
John XXIII, suggested at the
convention here of the Citizens
far Educational Freedom
(CEF) that "the theme of ecu-
menism In education" be pro-
moted during American Edu-
cation Week. Nov. 10-13.
"WE NEED ecumenism In
education." Congressman
Carey laid, "so that si Indi-
viduals we can see our differ-
encas. minimise them and re-
joice in our unity In diversity."
CEF seeks to promote fair
treatment for pupils in ell
schools to the distribution of
tax funds for education
A consistent supporter of
equal federal aid for all school
children. Rep Carey at the out-
set of hla speech drew a paral-
lel between every tenth Amer-
ican. the Negro, and the child
In every seventh school not
receiving public support
He referred to the seventh
child In American education
as "one of seven million” who
“pays a price for the consci-
ence of his parents as the
tenth Americin does for the
color of his.”
“They both seek equality In
education and equality in op-
portunity.” he continued. “The
Negro is a second class citixen
under the archaic custom of
the segregsted schools. Every
seventh child Is a second class
citizen because he pays the
price of fiscal segregation for
the exercise of freedom of
conscience."
Rep Carey asserted that
"the federal government must
respond to the needs of all the
children in the U S as individ-
ual citizens without difference
or distinction."
DR. MARK Murphy, of
Flushing. NY , was elected
president of the organization,
succeeding Vincent Corley of
St Louis.
For the first time, clergy-
men representing the three
major faiths were elected
trustees, among them Rev.
Virgil C Blum. SJ . Mar-
quette University.
Keating Asks End
To NDEA Inequities
WASHINGTON (NC> - Sen
Kenneth B. Keating of New
York has asked the Senate
education subcommittee to re-
vise a major federal aid pro
gram so private school per
sonnel will get equal treat
ment under it.
In a statement submitted to
the subcommittee the Sena-
tor was criticial of language,
counseling and guidance in-
stitutes operated under the
1953 National Defense Educa-
tion Act
HE NOTED THAT these
federal institutes give stipends
to public school teachers who
atteod them, but do not give
a tlmUiar living expense to
teachers from parochial and
other private schools.
Keating said this Inequity
hat kept private school
teachers from the institutes
which he called “vital to pro
grama in our elementary and
secondary schools "
Teachers from private
schools, he said, “are in ef-
fect prevented from taking
the courses because they are
not completely self-supporting
.during the period of study."
Of the 21,000 teachers whs
have taken the courses since
they began in 1959, he said,
less than 5% is made up of
teachers from private schools.
"This wasteful and useless
ignoring of potential talent is
harmful, not only to these
teachers and their 5 5 million
students, but eventually to the
entire nation." he said.
Stipends are $73 a week
with anadditional payment of
$l3 a week for each dependent
while the teacher is taking the
institute, usually held in sum-
mer sessions at colleges and
universities
N. Y. Police Group
To Fight Obscenity
NEW YORK (NC) - .Mayor
Robert F Wagner of
New York hat created a full-
time unit in the police depart-
ment to enforce laws against
obscene books and magazines.
He said the new department
will "identify and take con
tmuing enforcement action
against whatever type of
family service establishments
which attempt, without any re-
gard for age discrimination.
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‘Deputy’ Called Test
Of Interfaith Unity
NEW YORK-Msgr. John M.
Oestcrreicher. said last week
that the controversial play,
“The Deputy,” will boa test
of whether Catholics, Protes-
tants and Jews have become
truly neighbors or whether
“they are still strangers.”
The director of the Institute
of Judaco-Christian Studies of
Seton Hall University was ad-
dressing the Edith Stein Guild
here Aug. 10.
Msgr. Oesterrelcher, a con-
vert from Judaism who came
to the U.S. after two close
brushes with the Gestapo, said
that the accusations in the
play written by the German
Rolf Hochhuth and to be pro-
duced by Billy Rose in this
city later this year, are “a
web of lies.” The play depicts
Pope Pius XII as insensible to
the massacre of Jews in Nasi
Germany.
He warned that the play
“may well endanger the prog-
ress of the last few years; it
may slow down, even reverse;
the advance of mutual under-
standing between Catholics
and Protestants, and. no less,
between Catholics and Jews.”
AFTER VOICING a hope
that Protestants and Jews will
join the voice of protest
against the play, as they did
in Germany, Msgr. Oester-
reicher noted that the first
signs "are not very encourag-
ing.” He pointed to a June 24
article in Christianity and Cri-
sis in which Schubert M.
Ogden, professor of theology
at Southern Methodist Univer-
sity. says of Hochhuth. he
“writes as an evangelical
Christian.”
Msgr. Oestcrreicher also
noted a story by S.J. Gold-
smith, the London correspon-
dent of the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency, which has appeared
in many Jewish papers in this
country. "The story pretends
to be mere reportage," hs
said.
"But can it be consider-
ed sincere reporting when a
correspondent says that ‘Hoch-
huth pulls no punches,’ when
he, without the slightest cor-
rection tells that for the play-
wright Pius XII was ’a small
man, a selfish character';
when he declares without tho
least disapproval that accord-
ing to the play Plus XII, 'ln
the face of the appalling mas-
sacres of Jews and others in
Europe, remained the cool, in-
human diplomatist and main-
tained meticulous neutrality
while God's children suffered
appalling torture and death at
the hands of the nazi fiends?"
CHARGING that the play was
born, not of moral indignation,
but perhaps of a rancor
against the new role the
Church la playing, Msgr. Oc-
sterreicher asked, "Would it
not be a pity if Jews supported
the play and let themselves be
used as pawns in a sinister
game?"
He concluded, "The attack
on Pius XU Is not just an at-
tack on one man. The play
will no doubt blind many to
their personal responsibility
for the sins of the past and the
sins of today. If it awakens,
however, true solidarity; if It
reminds Christians to stand by
Jews and Jews to stand by
Christians, then the work be-
gun by Pope John will truly
bear fruit."
Orthodox Group
To Work for Unity
WASHINGTON, D C. (RNS)
In a resolution which hailed
the late Pope John XXIII as a
man of "thrice blessed memo-
ry." the 18th annual Clergy-
Laity Convention of the
North American Archdiocese
of the Syrian Antiochian Or-
thodox Church reaffirmed its
dedication to the goal of
Christian unity.
It also pledged its support to
Pope Paul VI in efforts to
heal the historic breach with
Orthodoxy.
DELEGATES endorsed the
action of its Archbishop, Met-
ropolitan Antony Bashir, in
participating in dialogues
concerning church unity.
The Archbishop earlier had
told the convention he hoped
far fuller representation by Or-
thodox bodies at the second
session of the Second Vatican
Council which opens next
month.
The resolution declared that
through Pope John "anew di-
alogue has been opened be-
tween the Roman Catholic and
the Orthodox Catholic
Churches." adding:
"This dialogue, we feel. Is
based upon true Christian love,
and a deep concern for the
welfare of Christ’s Holy Apos-
tolic Church."
They called attention to the
fact that “it has always been
within the spirit of Use Ortho-
dox Catholic Church to pray
for and to seek to heal the
breach of 10&4 which has sep-
arated the ancient Christian
Churches of East and West
to this day.”
Delegates urged Metropoli-
tan Antony to continue to par-
ticipate "In all dialogues con-
cerning Church unity."
Lutheran-Catholic
Study Established
HELSINKI, Finland (NC) -
The Lutheran World Federa-
tion has approved the esta-
blishment of a research foun
dation to further friendly re-
lations with other churches,
particularly the Catholic
Church.
Under a recommendation
passed by the federation's
fourth general assembly,
a Lutheran Foundation on
Inter • Confessional Research
will be set up probably in
Strasbourg, France to furth-
er what the resolution called
the ecumenical dialogue with
non-Lutheran churches.
THE NEW foundation will
continue work started several
years ago by a study com-
mission beaded by Dr. Kristen
E. Skydsgaard, professor of
theology at the University of
Copenhagen.
Dr. Skydsgaard became one
of the Lutheran World Feder-
ation's two observer-delegates
at the first session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
Among observers at the
LWF were two Catholic
priests. Rev. John Witte, SJ..
of the Gregorian University in
Rome and Rev. Peter Blaeser,
M.S.C., of Paderborn, Ger-
many, who represented the
many, who served as a repre-
sentative of the Holy See.
HAPPY OCCASION - Church and civic officials helped Rev. Gaetano Ruggiero, pastor of
St. Lucy's, Newark, celebrate the 50th anniversary of his ordination Aug. 11. Left to
right are Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio of Newark, Father Ruggiero, Archbishop Boland
and Msgr. James A. Hughes, vicar general.
FOR PIONEERS - Rev. James Keenan, O.F.M., right, of St. Anthony's Monastery, Butler,
celebrated his 60th anniversary of ordination Aug. 12, when the new outdoor shrine
to the memory of the Franciscan pioneers of the area was dedicated. Father Keenan
worked with Rev. Francis Koch, O.F.M., who built many of the churches in the area
surrounding the monastery. Others shown above ore, left to right. Rev. Harold Blake.
O.F.M., custos of the province; Very Rev. Donald Hoag, O.F.M.. minister provincial; Rev.
Alvin Hughes, O.F.M., provincial definitor, and Rev. Herbert Gallogher, O.F.M.,
guardian of the monastery.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY. AUG. 18
U bom Solemn Peatiflral
Mats of Thank*riving, rloa-
lar of GoMe« JnhOee year.
Fellclan Sitters. Lodi.
S p.m. Gredeattaa net-
rises of the arcMiocetaa hos-
pital schools of oorsiag. Sa-
cred Heart Cathedral, New-
ark. preside and address
graduates.
7:30 p.m. dosing of
CurtiUo. St. Coiomha't, New-
ark.
Bishop to Bless
Morris Plant
PARSIPPANY
- Bishop
James J. Navagh will bless
the new pariah plant of St.
Christopher's on Aug. 18, aft-
er presiding at a Mass to be
celebrated by Rev. Lawrence
D. McGinley at 11:30 a.m.
The $1 million building pro-
gram completed during the
past year Includes a church,
school, convent and rectory.
The school has been In use
since January and the convent
since December. Tbe church
was completed In time for
Easter. The church accommo-
dates 700; the school has 10
classrooms and a multi-pur-
pooe room which seats 500.
Advocate Story
Put in Record
WASHINGTON. D C. - Sen.
Harrison A. Williams of New
Jersey has inserted into the
Congressional Record the story
by Ed Woodward which ap-
peared in the July 4 issue of
The Advocate on Jerry Leo-
paldl of Verona and his pro-
posed Labor Peace Corps.
Another story by John Scl-
ranks of Passaic oa the his-
tory of Slovak Catholics In
Youngstown, Ohio, written
for a recent Slovak Catholic
convention there, was inserted
in the Record by Sen. Frank
J. Lausche of Ohio.
Pharmacologists
Present Papers
JERSEY CITY - Two phar-
macologists from Seton HaU
CoUege of Medicine and Den-
tistry presented papers this
week at the annual meeting
of the American Society for
Pharmacology and Expcrlraen-
tal Therapeutics In San Fran-
cisco. -
Dr. Edmund H.G, Anderson's
topic was the use of drugs
which aUer the chemical en-
vironment of the spinal cord.
Dr. George A. Coodouris read
a paper co-authored by Mrs.
Anna ShakaUs, Seton HaU tech-
nician, oo the chemical action
of anesthetics. , - . 1
Confraternity Opens Office
For Teacher Exchange
NEWARK—Tbe arcbdiocessn
office of the Contriterally of
Christian Doctrine has organ
tied s Teachers Placement
Bureau to recruit and supply
teachers for parish schools of
religion.
Magr. Roger A. Reynolds,
archdiocesan director, an
nounced that Mrs. Juanita
Lowery- of St. Leo's, Irvington,
will be in charge.
In answer to a letter otfrring
the service to parishes where
there is a shortage of quali-
fied personnel, there have
been requests for SB teacher*
to assist in the elementary and
high school program. It Is also
hoped that parishes wtih an
overabundance of teachers
will offer their terries to the
bureau.
Information on the place-
ment bureau may be obtained
from Mr*. Lowry at the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine Office, 31 Mulberry St.
35 to Attend
First Cursillo
NEWARK - Archbishop Bo
land wiU attend the closing
session of the first Cursillo be-
ing cooducted under the aus-
pices of the Archdiocese of
Newark on Aug. 18 at 7:30
p.m. at St. Columba’s Church.
The Cursillo, a four-day in-
tensive retreat-like spiri-
tual exercise, wfll Itself be-
gin Aug. IS at Tagaste Monas-
tery of the Recollect Augut-
tinian Fathers In Suffern, N.Y.
In addition to the approxi-
mately 35 men making this
Cursillo, some 250 cursiUlstas
from various Newark parishes
wiU attend the closing session.
The ceremonies will close with
Benediction in the church.'
Seton Hall Alumnus
In Medical Mission
NEW YORK Dr. Jose
Luis Rementerla of Staten
Island, a graduate of Seton
HaU Medical School, has left
for Guatemala to spend a
year working among the na-
tives under the auspices of
the CathoUc -Medical Mission
Board.
A native of Spain, Dr. Rem-
cnterla came to the U.B. as
a child and, after service
with the U.S. Army Medical
Corps, took his pre-medical
studies at St. Peter's CoUege.
After graduation from Seton
HaU, he Interned at St. Vin-
cent’s Hospital, N.Y.
Parent Classes
TEANECK Holy Name
Hospital will resume its class
for expectimt parents Sept.
16 «t 7:30 p.m. in Marian HaU,
with registration set for 7:15
p.m. This first six-week class
wiU run through Oct. 31.
Fr. Hourihan
To Give Mission
For Maine Deaf
NEWARK*— Rev. John P.
Houribsn. director of the Mt.
Carmel Guild's Apostdate for
the Deaf, will preach a mis-
sion to the deaf at Our Lady
Queen of Peace Church in
Boothbay Harbor. Me , Aug.
18
It will be the first religious
service of iU type in the area.
Deaf people from as fir south
as Portland and as far north
as Bangor will attend
Msgr. Joseph A. Doohng. Mt.
Carmel Guild director, said
that the priests working with
the deaf in the Newark Arch-
diocese were happy to cooper-
ate with the missionary ef-
forts of the International Cath-
olic Deaf Association. Aug. 18,
the Uth Sunday after Mcnte-
eost, is Ephpheta or Deaf Sun-
day. named for the Gospel of
the day in which Christ cures
the deaf-mute with the word
"Ephpheta," which means "Be
thou opened."
The conferences will be in
sign language.
Discussion Series
NEW MILFORD - The Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine
of Ascension parish will spon-
sor an eight-week series of re-
ligious discussion sessions for
■dulls, beginning in Septem-
her.
Expect 8,000 to Attend
Liturgical Week Program
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
More than 8,000 persona are
expected to attend the 24th
annual North American Litur-
gical Week here Aug. 19-22.
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia, convention host,
will speak at the opening ses-
sion and later offer a Pontifi-
cal Low Mass in Convention
Hall where the general ses-
sions will be held.
The Liturgical week will
bring together a record num-
ber of Bishops, priests, reli-
gious and laity from all parts
of the UR. and Canada for
four days of worship and
study of the Church's liturgy.
Theme of the Week is "The
Renewal of Christian Educa-
tion."
JOHN B. Mannion, execu-
tive secretary of the Liturgi-
cal Conference, which spon-
sors the yearly meeting, re-
ported that the 1963 Week has
had more advance registra-
tions than ever before.
General sessions will be
held in Convention Hall; ad-
ditional meetings will take
place in the Sheraton and
Benjamin Franklin hotels.
The program consists of
study groups and 18 regional
meetings. More than 100 ex-
perts in liturgy. Scripture
and cateeheties will staff the
sessions
Study sessions will relate to
the liturgy such special topics
as art, architecture, music,
high school, college and semi-
nary religioo causes. They
will also discuss diocesan lit-
urgical commissions and lay
participation in parishes.
ALMOST two hundred non-
Catholic clergymen of the
Philadelphia area have ac-
cepted invitations to attend
all or some of the >essions
In a pastoral letter.
Archbishop Krol urged par-
ticipation in the Liturgical
Week He said:
"Under the guidance of ex-
perienced and learned authori-
ties, we can deepen our ap-
preciation of the meaning and
purpose of the Church's lit-
urgical program. The theme
of the week is: ‘Renewal of
Christian Education ’ This
subject is of prime impor-
tance to priests, parents,
teachers and leaders of or-
ganisations—to all who are
called to a common life of
worship and to the common
task of spreading the Gospel
of salvation."
A DEMONSTRATION sung
Mass in Eogluh will be fea-
tured during the week In it,
no part of the liturgy is per-
formed at the altar until the
Offertory. All action up to
that point takes place at the
lectern and ambo. a small
platform from which the Epis-
tle and Gospel are read or
sung.
Recommendations of liturg-
isti and proposals made at
the first session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council guided
the committee of Oklahoma
priests who composed the
demonstration Mass.
It will include the Entrance
Song (lntroit) sung by the
congregation, the "bidding
prayers" begging God's bless-
ing on all classes of men, and
the recitation of the Canon
Purpose of the demonstra-
tion Mass is to explain the
meaning of the Holy Sacrifice
as it is now, and to show
what the Mass could be like
within a few years.
THE NATIONAL Council of
Catholic Men will hold a spe-
cial closed seminar on lead-
ership and the laity during
the Uturgical Week.
The third meeting of its
kind in recent months will
bring together religious and
lay experts in the field of the
lay apostdate from all sec-
tions of the country. NCCM
ssid it hopes to develop a
consensus on the present con-
dition of the lay apostolate in
the U.S. The session is sched-
uled Aug. 21 in the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel.
"Our ultimate goal," said
Richard McCaffery, NCCM's
director of leadership devel-
opment, "is to achieve an in-
depth, background study
which will provide both the
Bishops of the U.S. and the
heads of national Catholic or-
ganizations with a factual
basis for determining what
must be done to help the lay-
man become a more effective
participant in the life of the
Church."
Two Chaplains
Change Address
NEW YORK - The Military
Ordinariate has announced
new addresses for two chap-
lains from the Archdiocese of
Newark.
Rev. William J. Ludlum can
now be reached at Box 204-t,
Det. 1. 6102nd Air Base Wg„
APO 9W, San Francisco, Cal.
while Rev. Richard A. Greene
is on leave at 186 Beech Dr.
North, River Edge.
K of C Convention Opens
In Milwaukee Aug. 17
MILWAUKEE - The 81st
international convention of the
Knights of Columbus will open
here Aug. 17.
Bishop Charles P. Greco of
Alexandria, La., the knights'
supreme chaplain, will offer a
Solemn Mass before the first
business session Aug. 20. with
Archbishop William E. Cousins
of Milwaukee in attendance.
The sermon will be preached
by Bisbop Albert R. Zurowestc
of Belleville. 111.
ANNUAL REPORTS of Su
preme Knight Luke E Hart
and other national officers will
be presented. The society has
a record membership of 1.151,-
65* in 4,962 councils in the
U. S.. Canada. Puerto Rico,
Mexico and the Philippines.
Insurance in force amounts to
almost $1.25 billion.
Archbishop Cousins and
Hart will be speakers at the
convention dinner Aug. 20.
There will be an election Aug.
21 for seven places on the 21-
man board of directors. An
over-all attendance of about
5,000 is expected.
Knights Plan
Pilgrimage
WILI.IAMSTOWN _ The
New Jersey Knights of Colum-
bus will sponsor their annual
pilgrimage to the sanctuary'
and shrines of St. Mary's
Church here Sept. 15
Exercises will begin at 2 30
p m. at the Peace Monument,
with State Deputy Charles W
Gardner of Boon ton offering a
wreath in booor of the com-
munity's war dead
A procession will follow to
the shrine, led by Rev Fran
cts J. Cosgrove of Williams-
lown
Solemn Benediction will
be offered by Msgr. Charles
G McCorristin of Woodbridge,
state K of C chaplain.
Dr. Wu to Lecture
SOUTH ORANGE Dr
John C.H. Wu, pnfcwei of
Asian Studio* »t Set on HaU
University. wiU lecture on
Buddhism to the Chinese and
Japanese Language Institutes
on Aug. IS at 7 p m in Boland
llall.
Social Action
Meeting Set
DAYTON, Ohio (NC)—John
McMullen Ducey, president of
the Institute on Urban Life in
Chicago, will address the
seventh annual National Cath-
olic Social Action Conference
convention here Aug. 23 at
Dayton University.
Ducey's talk on "Sources of
Problems in the Central City"
will be followed by panels,
lectures, and workshops fo-
cused on urban renewal and
housing. The convention will
will end Aug. 25.
Topics for discussion In-
clude: diocesan urban organ-
ization. governmental' pro-
grams for urban development,
poverty and public as-
sistance, relocation and the
rights of neighborhood, and
techniques for diocesan plan-
ning and research.
Featured speaker at the
first session will be Francis
X Servsites. Assistant Com-
missioner of the Public Hous-
ing Administration. U. S.
Housing and Home Finance
Agency.
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it FAIR DEALING
IN DENVILLE
Vote Yes and Pray Hard
It is only a matter of days before we
shall know. In the U. S. Senate, 100
judges will render a decision that will
raise or crush the hopes of mankind. They
must decide to accept or reject the nu-
clear test-ban treaty with Russia. In ex-
ercising their sworn constitutional duty,
we are sure that the personal Integrity
of the Senators and the terrifying respon-
sibility involved will not permit any po-
litical partisanship to enter into their con-
siderations. They must judge solely in re-
gard to the effects of the treaty on our
nation's defense and on the survival of
human lives.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for the average
layman to know or judge the technical
matters involved in limiting atomic test-
ing. Will the scientists and the Defense
Department experts be able to establish
that our security absolutely requires
further atmosphere testing in connection
with anti-missile missiles and other prob-
lems of nuclear defense? Will this treaty
limit our defensive weapons progress by
limiting testing to underground caves and
laboratories? Will it upset the balance of
military power between the U. S. and the
Soviets?
We feel the treaty must be accepted
in spite of the risks. The effects of nu-
clear fallout in testing so far have not
been lethal. Further testing in the air will
mean ever-increasing and widespread
poisoning of the atmosphere with Stron-
tium 90, which could contaminate food,
cause bone cancer, and bring monstrous
defects in future human births. This is a
scientific fact and the people of the world,
Russians and Americans, are demanding
that this danger to their lives be removed
now.
Secretary of State’ Dean Rusk, said
the treaty is but "a first step in a long
journey to peace." People
want peace. They know the horrible In-
exorable realities of nuclear conflict. The
West and the East both have the nuclear
capacity to annihilate each other. There-
fore, it is either co-existence or no-exis-
tence. The treaty is limited and so also
our hope for what it will accomplish is
limited. But it is a ray of hope and we
must take a chance that it will work.
We feel the advantages of accepting
the treaty outweigh the risks involved. If
wo fail to ratify, then our much vaunted
advocacy of nuclear weapons control will
look like sham hypocrisy and fraud. Our
recommendation is, vote yes, and pray
hard.
Our Nurses
The Body of Christ which Is the
Catholic Church of Newark and Paterson
lives and grows in North New Jersey. Its
life and growth are not apart from the
dvic community. Indeed its members are
an integral part of that community de-
riving from and contributing ta the civic
well-being.
THE CONTRIBUTION of the Church
to the community is often expressed In
terms of its elementary and secondary
achools, Its colleges and university. We
must not fail to measure the impact of
schools of nursing under Catholic aus-
pices. Happily their community contribu-
tion will be dramatically illustrated this
Sunday.
On Aug. 18 in the Cathedrals of New-
ark and Paterson Archbishop Boland and
Bishop Navagh will preside over the si-
multaneous graduation ceremonies of nine
Catholic Nursing Schools. In this one year
Catholic nursing education in the two dio-
ceses will provide the North Jersey com-
munity with 307 graduate nurses.
Historically, care of the sick has been
a distinction of Christian civilization. The
history of Catholic hospitals in North
Jersey is already beyond the centurv
mark. Over 100 years ago St. Mary’s Hos-
pital in Hoboken opened its doors: the
first voluntary non-profit hospital in the
state. She was rapidly Joined in the cor-
poral works of mercy'by her sister-Catho-
lic hospitals in Hudson, Essex. Union,
Passaic. Bergen and Morris Counties.
Over the years nine diploma schools have
been established within their facilities.
We salute the Class of 1963 and ail
their fellow alumnae. We recommend
them to the total community from which
they have come. We and they demand
much from them. Not merely professional
competence: this is prerequisite. Beyond
this there is personal understanding, hu-
man tenderness, empathv and love of the
sick: traits of the nurse' in the Christian
tradition.
How Far Permissive?
Two words, long in the dictionary,
but only recently obtaining considerable
vogue, are "permissive" and “permiaaive-
neaa," designating the preeent-day tolera-
tion of certain actions, words, ideas and
attitudes which had been summarily con-
demned by previous generations. While
no one objects to the idea of tolerance,
yet we may inquire if permissiveness does
nbt at times imply moral decadence or at
least indifference.
AS AN EXAMPLE of the extremes
of permissiveness possible in contempor-
ary society, we may point to the increas-
Ing frequency of obscenity and porno-
graphy in print. Certainly, while the mor-
al law is absolute, its application is often
subjective. No one would presume to sug-
gest that the highly-educated adult should
be restricted in his reading, or cinema
and play-going, to what is deemed proper
for the child or adolescent. On the other
hand, moral principles cannot be stretch-
ed indefinitely: there is an ultimate limit!
Yet some do not think so. Henrv
Miller, author of "Tropic of Cancer" and
other even more controversial works, re-
cently asked: "Words, words, what is
there to fear in them? Or in ideas? Sup-
posing they are revolting, are we cow-
ards? Haven’t we been on the edge of
destruction time and time again through
war, disease, pestilence, famine? What
are we threatened with by the exaggerat-
ed use of obscenity? What’s the danger?
One wonders if Henry Miller is be-
ing ironic. Actually, any student of the
put knows that words and ideas have had
the greatest influence on the history of
every civilization.
Abandon standards in print, andlnor-
al principles are lowered in actuality. Bu
all means, let us exercise the virtue of
tolerance, let us be charitable to our fel-
low-man, yet let us not surrender our
intellectual and moral standards, for this
can result only in a state of moral an-
arebyl
Christ Shocks
The Pharisees
By FRANK J. SHEED
In the parable of the Phari-
see and the Publican, the
has shown us what
Pharisees felt about such men
** Levi the publican who ac-
cepted Christ's call and took
the name of Matthew. Ha may
•ten have given us a glimpse
of Levi's own mind,
The Pharisee of the parable
Was not the best kind of Phari-
aae. But if his degree of com-
placency was not normal
among Pharisees, his view of
the rest of men waa—"extor-
tioners, unjust, adulterers,
•ten as this publican".
The parable continues: "The
publican, standing afar off,
would not so much as lift up
Us eyes toward heaven; but
struck his breast, saying: 0
Cod, be merciful to me a sin-
ner." Is that a description of
Levi, in the moment when be
looked into the eyes of the
All-Pure and saw his own un-
deanness?
THK PHRASE that follows
describes Levi exactly: "This
man went down to his house
Justified, rather than the
other."
But what happened when
Levi went down to hla
house allocked the Pharisees
present even more than his
summoning. Tor Jesus and his
disciples sat at table with
publicans and sinnera.
The scribes had built up a
great mass of ritual observ-
ance about dining. Tbs Phari-
sees did not enterLevi’s bouse
to gaae upon a scene so de-
grading, but watched from
outside with mounting horror.
"Why does your Master eat
and drink with publicans and
sinners?" they asked.
Our Lord answered their
question: “Those who are well
have nq need of the physician
but those that are sick. I have
not come to call the Just but
sinners to repentance."
MANY MUST have felt
that the words setUed any
doubts still left. The Carpen-
ter bad declared for a way
not their way; by avery
standard they had, He waa a
heretic about tin. For Ha did
not make ritual observance a
tast; He claimed that He
eould forgive sinners; He
chose their company and
mads their coaversion His
first concern.
Bt. Matthew—At. Levi, that
is—adds that Our I,ord quoted
the prophet Osse; "I will have
mercy and not sacrifice," and
adjured these men of learn-
ing to learn what the phrase
meant. In other words, He
went behind the legalities of
men and appealed to a
prophet inspired by God.
After that day In Caphar-
nsum, neutrality about Him
was no longer possible. Men
must deckle. We shall look
more closely at the Pharisee
to see why most of them de-
cided against Him. And of
course there were the tiadu-
eeea.
May It Bear Fruit
Farm Bureau Federation
Inconsistent in Demands
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Dinner, Social Action Dip/.. SCWC
A Senate subcommittee has
been holding hearing* on a btll
that would- give the Secretary
of Labor certain limited pow
ers to establish wage rate* for
American farm workers
Under this bill (Voluntary
Karra Employment Servic*
Act l the Secretary could
determine whether there is an
adequate number of qualified
farm workers and. in those
areas where he found a short
age, eould arrange So recruit
workers and to specify some of
the terms of their employment.
Tt»e Wall Street Journal,
predictably, is opposed to the
enactment of this bill as is the
American Farm Bureau Fed
erabon.
The Wall Street Journal edi-
tonaliaed July » that 'What
la disturbing is the whole as-
sumption that any agency can
be ao ail-wise as to direct and
control the flow and pnee of
labor more affectively than ta-
bor market supply and de-
mand. Master-management
schemes that ignore market
economics haven’t worked on
wheat, cotton, or anything
rise They certainty aren’t ap
propriate for people."
THE TROUBLE with this fa-
miliar argument ia that its
proponent* are not willing to
follow it to all of its logical
conclusions
By way of example, let s
look at their attitude with re-
gard to the Mexican Farm La-
bor Program. Logically, those
who put their faith in the ao-
caUed law of aupply and de-
mand should be vehemently
opposed to this program,
which authorizes the federal
government to supply Ameri-
can farmer* with an almost
unlimited number of contract
worker* from Mexico.
Thi* so-called "Bracero"
program completely abrogates
U»o law of supply and demand
in the field of agricultural la-
bor, and defecates to aa agen-
cy of government more exten-
sive authority than any other
manpower program ever be-
fore enacted in the history of
the U.S.
THE “BRACEHO" program
operates under Public Law 7».
Under it approximately IN,OOO
Mexican farm workers were
imported Into the U.B. in IM2.
Because of concerted efforts
by religious organizations, la-
bor union*, and other interest-
ed groups, a bill to extend P.L.
Tt was defected in the House
of Representatives on May 20.
The Senate Agricultural
Subcommittee has reported S.
,1703, a bill which would con-
tlnua P.L. 71 for an additional
yaar.
WHEN THE CHIPS are
down, the American Farm Bu-
reau Federation and similar
farm organisations ate woe-
fully Inconsistent In their at-
titude with regard to the law
of supply and demand and with
regard to govarnmental inter-
ference in the farm labor mar-
ket.
On tho one hand, when thd
government attempts to and ■
something on be sa fof Amc
lean farm wotkera. these or-
ganizations frantic*Uy appea
to the sacredneas of the
law of supply arfd demand.
But when their continuants
encounter labor shortages
which, often enough, they
them tabes hate helped to
create these tame organ
taboos cooteau t’y farget all
about the law of aupp’y and
demand and do ever) thing pot
slble to get the government to
supply them with workers
Every organization it en
titled te be Inconsistent now
and then, but not at the ex-
pense of migratory worker,
who are at the very bottom of
the economic ladder Accord
ingly. it is to be hoped that
S 1703 will be defeated 'and
that the Mexican Farm Labor
Program will be permitted at
long last to die a natural
death.
The Press Box
The Summer
Of Discontent
By JERRY COSTELLO
Somewhere, lost in the mil-
lion* of wordt which have
been written about the racial
crui* thu rammer, a writer
likened the aeriee of martbet.
demonstrations. • it-ins and
"ieket Uoet to a hurricane
the stormy hurricane of Ne-
gro hope*.' he railed it.
The simile ia far more apt
thin it might first appear
since the Negro rebellion of
*.3to it not only violent but
vildiy unpredictable
THERE HAVE BEEN tome
startling developments both
from white and Negro leaders;
development* which if not im-
possible would certainly have
been far leu likely a few
months ago.
Within the Church, for ex-
ample, ooe imagines that sup-
port for demonstration* such
as the Washington March, had
it been held last year, might
have been limited to Catholic
interracial organizations. Thi*
year we find it andor ted by
the National Liturgical Con-
ference and by the New York
Archdiocese.
The entire aeriee of race
and religion conferences going
on throughout the country
including the one held in New-
ark Tuesday night - would
be difficult to Imagine had the
National Conference on Roll-
Zion and Raca not been held
earlier this year.
BUT IN THE MIDST of
these and other encouraging
development, there are some
unhappy notes. Demand for a
quota system la employment
la ooe. A growing sympathetic
treatment of Negro extremist
organization* ia another. And
moat distressing, perhaps, is
the sudden turn by some Ne-
gro leaders against certain
while liberals who have been
battling for Negro equality for
years.
The quota demand* have
developed aa a response to the
evil hypocrisy of tokenism
in which a firm hire* one or
two Negroes in "window
dressing" Jobs, happily pro-
claims
,
itself integrated, and
privately goes about its dis-
criminatory way. But ono evil
i* hardly an adequate re-
sponse to another.
A mo-'l argument can be
made for hiring a given Ne-
”o over s given white when
t'vsl" q'wUQc*ttT'i V a no •
• on i>: e e~ual, on the «”o"rd*
that menV'era of the Xer ’a
race have beea excluded from
decent employment opportuni-
tie* to the past. But an arbri-
trary numbers game of quota
employment U simply dis-
crimination to reverse.
ON THE NEGRO axtremiate
the so-called African na-
tionalista, the Muslims,- and
other black supremaclsta —a
puzzling treatment has de-
veloped to the press It is one
thing to understand the coodi
tlons which permit these
group* not only to exist but
to flourish, and to accept the
discomforting truth that many
Nagroet who are not actually
members feel a strong em-
pathy for them
But It is something else to
glamorise these organisations
themselves, to lend them an
aura of respectability They
are racists, pure and simple.
They run fully as contrary to
Judaeo-Chzistian principles as
Hitlerism and the resurgent
Ku Klux Klan. To report their
existence ia a matter of Jour-
nalistic responsibility; to
cluck aympathatlcally over
their ideals is dangerous sen-
sationalism.
AND THE RACISTS, both
Negro end white, can’t help
but be cheered with each new
statement from leaders of
commeadnbie interracial or-
ganizations denouncing "phony
liberals.* Thus we have
Whitney Young Jr., the
National Urban League’s ex-
ecutive director, indicating
that whits people who decline
to endoree every Negro dem-
onstration and every picket
line in this summer of discon-
tent perhaps were never
the Negro’s Mends after all.
And we find Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the
NAACP, apologizing profusely
for not being able to attend
a Black Muallm rally in New
York Saturday.
Mr*. Gladys Harrington,
chairman of the New York
City Chapter of the Congress
of Racial Equality, addressing
the same rally, had some
words of counsel: "Watch out
for the black moderate, the
white liberal and those who
WOMld sell us out."
Well, the whole business
leaves me a little sad, because
aome of my best friend* are
liberals.
And even with all the
Intemperate remarks that
*'va come forth to thi* sum-
mer of 1863 from all aide*
r t>o b ttle I think that
some of the Negro’* beat
friends are liberals, too.
The QuestionBox
Anointing of Sick:
A New Emphasis
Rrv. Lro Frrlry, S.TJ>., end Rtv. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, DorIington , Ramsey, N.J,
on editort of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them three for answers in ibis colusstn, or to Question Box
Editor, Tbe Advocate, 51 Clinton St., Newark 2, NJ.
Q. Which is more correct to
say, fee Sacrament of Ex-
treme Unction or the Sacra-
ment of Anointing of the Sick?
I noticed that both names are
naed these days.
A. Both names are correct,
since both are found in official
Church documents down
through the ages. But Anoint-
ing of tbe Sick ia tbe more
ancient name; it i* the ob-
vious name to be given to that
rite mentioned by St. James
the Apostle in his Epistle (c.
S), and appears in most ref-
erences to tbe sacrament be-
fore the 13th century.
The term "extreme" was
first used by the univcrtsl
Church, It would seem, in the
First Ecumenical Council of
Lyon* in 1254 The "new”
name was repeated in sub-
sequent council* dealing with
the subject, is used in the Ro-
man Ritual and was incorpo
porated into our present Code
of Canon Law promulgated in
1918.
NEEDLESS TO SAY, the
sacrament itself has always
remained the same, with the
same purpose and effect*
However, the name by which
it baa been called does take on
aome Importance to the his-
tory of the Church’* adminis-
tration of this sacrament
Extreme Unction (a translit
eration of the Latin meaning
"lilt anointing.” to the "ex
tremity” of life) seems more
to associate the sacrament
with death. Although, as the
Catechism of the Council of
Trent suggests, "this sacra
ment 1* called Extreme Unc-
tion because, among all the
unctiooj prescribed by ore
Lord to His Church, this is the
last to be administered." In
other words, it is "extreme"
or lait because it comes after
the anointing of Baptiam and
normally after that of Confir
matron. At any rate. Anointing
of the Sick clearly placet a
lest terminal emphasis
Tbe Fathers of the Second
Vatican Council note! this
double name and diverse im
plication in their 14th general
meeting last fail It came up
during the diacuasion of the
draft on sacred liturgy The
Vatican press office released
the following account to the
Nov g L'Ossenratore Romano:
"It was suggested above all
that the name of the sacrament
itself should be changed, for it
U associated with the immi
neacc of death by too many
people It was urged that they
be toatructcd to the fact that
the Sacrament of Extreme
Unction ia not a sacrament of
fear but one ot comfort, and
that it is given not only for the
purification of the soul but
also for the healing of the
body It was thee noted that
this sacrament often must be
•dmtoutered conditionally
after the death of a person,
either because the fsmily hsd
no( considered it sufficiently
important, or because they did
not want to alarm the sick
person while he was still con-
scious. It would be necessary,
therefore, in order to dispel
false concepts, to allow the
anointing of the sick (as the
sacrament should be called) to
be given in less serious cases
than those provided for today
. . . and that it could be re-
peated during the same ill-
ness. ”
THE SACRAMENT in ques-
tion 1* not, then, the "last
rite" of the Church. Properly
speaking, the "last" sacra-
ment is Holy Viaticum, the
Eucharist playing the special
role of provision for the per-
ilous journey of death (a "via
tecum"). The last “rite" is not
even a sacrament: it Is the
beautiful sacramental known
as the "Commendation of the
Soul” made up of the Litany of
the Saints and some lengthy
and moving prayers reminding
t'od and the bystanders that
'this person has been baptized
id sealed with the Blessed
Trinity, that he belongs to
Christ and the Church. The pe-
tition is mide that God, there-
fore, receive him kindly and
mercifully.
On the other hand, the ritual
of anointing makes no men-
tion of death Rather, tha
prayers accompanying the
anointings beseech God that
He "cure the ailments of this
sick man, heal his wounds,
forgive his sins, drive out
from him all paina of body
and mind, and mercifully re-
store to him full health, both
inwardly and outwardly, that,
having recovered by the help
of Thy mrrey, he may once
tain h:ve strength to take up
hi* forme.- duties."
And to the concluding pray-
er of the anointing ritual the
priest prays, "that having
freed Thy servant from sick-
ness. and bestowed health
upon him. Thou may raise
him up by Thy right hand,
strengthen him by Thy
m ght, defend him by Thy
power, and restore him to Thy
nojy Church with all desired
prosperity
"
• bus. if the name "Ex-
treme" Unction does, to fact,
lead to an overemphasis on
imminent death, the name
Ano.r.ting of the Sick would
be more in conformity with
the actual ritual of the sacra-
ment, the more ancient pasto-
ral emphasis, and the express-
ed desire of many of the coun-
cil Fathers We might well ex-
pect that when the final acta
of Vatican II are promulgated.
Catholics will receive a clear
and adequate statement on the
nature and practice of this sac
rament.
Q. Is a Catholic auto-
matically excommunicated (or
not making his Easter duty?
A There seems to be a
widespread misconception on
this po.nt. The answer is no.
However, if someone has not
made his Easter duty for a
long time and this fact ia
publicly known, he may well
fall into the category of
"known sinner" and thereby
lose the privilege of church
burial
For Vocations
Members of the Apost o-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on
Aug. IS Feast of the
Assumption.
Aug 24 Feast of St
Bartholomew
Once a week for reciting
daily, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by the ecclesiastical au-
thority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to
tfaa priesthood.
August Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for August ia:
The spiritual training of
Catholic youth.
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
is
That Catholicism to Indo-
nesia may contribute to-
ward national peace and
prosperity.
Our Parish
"we're still having trouble with one of the converts."
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Letters to the Editor
rl# «MW mi 4iim» of the writer most to hedoiei A* s tetter
iotomiod for publication, hot tboy will bo withheld If rofacted.
Pacem in Terris
Observations
Mrs. Louis Giammarino,
Maywood.
Editor:
In the Aug. 1 issue of The
Advocate. Mzgr. Shea dis-
agrees with Father Kueng’s
thought that Pacem in Terris
represents a departure from
recent tradition in. some of its
references to freedom and in
its permeating spirit. Then he
gives us his own version of the
official English translation of
the quotation be thinks Father
Kueng had in mind: "Every
human being has the right to
honor God according to the
dictates of an upright consci-
ence.”
Paragraph 158 of Pacem in
Terris begins: "Moreover, one
must never confuse error and
the person who errs, not even
when there is question of
error or inadequate knowledge
of truth in the moral or reli-
gious field. The person who
errs is always and above all a
human being, and he retains
in every case his dignity as a
human person: and he must
always be regarded and treat-
ed in accordance with that
lofty dignity."
I submit that this magnifi-
cent statement and the pas-
sage following it amply illus-
trate anew spirit in official
statements on these matters,
and it has been so interpreted
by all the commentators I
have read.
In his observation on Pacem
in Terris in the April 27 issue
of America, Rev. John Court-
ney Murray, S.J. makes these
statements: "One of the most
striking aspects of the encycli-
cal is the generosity, the
breadth and the contempor-
aneity of the Pope'* statement
with regard to the right* and
duties of the human person.
"In the past papal pro-
nouncements on political and
social order have alwayi been
suspended, ss it were, from
three great words—truth, jus-
tice snd charity. These three
great words are repeated to
this encyclical, tut a fourth
word it added, with an iniie-
tencc that is new at the same
time that K is traditional. I
mean the word freedom."
In his opening address to the
address to the Vatican Coun-
cil, Pope John XXIII set forth
very clearly the path he
wanted the Church to follow if
she would truly act in the
spirit of renewal and "ag-
giomamento." 1 think two of
his statements are relevant
here. He said, "The substance
of the ancient doctrine of the
Depoait of Faith is one thing,
and the way In which R Is pre-,
sented is another." He also
said, "The Church has always
apposed ... errors. Frequently,
she has condemned them with
the greatest severity. She con-
siders that she meets the
needs of the present day by
demonstrating the validity of
her teaching rather than by
condemnations."
Cuban Article
Is Disputed
Thomas J. Mullen Jr.
Short HillS.
Editor:
In his article on Cuba (The
Advocate, Aug. 1) Mr. Mac-
Eoin claims that before Castro
the mass of the Cubans lived
in misery while a few enjoyed
extreme wealth. This is an
amaxing display of Ignorance.
The facta (which can easily be
checked) are that even under
the graft-ridden Batista regime
Cuba had the second highest
standard of living in Latin
America. It bad a growing
middle class snd a powerful
labor union movement. On
the books, even before Batis-
ta. Cuba had a social welfare
system even more liberal than
the U.S.
Cuba also enjoyed a yearly
U S. sugar subsidy of over COO
million. This is hardly an ex-
ample of niggardly indiffer-
ence on our part to the wel-
fare of a Latin American
neighbor. The farmers of Cuba
did not enjoy the living stand-
ards of farmers in Ohio or
Missouri, nor did the urban
masses have all the economic
benefits of the citizens of Har-
lem, South Chicago or Detroit,
but they were aatisfled enough
to not have anything to do
with Castro until the last few
months.
The ironic truth is that the
revolt against Batista was led
by the upper and middle
classes who wanted free repre-
sentative government. It waa
not a revolt agatnst economic
injustice. Asa reward for the
patriotism these Cubans tost
their homes, their property,
snd in many cases their very
lives. Now they are made
the scapegoats for bringing
communism to 90 miles of our
shores.
Need Approval
For ‘First Step’
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
We’ve jot to keep oar guard
up where communists are con-
cerned. But the (act that com-
munists mutt be watched does
not mean that the Senate
should not ratify the nuclear
test ban treaty. Neither should
U keep us from hopinj and
working for further agree-
ments with the Russians.
President Kennedy express-
ed the situation accurately
when he said that the treaty is
“a step toward peace, a step
away from war." And I think
he eras entirely right in saying
that we must take that step.
XOBODY IS MORE alive to
the crimes of communism
than the Popes, because no
institution has suffered as
much from communism as the
Church has. But Pope John
XXIII did not hesitate - nor
will Pope Paul VI heaitate
to talk with the com munista
when the communists show a
real desire to talk.
The nuclear test treaty is
one piece in a mosaic which
includes such events ns Rus-
sia’s bitter dispute with Red
China over communist dogma
and tactics; Khrushchev's
withdrawal of rockets from
Cuba rather than rink a big
nuclear war; Khrushchev's
sending of his son-in-law and
daughter to meet with Pope
John; the release from impris-
onment of Archbishop Joseph
Slipyi of the Ukraine and var-
ious other Bishops, plus many
priests, in various Iron Cur-
tain countries, and the Vati-
can's send|ng of official ob-
servers to the celebration of
the 50th consecration anniver-
sary of Patriarch Alexei of the
Moscow Patriarchate of tbs
Russian Orthodox Church.
Precisely what these and
other developments mean for
the future, we do not know.
They may be the beginning of
great things, or they may
come to nothing. But we must
resolve that if they come to
nothing, it will not be our do-
ing; it will not be because
we did not do everything in
our power to end or at least
modify the cold war.
Wl HAVE A duty to do
everything in our power, and
I don’t think we'd be doing it
if the Senate refused to ratify
the nuclear tast treaty.
It is not a matter of “trust-
ing the Reds." The treaty will
end nuclear test explosions
above ground and under
water. If any such tests are
made, we'll know it. There's
no chance of cheating. If the
Soviets go back to testing, our
devices will tell us so. and we
can resume testing if we wish.
Meanwhile, we can continue
whatever underground testing
we judge necessary.
As Pope Paul said, the
treaty makes it possible to see
rigus of greater hope and
serenity in the work! And
surely it is hardly necessary
to remind Catholics that noth-
ing is so un-Christian as de-
spair. We never stop trusting
in the power of prayer to
transform men and events. We
do not forget that the provi-
dence of God overreaches all.
The arms race has long
since reached the point of glo-
bal lunacy. As President Ken-
nedy aaid, a nuclear warcould
wipe out, in 40 .minutes, 300
million Russians, Europeans
and Americans and "untold
numbers elsewhere." and
would leave survivors, as
Khrushchev said, envying the
dead. How can any one oppose
■ first step toward correcting
so insane a situation?
Catholic Projects
Get OXFAM Grants
LONDON (NC) - England’s.
Don-denominational Oxford
Committee for Femine Relief
(OXFAM) has announced
$102,700 in,grants to Catholic
relief works.
The largest grant was $44,-
250 to U. S. Catholic Relief
.Services.
Fresh Air Trend
In the Church?
Donald J. Jennings,
Collingawood.
Editor:
Msgr. Shea's series on
Father Kueng, and the largely
critical response of the read-
ers. demonstrate the folly of
trying to talk around the fresh-
air trend established by Pope
John XXIII.
Men Uke Father Kueng,
whose ideas perhaps are not
to be endorsed 100% are help-
ing to place the Church In its
proper perspective before the
world and lay groundwork for
greater religious influence and
ultimate Christian unity.
I respectfully urge withhold-
ing of general indictments that
the facts at Urge will not sup-
port. . .
Even in the writing of Msgr.
Shea. Father Kueng comes up
strong, although I would hope
you wtQ see that Father
Kueng receives copies of the
series and that If be replies
you will accord him the typo-
graphic bospiUlity due an
honorable herald of the future.
Ceylon Mission
Needs Literature
Rev. Stanley Vedasinghe
St. Joseph College
Colombo 10. Ceylon
Bernice M. Gorman,
Newark.
Editor:
Information has been re-
ceived from a priest that col-
lege students in Ceylon have
a quest for knowledge of reli-
gion The priest wishes to or-
ganize a Catholic Literature
Apoatolate and has asked to
havo a request for Catholic
literature published.
1! you will forward Catholic
literature to the address be-
low. it will be much appre-
ciated.
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A Reply To
Hans Kueng-VI
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
Rector, Immaculate Conception Seminary
The second point Rev. Hans
Kueng discusses in hU "stock-
taking of manifesUUons of
freedom In the Church" *ls
freedom of speech, especially
for the Ulty - free public
opinion in the Church.
This, of course, is a legiti-
mate Catholic freedom, one
truly prized by the Church as
a precious value of vital im-
portance. Precisely because it
is so precious snd important
must one regret that, although
he means to champion it, ac-
tually Father Kueng does this
worthy cause no little disserv-
ice, by misplaced emphasis,
exaggeration, and omission.
TO BEGIN WITH, his lec-
ture limits unduly the true
scope of public opinion. For
Father Kueng freedom of
Speech in the Church seems to
be chiefly freedom to criticize
ahortcomingiof Church author-
ities. This is of a pkre with
the'general tone and tenor of
the rest of his lecture. To
what extent such criticism Is a
role of legitimate free speech
will be gone into later. But
certainly it Is neither the only
role nor the noblest role.
In referring to Piut Xll’s en-
dorsement of free public opin-
ion in the Church (Address to
Catholic Journalists, Feb.
18, 1*50), Dr. Kueng fails to
note that what the Pope had
mainly In mind was the con-
tribution Catholic public opin-
ion could render toward the
making of new decisions, the
shaping of the Church's policy
and course of action, as yet
undecided upon, in the face of
new situations, especially of
the temporal order for ex-
ample. social question* and the
problems of world peace
Observe also that the same
Holy Father, in pondering
whether to define the Assump-
tion of Our Lady, sought out
and weighed and was influ-
enced by Catholic public opin
ion on the desirability of such
a definition. Similarly Pope
Piu* IX in regard to Mary *
Immaculate Conception, which
be defined in 1854. Comparable
instances of the Church wel-
coming and acting upon public
opinion can be found back
through her history. Hence al-
though Pius XII was the firat
to apply the name ' public
opinion." the thing itself and
the Church's recognition of its
worth art not at all to new
as Dr. Kueng would have us
believe
QUITE MISTAKEN, too. is
hi* view that "the Second Vat
lean Council
. ..made a real
tty of free discussion in a way
that had been simply unknown
in more recent times" The
freedom of speech which has
marked the present council
wa* more than matched in the
previous one, me First Vati-
can Council (1870). Modern
scholarship has exploded
the myth that the tatter was
something Uke a "totalitarian
party congress."
Another area foe legitimate
public opinion In the Church,
not dwelt upon by Father
Kueng. is the expression of
the laity’s desires for changes
in existing practice and dis-
cipline. where these are of
purely ecclesiastical origin
and hence capable of revision
when changed clreumtUncca
call for It
The Church haa heeded theae
respectful suggestions and rec-
ommendations of the laity in
the peat end will continue to
do ao in the future, whenever
in her higher wisdom and
wider knowledge It seemi pru-
dent to do ao.
IF IN ONE SENSE Father
Kueng limits public opinion
unduly, In another he seeks to
extend it unduly. For be in-
veighs against the restraints
imposed on free discussion in
the Church by censorship, and
demands the abolition of the
latter. We shall return to his
views on censorship in our
next article. At the momept it
is enough to note that Fr.
Kueng’s demand would sup-
pose that all things can be
summoned before the bar of
public opinion, whereas in the
above-mentioned address Pope
Pius XII limited public opinion
in the Church to matters "left
open to free discussion.” For
example, the Church's infalli-
ble teachings are not subject
to challenge, even by the Pope
and hierarchy, let alone by
the laity.
We come now to that role of
public opinion on which Dr.
Kueng prefers to concentrate,
criticism of shortcomings of
the hierarchy, of abuses snd
deficiencies in the Church.
It is true thst Pius XII en
couragcd constructive criti-
cism of this kind But the
Kueng lecture neglects to
bring out thst at the same
time the Holy Pather laid
down certain conditions and
tacitly presupposed others.
FOR ONE THING, criticism
should not be publicly aired
when private expression of it
will do (Matt. IS. 13-17). And
in any case the critic must he
competent, must know what be
is talking about This means
not only that be have a suffi-
cient grasp of the theological
principles involved in a given
situation or matter, but also
that he be sure of the facta
in the case
Rare is the layman in whom
these and other conditions not
ed or supposed by Pius XII
are verified All too often, both
In and out of the Church, sub-
ordinates judge rashly, being
unaware of all the tarts and
factors that are known to the
superior and guide his course
of action, a course which the
ignorant then revile as "cow-
ardice pretending to be pru-
dence." etc
What parent has not riper -
lenred this kind of thing? Al-
ready St Peter was the vic-
tim of unjust public criticism
(Acts 11. 1-3).
Laymen Asked
For Council Topics
WASHINGTON (NC) -
ArchbLshop Patrick A.
O'Boyle of Washington has in-
vited laymen In his archdio-
cese to submit recommenda-
tions on matters to be con-
sidered at the secood session
of the ecumenical council.
Archbishop O'Boyle asked
that suggestions be stated
"very coocttely" and deal
with matters that the council
has not yet discussed.
Sudan Testing Point
For United Nations
By GARY MAC EOIN
Aa events in the Congo
dramatically demonstrated,
the too sudden withdrawal of
a colonial power leavae a
vacuum which somebody haa
to fill. In the Congo’s case, the
United Nations attempted with
some success, though to no-
body's complete satisfaction,
to meet the immediate needs.
The UN, however. Is not cur-
rently organized, nor la it like-
ly to be in the near future, to
undertake the role of world po-
liceman with which Pope John
would have endowed it. Ac-
cordingly, at a deeper and
more significant leval, nev#
balances are bound to develop.
IT IS CUEAK that the Black
African nations hope to organ-
ize them selves into federations
with sufficient social cohesion
and political strength to con-
stitute viable modern nations
Already, however, they are be-
ing made to feel once more
what haa been one of the Con-
stanta of African life pres-
sure from the north. For moat
of the htatoric period, the focus
of expansion has been the re-
gion of the eastern Mediter-
ranean; and for at least 1,000
years, it has been spearhead-
ed by the Moslem Arabs.
Only in the last couple of
centuries, with the decline of
Arab power and the increase
of that of Western Europe,
was the histone trend tem-
porarily checked. Today, with
Europe's withdrawal, anew
sense of destiny inspiring the
Arab states, the old forces are
re-asserting themselves.
Where the conflict has flared
Into open flame is in the Su
dan. aa artificial a sovereign
creation aa any thrown up by
receding Imperialisms, with a
Moslem Arab community in
the north and a negro non
Moslem community in the
south.
THE NORTHERN group has
achieved total control of the
machinery' and machine guns
of government and iw is busily
engaged in imposing its w-ay of
life, including its religion, on
the Negro inhabitants of the
south. While many of theae
Negroes are Christian, many
others are pagan. What they
have m common la that they
are Negroes. The conflict, ac-
cordingly, has assumed and u
likely to continue to maintain
distinct racial overtones
The Sudan la where the
claah has shown itself moat
specifically, but it is a dash
which la occurring or threat-
ening all along the culture bor-
der which runs from east to
west across the continent of
Africa.
The new African nations are
reluctant to discuss the real is-
sue* in public. They are, how-
ever, very much aware
of them. Besides, they know
that they themselves do not
have the strength to repel
what is an invasion more
aubtle and more insidious than
that of the Europeans whom
they have Just ousted.
IT IS OBVIOUS that Cath-
olics have a major concern in
the progress of this conflict,
not only in terms of the human
rights involved, but also in
terms of the specific rights of
the Catholic Africans and the
Catholic missions in Africa.
Nevertheless it would seem
advisable for Catholics, at
least as a matter of tactics, to
become as little involved as
possible in the current phase
of the conflict. The Issues are
primarily issues of human
rights and the natural rights
and obligations of states, and
they can best be conducted at
they can best be conducted
at that level. Attempts to
approach them on the basis of
the -religious issues also involv-
ed may weaken rather than
strengthen the efforts to
achieve justice.
HERE IS A situation to
which the United Nations can
be urged to apply the princi-
ples it has formulated and
undertaken to promote. An ex-
cellent test case of the reality
of UN professions is provided
by this problem, which is
clearly defined and definitely
within its competence.
The limited powers of the
UN may prevent it from dic-
tating a decision, but that is
no reason for failing to use the
influence it enjoys as an organ
of world opinion by defining
where the right and the
the religious issues also involv-
wrong lie in this aggression.
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God Love You
Being Loved
And Loving
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
What it the msjor source of
any unhappiness you might
feel' Isn't it because you are
afraid of not being sufficiently
loved?
Translate that "being
loved" into modern terms and
it means this: you dread not
being appreciated, praised, ca
joled. treated with great def
erence. admired ... You doubt
your own worth and. there-
fore. you desire signs of af-
fection from others.
Suppose you became less
worried about being loved and
more concerned about loving
What opportunities there are
for loving! Love particularly
those who cannot love you
back, and you will then begin
to discover what real happi-
Dfu is. Love Is like our
breath; if we take it back it
poisons us
HERE ARE SOME ways you
can love.
1/ you are rich in addition
to giving hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars to institutions
which already have millions,
deduct $5O or more for Catho-
lics in the missions who live
on a bowl of rice a day
If you are struggling or have
nothing spend two minute*
on your knees etch day pray-
ing for souls.
If you are a college student
—make an extra visit to the
Blessed Sacrament for the con-
version of the world's two bil-
lion pagans.
IF YOl ARE a priest
every Urn* you buy a car, a
set of golf clubs or anything
else that constitutes sacerdotal
luxury, share a small fraction
of it with brother priests who
live in sacerdotal misery.
If you are a pastor set
• vide at least one-tenth of
1% of every collection (or
more, depending on your love
of the Church throughout Asia
and Africa) and send it to the
Holy Father that he may truly
be the pastor of all the souJa
whom Christ died to redeem.
If you are a smoker or
drinker do with a little less
and each month send an offer-
ing to the Pontiff for the mis-
sions of the world
GOD LOVE YOU to M K O.
for $2O: "For several months
I have been saving my win-
nings from a Friday night
card club l have started a
•
mission fund' and will con-
tinue to save for God's poor.”
To A Donor for $5: "I have
been sending money almost
every month anonymously."
To A E for $2: "Because Our
Blessed Mother has helped us
so much " TO L.W.C. for $10:
"To be used for your beloved
poor in the mission lands."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director. So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Ave . New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton. 31 Mulberry.St. New-
are, or Magr. William F.
Louis, 24 DeGraase St., Patar-
•on
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You Cannot Afford to Miss Tbit Most Unusual
Offor Eight Complata, Most Timaly Lacturas on
"Church History Through
The Ecumenical Councils"
TREATING THE
TWENTY-ONE OREAT COUNCILS Of THE CHURCH FROM
NICEA IN THE YEAR 325 TO THE SECOND VATICAN
COUNCIL, SUMMONED EY THE LATE ROPE JOHN XXIII
i ' ' GIVEN BY
THE MOST RENOWNED AUTHORITY ON
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
MONSIGNOR HENRY G. 1. BECK
I.T.L, D EC. HIST.
MOfIUOB O* CHURCH HISTORY AT IMMACUUII CONCIPTION
SIMINARY, pARLINGTON, N. J.
THURSDAYS, SEPTEMBER 19 and 2*
THURSDAYS, OCTOBER 10, 17 and 24
* '
THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER 7, 14 and 21
ST. ROSE OP UMA SCHOOL AUDITORIUM,
ORANGE AND GRAY STS., NEWARK, N. J.
■ P.M. lACH IVININO
**• ROM of lima ScHaal Auditorium It fly* mlnut*. by car away from tba
Canfral Ay*., (ail Orong* axil of th* Cardan Slat* parkway and I*
aadly r*odmd by Bum* Na. 21. Na. M and lb* Amp.,. Bu* No. 2
♦ram downtown Newark. Th» Lackawanna Railroad .top. at tti* Rota-
wlll* Station.
Oaa Mat far any *n. I.ctur* ,
Oaa Mat far antlr* I lactwrat
Phra la nbM Mat* (B Uctur** *adi)
Tan and mar* Mat. (I Uctru*. aach)
POR TICKETS APPLY MRS. KENNETH J. LOUOHERY,
11 GRAY ST., NEWARK 7, N. J.
FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE HU 2-0612
4IJI
- 7.50
800
1 (
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
FALL SEMESTER GRADUATE STUDIES
IN SOUTH ORANGE
LATE AFTERNOON. EVENING AND
SATURDAY SESSIONS
CLASSES BE6IN*SEPTEMBER 12™
REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 4-11"
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS THE SCHOOL Of BUStHESS
ANO SCIENCES AONINtSTRATMN
1 CkMlilrr
1 Mortotiog
InflUh
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ftsOofOMlNrilts Cown»*liof
School AdmlnUtralion
Check These Features:
Comnitnt Location • Acm of Frot Porking
Now Dining F«aliti«s
foruUlofor furthtr informition:
D.ofi of Studies
i N. J.
tooth MON Mitt
Money for college in the fall?
The NATIONAL STATE BANE
OFNEWARK
offers
mm
In conjunction with the New Jersey Higher
Education Assistance Authority
The National State Bank Student Loan Plan ia to Tn»v» a college
education possible for qualified students whorequire finunrfrjuJanoe. Loam
may be arranged for amounts up to $7500. Payments of principal need not
be made until after the student has completed his education.
For full details on the practical and. economically sound
National State StudentLoan Plan, come in today. We will
be glad to help you with arrangements suited to yourpar-
ticular requirements and budget.
■.•mm
The
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
810 Broad St, Newark 1, N.J,
MemberFederalDepout InsuranceCorporation
U.S. Movies:
Image Abroad
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Facta and figures arrived at
by the UJS. Information Agen-
cy in 17 different countries
(as released by the Motion
Picture Producers Association
o< America) are designed to
allay well-founded suspicions
that Hollywood movies do not
present a favorable image of
the U.S. overseas.
, Do they create a fair image?
We do not know. Sometimes we
have cause to suspect other-
wise.
THE USIA report shows that
Hollywood films are more
widely exhibited throughout the
civilised world than those of
any other country. A break-
down of facts, appears to
prove that in most countries
(France is the glaring excep-
tion) a majority does not view
our movies as necessarily re-
flective of our habits, living
standards, morals or ideals.
Even so, an almost equal
majority claims to get a bet-
ter, rather than worse impres-
sion of the way we go on here.
The French do not take to our
films.
The USIA statistics are
arrived at by microscopic
samplings. Should they delude
or inform us? For Instance in
Hollywood’s most significant
and sensitive market. Great
Britain where films take up
half the total playing time,
only about 1,200 cases were
examined. This pans out to
about one person for every
three British theaters.
In West Germany, France,
Italy, West Africa, Burma,
Japan and several South
American countries, the samp-
lings were even more frag-
mentary.
We may accept the report
that outside the U.S. ISO mil-
lion tickets are bought every
week to see Hollywood movies.
In the four European coun-
tries covered by the report,
crime and violence in Holly-
wood pictures were most often
cited as "a bad influence of
American motion pictures.”
This too, may well be true.
Still the "limited probing"
admitted by the USIA fails to
elicit reliable deductions as
to foreign tastes and reactions.
Christmas Stamp
WASHINGTON, D C. (RNS)
—The Pott Office Department
announced here Out it will
issue a special five-cent stamp
for Christmas that will fea-
ture a three-color reproduction
of the “Nation’s Christmas
Tree” with the White House is
the background.
BLINDNESS This class for a group of newly-blind peo-
ple at St. Raul's Rehabilitation Center, Newton, Mass., is
from a documentary "That They May See," to be fea-
tured on the "look Up and Live" TV program Sept. 8
at 10:30 a.m., ch. 2. Here, Boston artist Robert Amendola
teaches visualization through sculpture.
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N. Y. to Consider
Movie Ratings
ALBANY <NC> - The rat-
tog of motion pictures en their
suitability for youngsCers of
school age has been recom-
mended by the New York
State Board of Regents
The board's proposals were
forwarded to Assemblyman
Luigi R. Mi ratio of Brooklyn,
chairman of the Joint Legisla-
tive Committee for the Study
of the Dieeeminatioa of Often-
rive and Obscene Material.
The regents urged that film
censorship be retained but
contended present regulations
are Inadequate for the protec-
tion of children and young
people.
Book Review
A Bit Odd
WE NEUROTICS, by Rev.
Bernard Basset, B.J. Acade-
my Guild. IK page*. $3.75.
At last I've found a kindred
soul. I've long maintained
that all of us are somewhat
odd, although some are odder
than others. Father Bassett
agrees and proceeds on the
assumption nay, let’s call
it a fact that a little ab-
normality is a sign of normal-
ity. Thus we have the sub-
title. "A Handbook for the
Halfmad.”
FATHER BASSET dis-
penses his salving advice
through the experiences of a
Mr. Dawea, a thoroughly Brit-
ish gentleman who, if he is
not worrying atout getting
ulcers la concerned that the
train fat which he is riding is
going to plunge off the track,
or that his demise will come
about In aoma other imme-
diate fashion.
Well, Mr. Dawes meets this
little old deaf' nun and from
that time on be begins to
master, or at least set aside,
his fears. As be progress©*
toward peaoa of mind in a
moat aboormal way—be tells
us stories about encounters
with various people, most. of
them a little nutty too.
Possibly never before has
spiritual direction been en-
cased in such a whimsical
package. Father Basset, a
London Jesuit, writes with
subtle humor in the English
tradition, but his observations
lose none of their effective-
ness for their lack of solem-
nity.
If your phobias have you
worried, throw away your
tranquilizers and meet Mr.
Dawes. If you have no pho-
bias or idiosyncracles, better
meet him anyway because
anyone who thinks he’s nor-
mal is among the oddest of
the lot. Joseph R. Thomas
IVCCM Proceedings
WASHINGTON (NC> - "The
Layman in an Age of Chris-
tian Renewal proceedings of
the NCCM 1963 convention has
been published in paperback
form by the National Council
of Catholic Men here. The con-
vention was held in Atlantic
City under patronage of Arch-
bishop Boland.
MOVIES tjßsarigtfg
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CHESTER BAZAAR
AUGUST 29-30-31 SEPT. 2
UNTIL MIDNIGHT EACH NIGHT
ST. LAWRENCE CHURCH, CHESTER. N. J.
WHEELS Of CHANCE - SKILL GAMES - HAYtIOCS -
NOVELTIES - PONY RIDES - FANCY ARTICLES -
AMUSEMENT RIDES - REFRESHMENTS - NO ADMISSION
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MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundaysfrom Junt2 through Octobtr 27
MASSES 10t45, 11.45, 12.45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY. A SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS 5 mll.» north of Pooksklll, N. Y. on Rt. S
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITEi
PR. GUARDIAN, SA., GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
im • GARRISON 3, NY.
TcUphon. GArrlton 4*3671
FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
In New York City...
Visttthe
NATIONAL SHRINE
OF ST. ANTHONY
(near Penn Station)
2 Entrances
W. 31st St(t 32ndSt.) b«t. 60i 4 7th *»•
CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
135 W#»t 31st St., New York 1, N.Y.
near ►Gimbals A Hotel Statler layumr*
nitioni3um10a
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•SI MT. PROSPECT AVI., NEWARK
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CATERING
BLUE SHUTTER INN
BANQUETS • WEDDINGS,
ETC, • DANCES •
COCKTAIL PARTIES
(3 rooms Available)
Cocktail Loeale Open Dally
(Closed Tuei.)
2660 Morris Ave.,
Union
MU 64150
3
FREE PARKING .
Am CONDITIONED
lß«*m»| is NORM MADE
Ravioli Cavatolli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Wost Side Ave.
RITES ILVINTO
Jersey Chy. HI 34945
2&
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT”
DINING IN TNI NNtST TRADITION
Tee atifcssß Isseesa
UNCXCtUID FACILITIES POR N
WIDDINOS - BANQUfTI - COMMUNION IMAKFASTS
1161 MORRIS AVE., UNION MU 6*2537
Freak Me*aa ** *• «E« Wad- titan, FH, Sat. aed See
i....
As You'll like
If For
Yoor Pleasure
JOHN 1 EEUtPMT. Hmt
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available far
AB Occasions • Open Daily
ClMay a W. Omnd Itv S*aa4alMt-J
JOHNNY & MARGIE'S TAP HOUSE
'’SaacUiMaa la SHak Dtaaanr
Route #44 DEerfitld 4-9070 Porsippany, NJ.
fchU
• for Rose<
Recommended in "Cue"
CONTINENTAL CUISINI
•SOILED LIVE MAINE lOUTIIS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAYS 4 MONOATS
•rvofions Call MU 7-0707
At TV# Ny. Pamt*. Uaiaa. NJ. - Oardaa Stan rlway bit IU
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OILIOMTPUL SASLY AMiaiCAN AYMOEPHSSS
Catartaa U> WatMlna Sw.*tlaiu. Btnoimu. P.rUM 4 Lunchtoot
LUNCHIONt AND DINNiaS SISVID OAILY
1900 last Edgar Rood, (Route 1)
LINOSN. N. I. WA MW
Grsdomi Dining *t
Pefa£6>3
SEAFOODS
Ala Ctrl*
A D lunar.
Ntturlw SAT. a lUN.
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF A u jus
• Party Acc.mmod.ll.nt >
Oaatt Ivory O.y
Car. lona a Painty ad.. HACKINSACK
For
Reiervaciooi
Dl 2*1299
Get Out of Your Shell at the
Stole Vrarit
a delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties 6 Banquets
American-Continental Cuisine
Your Host: w gertMsid am.
"Chet" Grabomki Win ORANGE, N. J
Plate* quh tad A neuron Cuita Crulti Cards LtetptMl
TH* TALK Or NCW JKUKY THE NEW
Town & Campus Restaurant
Diner and Motor Lodge
I Iha bMuliful cunput of Nawut SUM Tucter* C
MOREIS AVE. and GREEN LANE, UNION, N. J,
na .-HiSsS usejs
-BORO BUSES.
FROM RUBUC SERVICE
TERMINAL - NEWARK
AIR CONDITIONED RUSSES VIA
,K l. TURNPIKE
KEYFORT - MIDDLETOWN
RED BANK - LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTIONS TO AU
SHORE POINTS
LOW PARIS
for Information Cod
MArkot 2-7000
IKHEB
RESTAURANT
OOM
Dtiir
And
UmUr
11 JLM.
TANARUS»
MtdnifM
226 WEST FRONT ST.
PLAINFIELD. N.J. . PL. 7-2007
"Preferred by those who desire
the finest” SS£SmtV£&\
For Parson* Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., ot the Boulevard, last Paterson, N.J.
Faoturing Altarnoting
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden Stote Parkwoy, Exit 158
Driving North on Gardan Stato Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minuto from either Exit)
Praises Orthodox Hosts
Priest-Delegate to Moscow Lauds Ecumenical Spirit
PARIS (NC>—A priest who
represented the Holy See at an
Orthodox celebration in Mos-
cow said here that be sees ecu-
menical fruits "suddenly rip-
ening."
Rev. Christophe Dumont,
0.P., superior of the Domini-
can Fathers’ Istina Center of
Orthodox Studies in Paris,
praised the "incomparable
liturgy” of the Russian Ortho-
dox Church, the "extra-
ordinary faith and piety” of
the Russian Orthodox people
and the "apostolic spirit of
young Orthodox priests."
FATHER DUMONT repre-
sented the Holy See at the 50th
anniversary of the consecra-
tion of Patriarch Alexei of
Moscow, head of the Russian
Orthodox Church, with Bishop
Francis Charriere of Lau-
sanne, Geneva and Fribourg.
Bishop Charriere returned
from the Soviet Union earlier
and was received in private
audience by Pope Paul. Fa-
ther Dumontstayed on another
nine days to visit Leningrad
and Odessa.
He gave Impressions of
his visit in an interview with
the Paris Catholic daily La
Croix.
"AFTER M YEARS," he
said, "a second ecumenical
youth Is starting for me. After
30 years entirely devoted to a
rapprochement with Ortho-
doxy, I sec fruits suddenly
ripening, beautiful ecumenical
fruits.
"I am still moved by the
cordiality of the welcome, fill-
ed with wonder at the splen-
dor of the ceremonies, the pie-
ty of the faithful and by the
southern exuberance of Odes-
sa.
"When I said my Mass in
the little Catholic church m
Odessa, once held by tbe As-
sumptionists and now cared
for by a Polish priest. I was
received, over my protesta-
tions, like a Bishop. There are
several thousand Catholics in
Odessa and all who were able
to come to my Mass did come
and received Communion.
"The Russian Orthodox off!
;
cials could not do enough to
make me happy. But this is
only a material, visible ex-
pression of very profound and
sincere feelings of friendship,
a rediscovered friendship be-
tween two sister Churches sep-
arated by something that is
basically minor."
Asked about tbe results ha
sees coming from this "his-
toric official meeting’’ be-
tween the Churches, Father
Dumont said: !
"THE EVENTS must be
placed in their context. Let us
say first that they are a nor-
mal outcome of the dialogue
born at Up (Second Vatican)
council;" the outcome also of
the spontaneous sending of a
delegation from the Moscow
patriarchate to the funeral of
John XXIII and to the corona-
tion of Paul VI, who very fav-
orably Impressed the patriar-
chate's envoys. So the dia-
logue continues and will keep
on growing.
"We are at the eve of the
second session of the ecumeni-
cal council, and Archblahop
Nikodim told me before I left
that an Invitation from Cardi-
nal Bea to aend observer! had
Just arrived in Moscow. A
similar invitation was sent at
the same time to (Greek Or-
thodox) Patriarch Athena-
goraa of Constantinople.
"There is surely need for
time and patience in prayer
and charity, but It ia neither
possible nor conceivable to fail
back."
Father Dumont taid “every-
thing” about Russian Ortho-
docy impressed him. s
"THE MAGNIFICENT res-
toration, for example', of the
few churches they sUU have,
their incomparable liturgy,
the extraordinary faith and pi-
ety of the faithful, the apoi-
tolic spirit of young Orthodox
priests, the abundance of vo-
cations and the courage these
vocations presuppose. There
are only five major seminar-
lea, and only one out of four
or five candidates can enter
due to lack of space. The oth-
ers follow correspondence
courses. The government,
which had recently decided
against 1 this kind of course,
brought it back at the request
of the Holy Synod."
Asked If he were optimistic
after returning from Russia,
Father Dumont said:
"Yes, despite anti-religious
pressure which has sprung up
lately. But the Soviet govern-
ment showed itself favorable
to welcoming foreign delega-
tions ...
"We Catholics must work gs
much as possible, to strength-
en the feelings of fraternal af-
fection which alresdy unite us
so closely to the Orthodox. To
have discovered that brothers
whom one believed so far
away are actually ao near la a
joy without equal."
RENEWING ACQUAINTANCE - In 1953 in Romo during
celebrations for the 50th anniversary of ordination of
Giuseppe Cardinal Pizzardo two Monsignors rode in the
same cor. Above, they meet again with a warm hand-
clasp. Msgr. Michael G. Kemezis of SS. Peter and Paul,
Elizabeth, and Pope Paul VI.
EN ROUTE TO APOSTOLATI - Patricia Quirt of Paterson (fifth from left) an alumna of
Caldwell College, sets off with fellow members of the Extenson lay Volunteers for
teaching assignments inPuerto Rico. Others withMsgr. S.F.Luecke, Chairman of field
directors for the Extension group, ore Joanne Barkley, Fayetteville. Veronica Carroll,Bayside, Dierdre Carlin. Richmond Hill, all in New York; Margaret DeRocca. Glencoe’
Ill., and Catherine Sciacca, Bayside.
Housing Project Kids
Now They See Beyond the Walls
NEW ORLEANS <NC)
Dozens of restless children
gather at a recreational cen-
ter here each morning, eag-
erly awaiting the arrival of
four young men in black
trousers, white shirts and
black ties.
The children live in apart-
ment buildings, in a commun-
ity which seems worlds away
from the nearby residential
sections.
The young men dressed uj
black and white four stu-
dents from Notre Dame Sem-
inary are conducting a
Catholic Living Program in
the Florida Ave. public hous-
ing project.
THE HOUSING units pro-
vide a place to live for 2,300
persoos, many of whom other-
wise would be living in slum
dwellings. But there is little
provision for recreational and
social outlets.
"The people have little con-
tact with outside areas, and
the outside areas have little
cootsct with them," said sem-
inarian Crosby Kern, 24.
"Many of the kids don't
know what it is to leave the
project," continued Kern. “We
take them downtown (to the
business district) and they
want to know if we’re still in
the city."
SEEING THAT the children
in the program get out of the
project at least once a week
—a trip to the zoo, to the
park, a cultural tour— is one
of the activities.
Other programs include
handicrafts and athletics, and
sewing for the girls. There is
a touch of doctrinal training.
"Many of the kids don’t
know what religion is," said
Kern. "The doctrinal training
is very basic, as those par-
ticipating in the program are
of many faiths."
THE SUMMER-LONG ex
perimental program, spon-
sored by Associated Catholic
Charities, also includes proj-
ects for mothers and for se-
nior citizens.
"We try to encourage par-
ents to use what means they
have available to make life
more meaningful, and to en-
courage their children to bet-
ter themselves," said semi-
narian Gerard Print.
“By getting together and ex-
changing ideas they discover
ways to improve the appear-
ance of their apartments,
even within their limited in-
comes," said Kern. "And
there is an exchange of ideas
on the many problems of
raising children.”
Many senior citizens of the
area haven't had a reason to
get out in years. Now they
gather once a week for a bin-
go game.
THROUGH THE program.
Catholic Charities hopes to
collect information that may
be useful in solving social
problems in tbe fag proj-
ect
Many people are not even
aware of the social agendas
which might betp them. The
seminarians direct them along
these toms. They also collect
and distribute food, clothing
and toys to needy cases
18-Year-Old Cancer Patient
Makes Vows as Brother
• BANKSTON, lowa (NC) A cancer stricken, 18-year-old
Eugene Heisler, took final vows as a Glenmary Brother in
ceremonies at St. Clement's church here
The youth had planned since last summer to become a
n
Bnrt sfr- A wcek •fler hu hi *h school graduationJune F, it was discovered that he was suffering from cancer.
.
Arrangements were made for the profession ceremonies
to be made early and in his parish. The superior general of
the community, Rev. Clement Borchers, came here from Cin-
cinnatl for the ceremonies.
The customary three-year study period required of stu-
dents before taking their final vows was waived by special
permission.
YOUNG HEISLER took the name of Brother Peregrine
patron saint of cancer patients. He will remain at home and
recite the daily prayers said by members of tbe religious
group. He is undergoing cobalt treatment for cancer at Mercy
Hospital in Dubuque.
Among those attending the profession ceremonies were
classmates from St. Joseph's High School where he was an
outstanding basketball player.
EARLY VOWS - Eugene Heisler (seated), 18. from Bank-
town, lowa, is shown taking his final vows as a Glenmary
Brother in ceremonies at St. Clement's church there.
Shortly after his high school graduation in June, It wasdiscovered that he was suffering from cancer. The cus-
tomary three-year study period was waived and he took
the name of Brother Peregrine, the patron saint of
cancer patients.
Publishing for a Parish
Magazine Part of St. Don’s Personality’
By SUSAN DINER
PATERSON - What makes
one parish different from an-
other?
"Parishioners!" responds
Rev. Roger llehert, 0.F.M.,0f
St. Bonaventure’s, where an
ambitious eight page bi-month-
ly magazine. Bona Views, con-
tributes much toward the par-
ish "personality.”
"Our parishioners,” Father
Hebert continued, "possess
vitality typical of people in
most parishes. We merely
capitalize on this vitality.”
Thirteen individuals in coo-
junction with the priests of St.
Boo's each contribute ss
much as 20 hours an issue so
more than 1,400 families can
enjoy the magazine.
BONA VIEWS is a H/2 x
12 inch slick paper job, easily
recognized by the caricature
of a friar oo the cover.
A typical issue will contain
Father Hebert's Friarside
column, news et tbe various
parish societies snd activi-
ties. sod instructional articles.
Occasionally there is a letter
from a farmer St. Ban's priest
who is now serving in the mis-
sions.
Special art by parishioner
Marie Sciofani is featured at
Christmas and Easter when
color is added to the mags-
tine. Last Christmas there
was n stained glass effect
representation of the Holy
Family; at Easter a drawing
of the Lest Supper.
Tbe writers employ a popu-
lar style, striving always to
convey to the reader that life
Is a reflection of God's good-
ness whether it's the beauty
of falling anon, tbe grace of
God keeping a person from
succumbing to drug addiction
or the weekly CYO dance in
the school hallf
THE SUCCESS the mags
ziae bis enjoyed for four
years since it was initiated
can essily be attributed to the
enthusiasm of the staff, a
quaiit.- ote *.ais to be con
lagious r.ftc* being with them
a abort time.
Charles Conti. Bona Views
editor, recalls "When we first
begsn the magazine enthusi
asm was terrific and ran very
high. After a wtule tt dwindled
which meant those writing
had to write more and better,
but it’a well worth evrry hit
of work we pot Into It”
Bona Views is currently un
der the direction of energetic
Father Hebert • who assigns
stories sad does a good deal
of the actual layout. The en-
tire staff works on a very
tight schedule "We receive
the proofs from the printer cm
the fourth, and in order to
hive it ready for distribution
by the 15th. we have quite a
hit of bustling to do," Conti
czplstncd
Proofreading and layout hn
to be done in one evening
rith-r Hebert. Mtnon Rose!
lini. Marta Gandatese. Bi'l
Lauber and Cbirlle Conti all
meet at Jody Ptratz_y s home
zbout 8 p.m One group does
the proofreading and anothe.-
the layout. The session gener-
ally lasta until 1 a.m.
FATHER HEBERT praised
the parish staff and their
hard work, lit said it Is an
"caceUrnt form of Catholic
Action through our laymen, a
way of reaching aQ the par-
ishioners. not just the regular
Sunday goers, sad keeping
them informed on parish ac-
tivities ’’
People from various fields
compose the staff. Lauber
said. "We have a teacher of
high school journalism, a
housewife, a secretary, busi-
nessmen snd a different stu-
dent from St. Bon's High
School writing the Keen Teen
column for each Issue "
Distribution to over 1.40)
families isn't an easy task hut
is handled effectively by six
hith school students who do
this as part of their business
course
Additional copies of the
Boas View* irt mailed to
paints as far away at Brazil
where Rev Roger Leech.
0.F.M.. Bona Views first di-
rector. Is doing missionary
work
"THE PARISHIONERS take
a pride in the magazine." Fa-
ther Hebert observed, "and it
seems to develop a feeling of
closeness ia the community
It's also a way of developing
the writing talents of the par-
ishioners, and increasing their
Interest on * parish level
More important, however, the
magazine is a form of laity
participation making the peo-
ple aware of their role in the
Church. It is our vehicle for
informing them of their apos-
tolatc role "
SUCCESS OF a project of
this nature wouldn't be possi-
ble without the backing of
the pastor, all hands agree.
As Conti said. "It’s wonderful
that Rev. Joseph Kennedy is
behind the project and has
assumed the burden of the
cost from the parish funds in-
stead of through a subscrip-
tion basis
"
The cost for a single
issue frequently runs close to
L-00
Time, hard work and more
time Why’ Conti summed up
the feelings of the entire staff
when he said. "The satisfac-
tion derived from the many
hours and hard work cannot
be measured. We all feel very
strongly that Bona Views
gives us far more than we
give to the magazine."
PARISH JOURNALISTS Bona Views editors Bill lauber, Charles Conti, Jody Piratzky
and Father Hebert discuss a future issue during a break in one of their layout and
paste-up sessions, layout is usually done on Jody's dining room table in an evening
that stretches into the a.m.
Note They Diced
An Area Code
ISLE OF CALDY. Eng
land (NC) The Cistercian
monks of this one-square-
mile island off the southern
coast of Wales are getting
their first telephone.
Up til) now, calls for the
Abbey of Our Lady and St.
Samson went to the island's
post office which relayed
the
messages A number of
business firms call the ab-
bey to order perfume which
the monks make and sell.
7
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five Reasons why
youß chußch should select
HAMMOND ORGAN »•
ALTENBURG PIANO HOUSE
Range
A far greater
range of true
church tones.
Qaality
“living"
cathedral-
quality tones
forany
enclosure.
Dependability
No tuning
expense-a
Hammond
Tone Wheel
Organ can’t
get out of
tune*.
Versatility
A Hammond
Organ is easy
to play...
fine for all
types of
music.
Enriching
Rich
percussion
effects of
chimes,
celeste,
bells, and
others.
COMM 1N... LMT US NSLP YOU PLAN
YOU* HAMMOND OMAN FUND DRIVE
ALTENBURG give* prompt, dependable, expert
servicing of all HAMMOND Organa.
*
ALTENBURG Plano House is New. Jersey’s oldest and largest
HAMMOND Organ dealer specializing in the sales and servicing of
HAMMOND Organs for churehes and other institutions.
ALTENBURG
PIANO HOUSE. INC
1150 E. JERSEY $T.
f
ELIZABETH. FL 1-2000
Opt* D*Uy liu 9 PM. • Si. till 6 PM.
OIK-STOP
BANKING
SAVINGS
CHECKING
LOANS
SAFE DEPOSIT
MANY OTHERS
BANK
Do all your banking conveniently under one roof at
FIRST NATIONAL! Enjoy the many advantage!
offered by a Full Service Bank, where you’ll flnH thi
•Mwer to all your family and business banking needs
THM 8T
JFIHST 1 I NATIONAL BANK
V»- OFJERSEY CiTY
m
• . :
lnwnw*. Cocpon.tl<M. . hMliMraiulM
Mail Office: 1Exchange Place, Jersey City
...mi 10atker tffkw la fernyCrty, Heboken, '
W«t NewYarfc. Harrlion and Kearny
5‘..'
Investiture and Profession for 28 Missionary Sisters
WEST PATERSON The
Missionary Sisters of the Im-
maculate Conception ad-
vanced 28 candidates in two
separate ceremonies at the
Provincialate here.
Bishop Navagh officiated
Aug. 10 as 11 young women
received the novice habits.
On Aug. 3 three Sisters made
final profession and 14 novices
professed temporary vows.
The new novices are pic-
tured above In usual order
•re, first row. Mother M.
Candida, provincial superior;
Rev. Gervase Walters.
0.F.M., St. Bonaventure Mon-
astery. Paterson: Bishop
Navagh. Rev. Robert McDer-
mott, Big Spring, Tex., and
Mother M. Veneranda, super-
ior general;
SECOND ROW. Sister Vir-
ginia Ellen Blhr now Sister
Joan Marie, Paterson;
Eleanor Agnes Goekler now
Sister Michael Marie, New
Haven; Patricia Diane Grcig
now Sister Marie Germaine,
New York; Eva Marie Hern-
andez now Sister Miriam
Celeste, Austin. Tex.; Marcel-
la Ann Keelean now Sister
Christina Marie. Dafter,
Mich., and Man Josephine
Thompson now Sister Maria
Theresa, Alexandria, Vs.;
Third row, Mary Ann Scher-
len now Sister Mary Eliza-
beth, Gonzales, Tex.; Phyllis
Ann Seaton now Slater Miriam
Joseph, Austin. Tex.; Sandra
Lee McKeta now Slater Re-
gina Celeste, Ookeburg, Pa.;
Kathryn Alberta Conti now
Sister Clare Francis. Norwich.
Conn., and Patricia Joan Bish-
op now Sister Joseph Marie.
Big Spring, Tex.
MOTHER Candida. re-
ceived final vows from Sister
Mary Ana Reisch, Clifton;
Sister M Clarice Madden,
Webster, Mass., and Sister M.
Damian Blostic, Cokeburg,
Pa. In the Aug. 3 rite. Msgr.
Joseph H. Hewetson, Clifton,
presided.
The 14 novices who pro-
fessed temporary vows the
following day are: Sister M.
Rose Shi roc Steiner, Ber-
genfleld; Sister M. Agnes
Claire Cote. South Belling-
ham. Maas.; Sister Msry An-
thony O'Byrne, Blackwood;
Sister M. Joseph Clare Pick-
ett. Chester. N. Y.;
SISTER M. Francis Andre
Tafuri. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Sis-
Ter Mary Peter Edwards. Arl-
ington. Mass.; Sister M. John
Dorothy Stevens, UUca, N.Y.;
Sister Mary Mark Sehmucker.
Rochester; Sister Mary Ber-
nard Kmieciak, Chicago;
Also Sister M. Leo Joseph
D'Atri, Farmington. Conn.;
Slater M. Francis de Sale*
Couget. Brooklyn; Slater
Cecelia Marie Andrew*.
Chicago; Sister Kateri Marie
Wolf, Brunswick, Ga., and Sis-
tsir Mary Magdalen Becker.
Detroit.
BIG DAY - The principals in the Investiture ceremony at Immaculate Conception, West Paterson, are above.
Eight Advance in Denville
DENVILLE Two novices
professed vow* as Sisters of
the Sorrowful Mother and ux
postulanta were received aa
novice* at Mater Dolorosa
convent here Aug. 12 Bishop
Navagh presided at the cere
monies which precceded a
solemn Mat* i
The participants are pic-
tured above with Bishop
Navagh They are. left to
right: Sister Mary Salvatore
DiLorenza, Brooklyn, newly
professed; Ophelia Welch now
Sister Mary Beverley, Grena-
da. 8.W.1.; Sheila Fung now
Sister Mary AJberth*. Trail
dad. B W.L; Louise Ibde now
Sister Mary Jeremy, Mountain
Lake*;
Also, Antoinette Angelo now
Sister Mary Rene. Pittsburgh;
RoaaLa Gustave now Sister
Mary Email. St. Lucia Is
land. B W 1.; Paula Cose now
Sister Mary Eric. Berwyn.
Pa., and Sitter Mary Dismaa.
Long Island, newiy professed
DENVILLE - Six new novices and two newly professed
Sisters ore shown above with Bishop Navagh at cere-
monies at Mater Dolorosa Convent, Denville, held on
Aug. 12.
Columbiettes to Hole
Convention Aug. 16-1
KINGSTON. N. Y. - TV $u
pr*me council of Columbiettes
•ill bold iu fifth annual con-
tention Aug IHT ai the Gov-
crnor Clinton Hotel here. The
convention will be attended by
officeri. directors and dele-
gates from New York. New
Jersey and Connecticut.
Following registration on
Friday at 4 p.m . Mr* Vincent
O’Sbca of Hackensack, pres',
dent, will conduct the first ses-
sion. A workshop on federal
aid to education co-l-cted by
Mr. Bernard Rrdmr .i of New
York will follow.
COLUMBIKTTES will attend
a Dialogue Mass at St. Jo-
seph's Church offered by
Msgr John M. Fleming, na-
tional chaplain and pastor of
Our Savior Church, New York.
A four-hour business session
will begin at r.oon. Receptions
will be held at the Kingston
Council Club House and the ho-
tel. A banquet Saturday eve-
ning will cloae the convention.
Mrs. William Murphy of
Oakland is chairman assisted
by Mrs Vincent McDanc gh
of Kingston. N Y.
Other NJ. women, national
officers, on the plax_a£ com
mtttee ere: Mrs. Bernard Neu-
man. Hackensack: Mary la-
cooetti. Richfield. Mrs
Charles Brennan. Westfield;
Mrs. Harry Fatey, Ruther-
ford; Mrs. Stephen huchmtn.
Dover: Mrs Roy Looey, Clif-
ton; Mrs. Chsrlea Middaugh.
Dove-; Clare Petty. Walling
too. and Gina Signore!’!,North
'•unswick.
I Was Thinking...
Three Little Gremlins, Five, Four
And Just Two, Were Good All Day
A young friend A ours was
hospitalized for three days not
long ago and I managed her
household and three small
children for that time.
She entered the hospital on
Sunday afternoon and waa
sure Mike could cope with
things until Monday morning.
It was agreed that 1 arrive
about 8 a.m. so that the father
of the flock could get off to
work on time.
At 7:50 I walked up the front
steps. I didn't hear a single
sound. Before knocking I
stepped back to check the
house number. It was the right
house, so I knocked lightly,
and then more heavily. Final-
ly a sleepy looking Mike open-
ed the door. "I dreamt I
beard someone knocking," he
said by way of welcome, "and
then I fell asleep again."
YOUNG MIKE, age five,
was right behind his father.
"You get my bed," he told me.
"Mommy changed the sheets
before she went to the 'hop-
sttle' and I slept with Daddy
to keep them clean ...” Anne
•ho ia almost four, appeared
then: *'l slept with Daddy
too.”
Mike shook his head: “And
that's not all. That apostolic
bleating we got when we were
married fell off the wail and
almost hit me on the bead
By RUTH W. REILLY
What a night ... Patty, Just
two, came trailing down the
atairs: "At’s my Daddy," the
told me proudly.
AFTER DADDY had gone
to work, young Mike insisted
on carrying my auiUaae up-
stairs. All three showed me
where things were and helped
eurprlslngly well.
I had to laugh at little Anne.
Seeing the vacuum cleaner
still in the living room ahe
clapped one hand over her
mouth with an intake of
breath: "Oopa,” the said, "I
was supposed to vacuum up
the crumbs before you came!"
She did it then. God bleas her!
There were the usual num-
ber of ups and downs. Patty
skinned her knee and howled
until a bandaid effected in-
stant relief and silence.
Mike and a little friend were
pitying by the tree and poured
some dry powdery dirt on Pat-
ty's blonde head, fPatty
doesn't enjoy shampoos!)
We had get-wall cards to
tend Mommy and I held each
child's hand and moved it to
form the letter* of his name
on the card. I waa looking in
my wallet for stamps when
Mike said: “My Mommy baa
■tamps ..." He flew to the
kitchen and in a moment wet
back with several green trad-
ing stamps! Lots of fun!
LATER w* walked to the
supermarket. At one point
Anne said in her piping au-
thoritative voice: "Here's the
Crackerjaek. My mommy al-
ways buys us Crackerjaek
..." Mike gave her a long
look end she weakened. “Well,
not aU the time ..."
At the door I gave each a
penny for the gum machine.
Mika Importantly took charge
of Patty's penny. "IH put it
in hooey," he said. "You open
your hand and catch It-*' She
misted and chased the Uttle
blue ball aa it bouncad and
rolled across the floor. Catch-
ing up with It, she popped it
into her mouth! What la It they
say? You have to eat a peck
of dirt before you die ...
ON OUR RETURN I helped
them into their bathing suits
and we filled the little back-
yard pool. They played there
until It was time for dinner.
Dried and dressed, they
swarmed about the kitchen
helping me. Mike opened the
refrigerator and noted beer in
the door rack. Assuming the
role of the man of the house
he asked: "Would you care
for a beer?" "No thank you,”
I told him.
They ate very well, but poor
little Patty waa so tired. To-
ward the end of the meal she
kept trying to push her eye-
lid* open as they insisted on
doting. She gave a sleepy,
slap-happy smile when 1 told
her to stay awake ... there
waa Ice cream for dessert!
She was beyond caring.
EVEN THOUGH they wen
"pool clean” they were sticky
after dinner and I gave them
tepid hatha before putting
them to bed. Mike was first
and he was delighted with a
powder rubdowo after hie
bath. “Hey, you guys." he
called gladly to his listen,
“We're getting powdered to-
night!”
After night prayers Anne,
her brown eyes wide and sol-
emn, asked "Were we really
good? Mommy said to be
good.”
"Yes Indeed," I told them,
"You are three good little
gremlins. Your Mommy will
be very proud of you!”
That was the first dayl
Should you have a friend who
has to go to the hospital for a
few days, offer to take care of
her children. You'll probably
enjoy it!
Visitation Plans
For Sept. 7 Fair
PARAMt’S Our Lady o'
the Visitation Rotarians wi r
offer hand-made articles a’,
the charity festival to be tpon
sored at the Bergen Mall
Sept 7
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...
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Vuluo so fantastic you will
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LOW COST FINANCING FOR...
H Home Improvement Loans
■ Purchase of a Home
U Refinancing of a Home
■ Consolidation of Mortgages.
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DO YOU KNOW
NEW JERSEY
...foset cony ee overaye ofready
f,200,000riders every dayoftheyear/
TTiere are nearly 400 bus companies serving
«ew Jersey. They operate over 4,160 buses and
transport annually about 436,000,000 passengers
“-many more people than any other form of
u
P°^?on* Annu*lbus revenue in New Jersey
reaches 112 milliondollars.
™ith(H* b“ transportation, highways wouldbecome eloped with private passenger can and
(oae bua the job
of 87 cars.) Commuters and shoppers business
*nd industry—benefit by dependable bus
and l&rpe bus terminals at both
ends of the state help make serv-
ice to many small towns possible.
A modern, efficient bus system
“ an important facet inhelping to
attract business and industry to
our state
... in helping to pro-
duce jobs
...in helping to keep
our economy strong.
®
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ADDIE SAYS Be sure to come out of the vocation
ahead of the game. That means you should be able
to look back on the summerand know you have learned
something new, have seen new things or have become
a better person. Addie became a winner at crochet.
(Color and paste on cardboard.)
10 N.J. Sisters to Attend
Canon Law Institute
DALLAS. PA. - Ten North
Jersey Staten will attend the
Initituta for Religious to be
held at Misericcrdia College
here Aug. 20-3 L Rev. Joseph
T. Galien, S.J.. professor of
Canon Law, Woodstock Col-
lege, Maryland, win direct the
institute for 151 major reli-
gious superiors from 14 states,
Canada and Ireland.
The institute is part of a
three-year course in Canon
Law and aacetical theology.
The courses are designed to
“explain all laws of the
Church that apply to congre
gallons of Sisters" and to "ex-
plain and aystematize the
batie principles of the spir-
itual life." 1
REPRESENTATIVES from
New Jersey include: Benedic-
tines oMElizabrih, Sister Rose
Anita, and Sister Clarence
Marie; Felicians. Mother M.
Virginette, and Sister M. Jus-
titia; Missionary Sisters of the
Immaculate Conception, Sis-
ter M. Juste, and Sister Jean
Marie;
Also. Sisters of Mercy.
(North Plainfield). Mother M.
Patrick and Mother M. Gio-
vanni; and Sisters of St.
Joseph of Newark. Sister
Catherine Regina, and Sister
M. Domenica.
Record Sermons
For August
ENGLEWOOD—"Our Secood
Conversion" by Rev. Humph-
rey Connors, O.Carm., and
“Tbs Virture of Hope,” by Rev.
Rene Hayes, O.Carm., will be
the topics for the August re-
cording of the
Month Club which supplies re-
corded spiritual talks for con-
vents and monasteries.
Answers
WORDSQUARE
GOLD
OBOE
LOVE
nrpp
WORDLADDER
King-Kind-Blnd-Band-Bold
Word Square
1 Precious metal
2 Wind instrument with reed
3 Great affection
♦ Opposite of shallow
Word Ladder
Climb down the word Udder
from KING to BAU). Change
ooly one letter at each step.
Form a real word with each
change.
PNG
, ■■_.?' i* .1 -. t,
BALD
Vacation 'Views
,
to Bring Victory Checks to Six Young Advocates
By JUNE DWYER
Whst are your favorite vaca-
tion spots? How can you share
your summer vacation with
God? Don't look to Addle for
the answers. Read what your
own Young Advocate Club
members have to aay.
The judges have finished
looking at the pictures the
Junior Young Advocates (boya
and girls from the kindergar-
ten through the fourth grades)
have drawn of their favorite
vacation spots. They've check-
ed the letters from the Senior
Advocates (boys and girls
from the fifth through the
eighth grades) too, that sug-
gested ways of sharing a vaca-
tion with God. And here are
the results:
THE FIRST place check of
$3 In the junior division goes to
Anne M. Beatty, a fourth
grader from St. John's, Hills-
dale, for her picture of the
CaUkill Mountains. Anne, who
lives at SO Clayton St, Hills-
dale, drew two cabins by tha
aide of a stream. In the back-
ground you can tee two beauti-
ful mountains capped with
snow.
Anne was taught by Sister
Michael Teresa.
THE SECOND place check
of $3 goes to Matthias Rus-
nock, a third grader from St
Mary's, Whartoo, who drew
us a picture of the beach. And
guess who is lying on a
blan-
ket on the sand watching the
water come in? That's right,
Matthias.
Matthias lives at 13 George
St.. Dover, and Is taught by
Mrs. Losey.
TIIE THIRD junior check
f«C tt win go to Terry Mc-
Guire who la going into the
second grade at School No. 1,
Passaic. Terry drew two pic-
turea, but the judgei thought
hla picture of the fair waa a
real winner.
Terry Uvea at 155 Albion St.,
Passaic, and was taught by
Mrs. Beyer last year.
THE SENIOR Young Advo-
cates came up with wonderful
w*y» to share the summer
with God. But, as always, we
have to select three top win-
ners.
Our first place winner Is
Deals* O'Connor, an eighth
grader from St. Catherine's,
Erakln. who lives at M Ml.
Glen Rd. Skyline, Midvale,
Md is taught by Sister M.
Gabriel. Denise's letter is
titled, "My Summer Compan-
ion, Jesus.”
,
Denise has some wonderful
thoughts that are easy for
each of ua to follow in sum-
mer. She said: "St. Benedict
said ‘to work la to pray* but
this doesn’t mean that we have
to labor constantly to offer it
a« a prayer. Our moat meager
thought*, words, and actions,
offered with the right Inten-
tion, are worthy to be called
prayeri.”
Denise ended her prize-win-
ning letter by saying: "When
you are playing don’t forget
Jeiui, Whisper a few words of
gratitude in Hla ears. Jesus
will stop whatever He la doing
to whisper a few words of
love in your ear."
CLAIRE ANBBHO. a sixth
grader from Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel. Ridgewood, came up
with the thoughts which took
our second prize In the senior
division. Claire lives at 124
Walnut St., Ridgewood, and
waa taught by Mias Kennedy.
Claire thinks the summer is
the perfect time to plan the
future. She wrote: "In the
summer you are free from
routine chores. You can be-
come closer to God because
you have more leisure time to
give Him. It is an ideal time
to give your thoughts to your
vocation and to ask God’s help
in leading you to your place to
life.
"Asa matter of fart,'* »he
concluded, “1 thought of the
slogan, ‘Vacation for Voca-
tion'." „
How’s that tor a good idea?
THE THIRD prize to the
senior division is going to
Lucille Cavalla, an eighth
grader from St. Anthony's.
Elizabeth, who realizes that
we have to work at bring
friendly and neighborly. Lu-
cille lives at Fourth Ave.,
Elizabeth, and waa taught by
Sister Marie Dunn.
"I would like to share my
summer with God by being
friendly and helping others,*'
Lucille said. "I know It will
warm God’s heart if 1 can
bring God nearer to people
and help them realize that in
eternity we shall be one fami-
ly, all friends of God, regard-
lesa of race, color or tongue."
There they are Young Advo-
cates. A few ideaa on vacation
spots and some wonderful
thoughts on how we can stay
eloae to God during the sum-
mer.
Have a happy August.
:.HONORABLE MENTION
certificates are awarded to the
following Young Advocates
(names are listed in alphabeti-
cal order):
Ellen Armentt, grade 7,
O'Brien School, Mt. Hope. Mr.
Bradley.
Joan Balani, 2, Holy Cross,
Harrison. Mrs. Crassian.
Betsy Callaghan, 5, Our Lady
of the Velley, Orange. Miss
Lilly.
Maureen Cuthbertson, 3,
St. Cecilia's. Isclin. Sister
Joseph Ann.
Patricia DcHont, 7, St.
Stephen's, Kearny. Sister
Mary Adele.
Kathleen Donovan, 4, St.
Vincent's Bayonne, Sitter Lor-
etta Dolores.
Honors Drohan, 3, Our Lady
of Victories, Jersey City. Miss
Brannegan.
Mary Drohan, 4, Our Lady
of Victories, Jersey City. Sis-
ter Catherine.
Patty Gorman. 5, Sacred
Heart, Dover. Sister Fidelia.
Robert Janzer,X St. Mary's.
Nutley. Sister Terese Valeria.
PATRICIA Kernodle, 7, St
Paul’s, Jersey City.
Dorothy Lettierl, g, gt
Anne’s, Fair Lawn. Sister
Lourdette.
Gerard Lettierl, l, gt.
Annc'a, Fair Lawn. Slater
SaVio.
Mary Lynch, 1, st. Gene-
vieve's, Elizabeth. Mrs. Mc-
Kenna.
Timmy Lynch, 1, St Gene-
vieve'!, Elizabeth. Sister
Adrian.
Stephen McKenna, 2, gt
Aloysius, Jersey City. Sister
Ann Regina.
Marian Maleski, 7, St.
John’s, Clark. Sister M. Jane.
Mark Maleski, 4, St. John's.
Clark. Sister Mary Cecilia.
Gordon Molano, kindergar-
ten. Sacred Heart, Lyndhurst.
Mrs. Senecki.
Daniel o 'Domicil. 2, St.
Philip's, Clifton. Sister Ed-
wardinc.
THOMAS O'Donnell, l, st
Philip's, Clifton. Mrs. Moore.
Cynthia Reimer, 7, Our
Lady of Visitation, Paramus
Sister Michele.
Aim Ritchie, 7, St. Patricks.
Elizabeth. Sister Joseph
Anthony Stringil, 8. Assump-
Bayonne. Sister Inez Barbara.
Christine Sweny. 2, Jeffer-
son School, Northvale. Mrs
Ferrara.
Stephen Sweeny, kindergar-
ten, Jefferson School, North-
vale. Mrs Seliner
Anne Walsh, 8. Holy Trinity,
Hackensack. Sister Rosa
Fellca.
Felicians Set
Dual Events
LODI - The Kelician Sis-
ters will hold a double cele-
bration at Immaculate Concep-
tion Convent here with an out-
door Solemn Pontifical Msss
at noon on Sunday, Aug. U.
They will combine the closing
of the golden jubilee of the
founding of the community's
Lodi province with the annual
novena to Our Lady of
Ciestoebowa in preparation for
the millenium of Christianity in
Poland which will be marked
in IM
Mother Mary Virglnettr.
CS S F.. provincial superior,
has Invited all students, rela-
tives and friends to the re-
ligious celebrations sad to a
garden party fallowing.
Morris Nun
Takes Vows
COLUMBUS - Sitter M.
Kristin. dnUghter of Mr. end
Mrs Edward S. Marks of St.
Virgil's. Morris Plains. wUlba
among 22 Sisters professing
temporary vows in the Dom-
inican Congregation of St.
Mary of the Springs kern Aug.
15.
17 Complete
CCD Course
At Caldwell
CALDWELL Msgr. Roger
A. Reynolds, arcbdiocesan di-
rector of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, presented
certificates to It Sisters who
took a six-week courtj at
Caldwell College oo the apos-
toUt# of the CCD and methods
of teaching Christian Doc-
trine. The group included 17
Dominican Sisters and one
Sister of St. Joseph of New-
ark.
Sister M. Frederick of Sa-
cred Heart. Lyndhurst. a
member of the CCD's arch-
diocesan Slaters and Brothers
committee, gave the course.
Have You
Read...?
Tbt following questions are
bated on articles ubicb appear
»» tbit it me of The Advocate.
The ensures ora printed at the
bottom of the column with
the pog* on which the ant wet■
beg article cam be fotmd.
1. The Young Catholic Leaders
Institute will hold Its annual
aeiaion at
(a) St. Paul's Abbey
(b) Essex Catholic
(c) St. Vernon's
2. Bona Vlewa magazine is
easily recognizable by
(a) the green banner on
the cover
(b) the caricature of a
Friar on the cover
(c) picture section on the
center fold
5. Winners front the Young Ad-
vocate Club come from
(a) Hillsdale and Midvale
(b) Elizabeth and Jersey
City
(c) Passaic and Bloomfield
4. The North American Litur-
gical Week will be held
next week In
(a) Santa Fe
(b) Trenton
(c) Philadelphia
'i a«td '(x)-p
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The Finest Parochial
School Uniforms Made.
Excellent Fabrics • Finest Fit
Convenient Locations • Economy
Dependable Service
Complete line of uniforms and accessories
in stock throughout the school year.
Inquire about our exclusive
"Direct to Parent Plan"
Centers
★ 50th Sheet A
Borgonllne Ave.
West New Yerk
Va
Youth
★ Elmwood
Shopping Center
Iteute 4 lest Paterson
★ Bergen Mall
Shopping Center
Paramut
ham
hooray...
Polish Ham
today!
iMfcfWtktM /"T's
kiait: AUUnta, t*-**-***
Irateart Tata.
v
-
WHY PAY MORE? WHYPAY MORE?
vi
Ct
$ V85* MK
MORE MEATfor LESS mi SHOP-RITEI
CORNED ™«“
First Cut
lb. 59
39
CANTALOUP!
19!
12,39
PRANCES 10,49-
NECTARINES
19!CoMornio
CELERY s1 15-
GRAPES
■25
CHUCfc STEAKS .45' RIB ROAST
RIBSTEAKS .69* RIB ROAST
CUB! STEAKS .99' SPARE RIBS
GROUND CHUCK .69' PORK CHOPS 8
.55*
.65*
.39*
.39*
CMKKSM PARTS 1
.49*
for OutdoorEttaa
BREASTS. 59*
UVERS .69‘
Roost
A 99c
a 85c
099 c
s49c
.69c
‘sS9c
PORIC rrsiw
HALF CUT
LOINS 491 791
■*«" 59f
Sow. $2.59
s 59c
*sl.s9
Nmg Crab Logs * *9c
BM.h * 29c
RIB HALF
39
MIX OR MATCH YOUR
SUMMER
COOLERS
SHop-R>u o* l.bb. Wrut# or p1
LEMONADE
I Flovoc\ Tip Top
FRUIT DRINKS
FROZEN
10: $ t
EVERYTHING'S PRICED RIGHT at SHOP-RITE!
Beans I
«■» NiOiw.
Cheese
7S*I
fcwftsflw
7S»I
SIT
COFFEE
SALE
PANCAKE MIXI
MIRACLE WHIP
WALL CLEANER
SKop-Riic All Pur-
pote Cflnd 100%
PURI COLUMBIAN
COFFEE | b<
Chate & Sanborn
,
4« OH or HOLLAND
tUn
HOUSI COFFEE
59
Sc Off
KRAFT
SHOP-RfTE
Strawberry
AJAX
3
2
4
4lWit
ITn.
$1
$1
$1
$ 1
PORK
ROLL
TAYLOR
MIDGET
1 1 1-lb. pkq
SUGAR
5161 ‘
TUNA FISH
o>«kin lh« Z^
Sea Solid Pack -Mie TmA* Ajl
3t OFF* cons
ICE CREAM
ESr TOMATOES
EXCEDRIN
srSTn. VITALIS
.HOLLAND
DUTCH TREAT
v PRIDE OF
THE FARM
BOTTLE
OF 60
SPECIAL 15c OFF
K«g. $1.03 plus tax
59Hod.
9 #3o3s 1
77
■•1.93c
si/0
7-oz.
76
i£2S|r“~’**-“**-"f1 "• <«>•- • <- W. t«Mrv* Hr. right to .iH qwmJljM.
There’s a Shop-Rite blear You C<£l ESsex 5-731
In National Event
Knights Sight Dream
NEWARK
_ The Blessed
Sacrament CYO Golden
Knights have their sights
trained on a repeat victory in
the National Dreani Contest
fordram and bugle corps Aug.
1* at Roosevelt Stadium, Jer-
sey City.
The Knights boosted their
current victory string to threo
contests and posted their 14th
win in 18 tries Aug. 10 as they
won the first annual “Sound of
Music” competition, which was
sponsored by St. Rose of
Lima’s Imperial Lancers here
at Schools Stadium.
BT. LUCY’S Cadets (New-
trie), which had won the top
spot in an event at Clifton the
previous week, came in sec-
ond to the GoldenKnights. The
winners tallied 89.16 points and
took trophies for highest finish
in both dramming and bugling.
St Lucy’s bad 81.98 points and
it took the trophy for best
color guard.
St. Patricks’ Cadets (Jersey
City) were fourth with 77.16.
Before taking on the chal-
lengers to its title in the dream
contest. Blessed Sacra ment
Will face the Garfield Cadets,
among other units, Aug. 17 at
Ridgewood High School field
under the light*.
In the dream contest, which
is sponsored by the United Or-
ganizations of Bayonne,
Blessed Sacrament will meet
the Garfield Cadets and St.
Kevin’s Emerald Knights.
YCU Takes living Integral Christianity' as Theme
NEWTON Bishop Navagh
and Abbot Charles V. Corls-
ton,'O.S.B., are listed among
the speakers at the Young
Catholic Leaders' Institute to
be held at St. Paul's Abbey
here Aug. 25-30.
Hie theme of the Institute
Is "Living Integral Christiani-
ty.” Some 70 selected high
school seniors from the New-
ark Archdiocese and the Pat-
erson Diocese will participate.
THK INSTITUTE will be
divided Into four study
groups: communication arts,
education, family life and gov-
ernment.
In addition, a number of
elective workshops will be of-
fered daily. They will deal
1with various techniques of
leadership.
The high point of each day
will be the celebration of a
community Mass with a homi-
ly at mid-day. The students
will also recite Prime and
Compline dally and engage in
a Bible Vigil.
Also, a keynote ad-
dress will be delivered each
day on the Church and the lay
apostolato.
Heading the four specialized
■tudy group* will be:
• Communication art*:
Rev. James A. Pindar, direc-
tor of Radio Station WSOU-
FM and chairman of the
communication arts depart-
ment, Seton Hall University!
and Edward Fischer, writer
for Ave Maria magazine and
professor of communication
arts at Notre Dame Uni-
versity.
. • Family Life: Rev. James
J. Carroll of St. Charles Bor-
rotrfeo (Newark), a Cana Con-
ference conductor, and Sister
Marie Anthony, S.C., of East
Orange Catholic High School.
• Education: Mrs. Richard
Furrevig, of the faculty of
Union College and Rev. Stan-
ley M. Grabowski, director of
the YCU.
• Government: Stanley P.
Kosakowskl, of the Seton Hall
University faculty, dean at the
Institute of Adult Education
in> Bayonne. 1
AMONG THOBE offering
electives will be Rev. Elias
Mayer, 0.5.8., Newton; Rev.
Frank J, McNulty, Immacu-
late Conception Seminary,
Darlington; Rev. Edward R.S.
Cooke, St. Paul’s, Ramsey;
Eleanor Turbett, Irvington,
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Ryan, Sparta.
Also serving on the YCLI
staff will be alumni of past
institutes.
_
These include: Susan Bat-
faglia, Anthony Ciaglia,
Gail de Planque, Arlene Jac-
quette and Harold Kollmeier.
The YCLI was founded In
1958 under the sponsorship of
the Sodalities of Our Lady in
the Newark Archdiocese. The
aim is to provide young peo-
ple with the “what." “how”
and "why" of the lay apns-
tolate.
SFAIN-BOUND - Betty Ann Gallos (second from right)
of Woodbridge and her teacher, Sitter Mary Alexis of St.
Mary's High School (Perth Amboy), prepare to leave on a
trip to Spam, the grand prise In on International essay
contest on the life of Christopher Columbus. They ore look-
ing at a model of the Columbus flag ship.
Prelate Warns of Drop-Outs
LAFAYETTE. La. (NC) -
Bishop Maurice Schcuaydcr
of Lafayette has expressed
concern oarer the Increasing
number of youngsters drop
ping out of high school.
He said tn a pastoral letter
which was read in all diocesan
churches:
“I consider it my grave
duty to remind the parents to
do all that is possible to see
that the boys and girls com-
plete at least their high school
education Likewise both pas-
tors aad assistants are urged
to speak of this scourge to
their flocks from the pulpit,
at meetings of men and wom-
en. in religion classes, and to
tha young people individually
whenever the occasion
presents itself.
“For evident reasons, the
majority of these drop-outs
must join the already too vast
army of the unemployed No
school and no work mean idle-
ness. with the result that
many become delinquents with
little hope for a happy and
useful Ufa.”
FATHER JUNIFERO Serra.
the “Apoetle of California.”
died In ITM.
Column Writer
Empties Mail Bag
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
Writing U a moat fascinat-
ing business, for any number
of reasons. It's an outlet for
one's ideas, a chance to pass
one's experiences on to others
for their perusal, and their
acceptance or rejection.
One of the most interesting
angles Is the mail one gets
as a result. There is so much
variety in this mail that you
begin to wonder Just how di-
verse human nature can get
The same article will get al-
most embarrassing praise
from ooc reader and equally
vehement condemnation from
another. One tells you you've
hit the nail on the head, and
another hints that someone
must have driven a nail
through your head.
LET'S TAXE A sample or
two.
As was to be expected, an
article on "Women’s Crowning
Glory" brought a few out of
the woods. You doo't mention
the atrocious things some
women (teenagcd and not so
teenaged) can do to their
hair, and hope to escape the
charge of writing about "un-
priestly things
"
In oae column. 1 rashly ex-
pressed some dusatisfaction
with the overemphasis on
sports in high schools. A priest.
1 was told by a critic, has no
right to talk about sports, and
besides, anyone who thinks
sports could be overcm
phasbed must be a BA pound
weakling who never gets more
exercise than limbering up
his wrists and fingers at a
typewriter.
VE»Y OFTEN'. I find that
the critic makes one of sever-
al mistakes he puts words
into my column, reads only
the words he wants to. or
tends to raske a universal out
of a particular such ss
would be the case were one
to Judge all Catholics by ooe
disgrace to the Church or
all sports by one stupid
sportsman.
Take, for Instance, the letter
(too lengthy to quote in its
entirely) which begins with
this bit of mature restraint:
-I am writing this letter as
a means of releasing the
constant irritation you have
caused me ever since
you began writing about teen-
agers . . . Your articles con-
tinually criticise teen-
agers. . ."
(Like those articles discuss-
ing the virtues of teenagers,
their courage, their energy
and enthusiasm, their dissatis-
faction with mediocrity and
following the crowd, their
ability to rise to a challenge,
their lack of any fear of con-
sequences. their honesty and
sense of fairness, and so on
and so on and so on?)
"You know . . . that the
great majority of the parents
that read this article will form
a negative attitude toward
’steady dating’ and its effects.
Your column gets across its
point very well pshchdogically
—you want it to. You know that
the parent* are looking for
some good excuse to keep
their offspring from ‘going
steady.' Now all they have to
do is point to your column
and thus they are able to give
a valid excuse for their ac-
tions . . .” (A "valid excwse"?
Wow!)
This, meant as a scathing
indictment of kindly old Fa-
ther. is precisely what kindly
old Father had in mind. And
if even one parent wakes up
to the dangers of teenagers
going steady (which dangers,
as I pointed out. are always
there psychologically, and al-
most always there morally),
then that particular column
will have achieved its
purpose.
THE MAIL does come in.
and I enjoy it. Most of it is
encouraging Some of it is in-
dignant. All of it is interest
Ing.
To close on a positive note
“. . . 1 sincerely hope that
you will continue writing ar-
ticles such at this, because It
it the faith of other people
Uke you that helps us teen-
agers put faith in ourselves
This more than makes up
for my other friend who
writes only “as a means of
releasing the constant irrita-
tion you bava caused me ever
since you began writing about
teenagers
.
.*•
VFW Auxiliary
Selects Topic
KANSAS CITY. Me. - "The
Foreign Student to America
—An Opportunity far Friend-
■hip.” U the topic announced
by Um Ladle* Auxiliary of the
Veteran* of Foreign War*
for it* 29th annual National
High School Writing Contest.
Students from public, pri-
vate and parochial schools are
eligible to enter the contest,
which has a 1t,090 first place
award. There are 23 other na-
tional cash awards. Rules
folders can be obtained from
local units.
Star of Sea
Moves Ahead
In Hudson Loop
BAYONNE - SUr of the
Sea. which baited ahead in
the race for secood half hon-
or* in the Hudson County CYO
Junior Baseball League, will
face the only other undefeated
club, Mt Carmel, in a key
game Aug. 17.
Star of the Sea stopped St.
Bridget’* (Jersey City), *-S,
and nipped St. Vincent's, l-o,
to grab the lead Mt. Carmel
blanked St. Vincent's, 2 0, in
its lone second-half game.
In other games coming up
this week, St. Bridget's and
Mt. Carmel will clash Aug.
IS and St. Bridget's will meet
St. Vincent's Aug. 17.
The standings:
w i
Sw S lt> hi 3 »
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In Europe
Felicians Complete Seminar
LODI A group which in-
cluded three Sisters, seven
students and two alumnae of
Immaculate Conception High
School here last week return-
ed from a four-week Felician
Sisters European Seminar.
One of the highlights of the
trip was a two-and-one-half
day stop at the shrine of
Lourdes in France where
they participated to a candle-
light procession and they vis-
ited St. Bernadette’s home.
THE TOURISTS also spent
a week at Rome during which
they bad a semi-private audi-
ence with Pope Paul VI. Pope
Paul spoke directly to Sister
Mary Pontiana, one of the
three Felician Sisters in the
group.
She snd Sister Mary Sanc-
tinc are teachers at Immacu-
late* Conception. The third
Sister. Sister Mary Hortulane,
is supervisor of elementary
schools (or the Lodi Province.
A third feature of the trip
was a stop at London. Other
places which were visited in-
clude Warsaw, Czestochowa,
Krakow and Zakopane, all in
Poland.Pope Sends Symbol
To Mexican Youth
MEXICO CITY (RNS)
Pope Paul VI sent a symbo-
lic sacred flame and a spe-
cial message to Catholic
young people here who are
marking the 50th anniversary
of the founding of the Mexican
Catholic Youth Association
The flame, covered by a
miner's protective lamp, was
flown from Rome to Mexico
City after it was blessed by
the Pope at Castel-gandolfo.
his summer residence.
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for CHILDREN
for REUCIODS
for EVERYONE
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
ISM
57 Kihir St, Imrt
NEW ENGLAND
Religious and Historical Pilgrimage
R«v. G*ors<* |. Sherry, OSI, Chaplain
Mtarw Marin, «iW>ir MIMIM PJri.
lira aldria « tha
MMri Pir how, faalai rmm (Ms MU. M» Mi,
—i at nwata.
Philip H. and Eileen Sheridan
351 Mt. Proved Avenue
Newark 4, NJ. Tab HU 3-3977 (after 6:10 PAL)
ELECTRONICS
WHILE STILL
EMPLOYED
for
1
better
P*vA
’S3 PASSAIC AYE.. KEARNY. NJ. TELEPHONE 998-1133
fUAtt HU mCMtftm ivocaunoe um kxkut.
Electronic
School
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
COEDUCATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE PROGRAMS
LATEAfTBNOON, EVENING
AND SATURDAY CUSSES
•
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 12th
REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 4-llth
Select your Atm of Interest
from the following Programs:
■NahrMW
OiM* Umra 00
THE COUE6E OF ADULT EDUCATION COURSES
Spmol Coen*ia Nttmrk Omly
SitHU o>t No*Jt«riadou4 Stadmi
Chwnijfiy (SNP)
T
Co—meat! so Ms (SNP) ,
EoMsb (WP)/NUonr sod 11
Potitleol Sdooca (WP) rT^?fg..L.ni
11 ,
(S"P) S?
(SNP)
(«P)
Thootofy
<SN)
(WP)
Tbos*on. Th. ChritUl*
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Comas for tho
W
THE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
j(snp)
(SNP)
(SNP)
moot (SNP)
Marksttof (SNP)
Coo—poury Amoricao
pti,|o*cph|
e.,,k.si, -■ u u
-
rryciwOfy M th#
Ai-J
Ml.-iJ
■MOT wit
litsranrCl—a oaA the
SCHOOL Of EDUCATION
m
Education (NP)
Hulth, Phys. Ed-ten
‘ ‘
»>
(NP)
For Further Information or Catalan Writa
*.
<w Talephone the Registrar
no
South Onnjt 31 CUntoo St
SO 2-9000 Nswsrii
Ml 2-3SOO
Ma Ml
ISI Ellison St
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LA 5 9429
Borgos & Borgos
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KEARNY, N. J.
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1 62 CHEVY
I *42 CHEVY
I V-X.
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I
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•61 CHEVY Spociol
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USED CARS
_
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|
l
*6O CHEVY $1495
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*59 CHEVY $1095
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Store God fcj Sernoj Others
Sitter* of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• rrtvMinf Htmo far Pa
• Taachfna CilhMot fa all »«fl a*
Cp>taran and Taan Antra.
• {aadfrtm IndaacM far Wart-
Ina Oirta.
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Director of Vo<otion*. 39 f. 83rd St., Now York 28, NY.
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FRANCISCAN WISSIONAIT DNIOI
135 WEST 31st SHEET, NEW TOW i, NEW YORK
lOngoti. S-0077. If no answer, coll PI 44*0
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
Founded In 1899 by the Sitters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jersey
A felly accredited liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sitter* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, NJ.
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
SYMBOL...
“OF THE NEW MAN YOU
CAN STRIVE TO BECOME"
FRANCISCAN
PRIESTS & BROTHERS
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sports spot
Go Cast, Young Man
by ed woodward
»
The Olympic games are still
►•more than a ytar away, but
INorth Jersey candidates are
r already lining up for possible
berths on the U.S. team which
will go to Japan in 1964.
Leading the group is a young
man from South Orange ami
Villanova University, Dick
McDonough, who has been
capturing headlines for his
swimming accomplishments in
recent yean.
HE IS currently enjoying an
opportunity to discover first-
hand how he'll like Japan. Ho
was pinked on a 16-man U- S.
squad which left this week for
a tour of that country. He*
Dooough's selection followed
some top-notch efforts In the
National AAU championships
last weekend at Chicago.
Dick moved In fast company
at he took fourth places in
both the 100- and 200-meter
freestyle events at the AAU fi-
nals. Ha also finished -fifth in
the 100-meter butterfly and
helped the North Jersey Swim
Association to fifth in the med-
ley relay.
The Seton Hall Prep grad-
uate earned a spot on the
American team in the Pan-
Am Games this year and
should become an Olympian if
lm maintains his present pace.
• • •
ANOTHER YOUNG North
Jerseyan from a Catholic
school in the summer spot-
light this week is Gene Mendes
at Pomptoo Lakes. Gene, who
was a standout with the Don
Booco High School freshman
basketball and baseball teams
last year, hat been a key fac-
tor in a drive to the National
semi-finals of the Senior Little
League tournament by a team
from Pomptoo Lakes.
He and the rest of the Lak-
ers will travel to Lehigh Uni-
versity for the semi-final con-
test Aug. 16 with the Western
Regional champions. Pomptoo
Lakes woo the Eastern Re-
gional title last weekend in
Rhode Island with a pair at
shutout triumphs.
Mendes hurled a ooe-hitter
in the first victory and con-
tributed two hits in three trips
as an outfielder in the second
decision. The Lakers have al-
lowed just one run to be scor-
ed against them through the
tournament. In one other
mound appearance, Mendes
pitched a three-hit shutout
• • •
IN THE imu League
tournament ' a young man
from Mt Carmel pariah la
Ten*fly showed he may he
following In the famous foot-
steps of his father. GU Me
Dougald. Tod McDougald hat-
ted .333 through the state fi-
nals as Tenafiy earned the
New Jersey crown. The young
man la an infiekler like his
dad.
• • •
VINNIE FARRELL of
Newark, a veteran sports offi-
cial. has been elected **Arhitre
International Hooorairt" by
the Federation of Interna Hoax]
Basketball Arbiters for work-
ing in 13 tournaments of inter-
national competition.
Oratory Lists
2 Newcomers
SUMMIT With anew
coach, Dom Flco, and a re-
vised schedule, Oratory will
bo looking to halt a losing
slide which hai mounted to 19
games—lncluding two consec-
utive 04 seasons.
Morris Catholic, anew
member, of the Big Eight
Conference, and Mater Dei, a
new school in Port Monmouth,
have been added. Morristown
School and St. Bernard's were
dropped to make room for the
newcomers.
The locals will play one
night game, Nov. 22 at Har-
rison.
The complete schedule ia as
follows:
cSTvyKr- * Morrl*
Pirate Mermen
Increase Slate
SOUTH ORANGE—Five new
opponents are listed on the
1963-64 Seton Hall University
swimming schedule which was
announced by Rev. John J.
Morgan, athletic director. It
will mark the sixth season for
coach Jim Fetten.
St. John's, Hunter, King’s
Point, West Chester and East
Stroudsburg will replace Cath-
olic University, Loyola of
Baltimore and Lafayette.
Some of the traditionally
strong foes on the schedule in-
clude L.1.U., Adelphi, Villa-
nova. Manhattan. Temple,
Georgetown and Fordham.
Bob Crooks and Larry Mil-
ler. who combined for 263
points last season, will return
to give the Pirate swimmers
bright prospects.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Not. a m a Mol
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Breakfast For
Football Team
ENGLEWOOD - Plana for
an annual football team Com-
munion breakfast, sponsored
by the Fathers’ Chib of St.
Cecilia's High School, teava
been set for Oct. 30 before a
game with Xavier High
School. Frank Roeeodahl and
Frank Burke are chairmen.
BT. PIUS X was canonised
in 1954, 30 years after his
death.
In CYO Baseball
St. Rose Hikes 1st-Plate Edge
NEWARK - St. Rote of
Lima posted a forfeit victory
over Sacred Heart Cathedral
Aug. 11 to build a two and
one-half-game first {dace bulge
in the Essex County CYO’s in-
termediate baseball league.
8L Catherine- of Siena
(Cedar Grove) remained In
contention with an 8-3 victory
over Sacred Heart (Vails-
burg). Winning pitcher Ed
Zeres registered seven strike-
outs. Frank Laddlck took the
loss.
Two critical rained-out first
rouud games are scheduled to
be made-up Aug. 11. St. Rose
and St. Francis will both be
bidding for the first-round
crown when they meet Sacred
Heart (Vailsburg) and St.
Catherine’!, respectively. Both
teams have 2-1 records.
KD CILENTO'B relief
pitching sparked Sacred Heart
Cathedral to Ha third straight
second-round victory in the
junior league. .
CUento relieved- BiU GogUa
with the bases loaded and no
outs In the bottom of the aev-
enth Inning to protect a 2-0
lead. Cilento was nicked for a
sacrifice fly to make the score
2-1. He then struck out the
next two batters to end the
game.
Sacred Heart scored Us two
runs in the sixth frame on
singles by Bob Schwarts, Lou
Gennrio and CUehto.
St. Antoninus moved Into •
three-way tie for second place
by edging St. Thomas the
Apoatie, 3-1.
Losing pitcher Dennis Satso
fanned 13 batters and allow-
ed only two hits. Two errors
sod a passed ball accounted
for two of the winners’ runs.
Winning pitcher Joe Krill, who
hurled a no-bitter last week,
was touched for five hits.
ST. BENEDICTS defeated
St. Joseph's (Maplewood i.
9-3. behind the seven hit pitch-
ing of Dennis Kieinknecht.
Kleinknecht fanned six bat-
ters. Frank Udvarhelyi provid-
ed the offensive power with a
triple and homer to score four
rims. Charles Balakonls took
the lots.
St. Francis won by forfeit
from St. Philomena’s.
The first-round standings
show St. Antoninus and St.
Benedict’s tied for first with
four and (me records. Sacred
Heart Cathedral U third with
a three and one ipark.
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St. Cecilia's
Sets 9 Games
In Grid Return
ENGLEWOOD—After a one-
year forced absence from the
sport, St. Ceclhi’s High School
will return to football thia fall
with a nine-game schedule, in-
cluding two new opponents.
The Saints will face Notre
Dame of West Haven. Conn.,
Nov. • here and Bishop Egan
at Levittown. Pa . Nov. IT.
WL Joseph's (WNY) and Ford-
ham Prep were the opposition
on those dates two years ago.
Four Tri-County Catholic
Conference contests, tradition-
al games with city-rival En-
glewood and Xavier of New
York City as well as a game
with North Bergen are also on
the agenda. Two of the St
Cecilia's games will be after
dark—Oct. 12 with Queen of
Peace at Harrison and the
game with Notre Dame.
The complete schedule Is as
follows;
§**«. a. Nf« fw*
On V .Sank lirfwi. U. Own K
S. *•
Nw. J. rn SnpM CSUSi‘I » Mrcn
D«b* <* BJB.li IX. « Silk it liu.
a « ben«s lit st ibi
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LaSalle to Visit
PHILADELPHIA
- Among
the contests tilled on the La-
Salle College 1963-64 basket
ball schedule is a game at
Seton Hall University Feb. 2t.
At St.Philip's
Summer Cage Camp Scheduled
CLIFTON Basketball In
August will be coming up
again this y6ar as the Bergen-
Passaicßasketball Camp re-
turns to St. Philip the Apostle
School Aug. 28-30 for the sec-
ond year.
The camp was switched here
last year from Don Bosco
High SchoM, Ramsey, and the
directors found the move a
good one since the tfew site is
more accessible to more
areas. Dick Tarrant, former
St. Cecilia's (E) coach and
current Passaic High School
coach, and John Bach, Ford-
ham University coach, direct
the clinic.
AT LEAST TWO, players
from Catholic high schools.
John Russell of St. Peter's
Prep and Frank Zurey of Pope
Pius have already enrolled
and more may enter before
registration ia closed.
Among the members of the
staff, besides Tarrant and
Bach, are John Stevens, one
of the standouts at Fordham
last year; John Mahonchak,
who will enter his senior year
and third season as a regular
at St. Bonaventure this year;
Mika Checkan of George Waah-
ington and Tal Brody at
Illinois.
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Meals Daily Choice Breakfast Bacon served every morning.
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U.S. Once Benefited
From Mission Society
The principal beneficiary of
the firat offerings of the So*
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith in 1823 was the
U. S.— a foreign mission un-
til 1908. This is hard to be-
lieve today with the Church
flourishing in nearly every
•pot in this great land. How-
ever, such was the case.
In 1922, the centenary of
the society, Pope Pius XI au-
thorised this organization as
the pontifical instrument by
which aims are centralized
for the missions. Today the
-xiety for the Propagation of
the Faith is organized in 58
nations. »
Since 1823 thousands of mis-
sionaries have felt the bene-
fit of the extraordinary apos-
tolic charity of the foundress
of the society, Pauline Jarieot.
This society has no capital on
which to draw no money
is set aside for Investment;
all alms are given to the poor
immediately.
The Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith has been
able to supply at the most—-
20% of the support of the
700 missionary Bishops all
over the world. Won't you try
this year to increase the sup-
port the society can give to
the poor (spiritually and phys-
ically) of tile world?
School Kids Get
A Little Needling
The parish of St. Francis of
Assisi takes in two hilly slum
areas outside of Rio de
Janeiro. Children born in
these favelas have little to
look forward to. Most of them
have no clothes for school,
nor do they have enough to
eat.
Four years ago the O.F.M.
Conventual Franciscan Fa-
thers opened a parish high
school to the children of the
favelas and gave them spe-
cial afternoon sessions.
Thanks to generous lay peo-
ple of the nearby city as well
as of the U. S. each child
now has a pair of shoe*, two
school uniforms and a hot
meal every day. For most of
these children the meal they
get in school is their chief
•ource of nourishment.
Recently the Fathers were
able to provide the people
with inoculations against
smallpox. Confronted with a
smallpox Kara. mothers
quickly turned to their pastor.
Rev. Firm in M. Finn.
f The people thought a doc-
tor could be had “by magic,'*
but they had to wait for a few
days and then had to make a
trip to get the needle. Rev.
Julius d'Eustachio of Perth
Amboy. N. J.. had a way to
draw them. “Just anpounce
that everybody is going to
have their picture taken.” he
•aid. This was done, and so
were the innoculations.
However, all’ the students
attempted to dash away when
they saw the hypodermic
needle. Happily, the mis-
sionaries had taken the pre-
caution to lock the door.
The Fathers were unpopular
for a few days with the chil-
dren, but they know they have
a healthy, if angry, student
body. The Fathers ask your
prayers and your generosity
for their work among God’s
very, very poor.
Christmas Eve
In New Guinea
It’s not too early to think
of Christmas particularly
when one thinks of the great
distancea from here to the
mission places that look for-
ward to your Christmas help.
For instance, there is Papua,
New Guinea, where Capuchin
Fathers Paul Farkas and
Berard Tomasetti will be
starting soon to make plans
for the lovely feast day.
These Capuchins make their
own Christmas tree garlands.
First they boil the color out
of the native red leaf, then
dip heavy twine in the dye,
later winding this twine
Mission Director
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (RNS)
- Archbishop William E.
Cousins of Milwaukee an-
nounced' the appointment of
Rev. James H. Duffy as the
first full-time arcbdlooesan di-
rector of lay mission work.
around the tree. Santa Claus
and angels are cut from
Christmas cards and pictures;
bells, stars and icicles from
silver cigarette package lin-
er*'. Candles sre fastened to
the tree with adhesive tape.
Then, "cotton" snow com-
pletes the decorations.
Just before Christmas Mass
the Fathers will set out the
small crib they brought from
home. Won’t you help with
some gifts?
is that of Archbishop Louis
Mathias of Madras-Mylapore,
who asks American frianda to
respond to his appeal.
Society for the
ofthe Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.TJL
Very Rev. Magr. John f. Davis
M Mulberry St. Newark *. N. J. Phone RMM.
Hours: Daily, • a.ra. to t p.na.; Satirday, t a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
RC Rov. Msgr. William F. Louis
** DofSram St. Paterson 1. N. J. Phono ARmory 4-04M
Bears: Dally, 9 a.m. ta S p.m.: Saturday. 9 a.m. to 12.
;
tyonMtions to the Society tor the Propegeiion of the
Frith
rrr income trx deductible.
A New Superior
Faces Many Tasks
Overcome with grief at the
sudden death of his predeces-
sor. Father Ananias, CM.!.,
writes from Allappey, Kerala
State, India, that “his unex-
pected death falls heavily
upon us. God alone can make
good the loss we have suf-
fered."
Now head of all activities
of St. Joseph's Province in
India, Father Ananias writes
that. "The projects Father
Shi bar initiated are unfin-
ished and incomplete. He had
been financing and construct-
ing the building and equip-
ment of the Polytechnic
and the hospital, orphanage
and chapel here, the birth-
place of our saintly founder
Rev. Kuriakose Elias
Chavara, as well as all the
mission centers in the south-
ern region of Kerala.
"I have to complete these
projects. It seems too heavy
for me but with God’s help l
feel confident to discharge the
duties entrusted to me Please
be kind enough to extend your
charitable hands in His Name.
“All is at present at a
standstill. The academic year
has begun. We have to satis-
fy the Government with the
ncceeeary buildings and equip-
ment. We shall be extremely
grateful to you for whatever
financial help you can extend.
1 shall be awaiting an early
reply."
Father James. C.M.1., ex-
plain* that the Carmel Poly-
technic at Kerala is "the only
Catholic Technical Institute in
India. Begun in 1955 it is even
now still under construction
and incomplete." he adds.
Added to his request for help
Exiled Havana Bishop Denies
Church Is Free in Cuba
CARACAS, Venezuela The
exiled Auxiliary Bishop of
Havana has denied the claim
of the, Castro regime that
there is freedom of religion
in Cuba and has also refuted
statements made by a Mary-
knoll priest about the state of
the Church there.
Bishop Eduardo Boas Mas-
dival said that "Religious
freedom does not consist sole-
ly in the opportunity of offer-
ing Mass in tome churches. If
the government really wants
to facilitate the work of tbs
Church, it would have to start
by permitting all priests to re-
turn to their apostolic work."
Rev. Felix McGowan. MM.
an American MaryknoUer
from New Rochelle, N.Y.,
bad recently been quoted in
the Cuban newspaper El Mun-
do to the effect that reports
circulating In the U.S. of per-
secution of the Church in
Cube were “very far from
the truth."
Bishop Bota said that be
was astonished by the state-
ments attributed to Father
McGowan in El Mundo. "In
view of past incidents of quo-
tation in Cuban papers, it is
possible that be baa also been
misquoted
"
THE BISHOP noted that
the Church cannot teach or
operate schools In Cuba, nor
can It carry on public infor-
mation programs or set up a
well-organized lay a postdate
Even the celebration of Mass
is limited due to a shortage
of clergy, he said.
Denying that the Church in
Cuba was "in the hands of
Spanish priests” in pre-Castro
days, the Bishop pointed out
that all but one of the Cuban
Bishops sre native-born and
that the appreciable number
of Spanish priests there large-
ly came in their early youth
and were well assimilated in-
to the country.
Bishop Baza acknowledged
that the Holy Sec and Cuba
have diplomatic relations and
said that the Holy See "pre-
fers to remain In contact with
a country as long as it is al-
lowed to do to and work to
the maximum extent possible
to preserve and guarantee the
spiritual welfare of souls; but
this does not mean approval
or acceptance of a particular
■Late of things."
AT MARTKNOLL. NY,
Rev. John F. Donovan, MM.
the vicar general of the Mary-
knoil Fathers said that Father
McGowan is in cub* explicitly
against the instructions of
Bishop John W. Comber,
MM. superior general of
Maryknoll He added that any
statements attributed to Fa-
ther McGowan are his own
and not those of the Myry-
knoll Fathers.
INSTITUTE CLOSES - Leonard Peterson, on AID volunteer from Melrose, Mats., who spent
two years in Chile, greets Robert Efimba of Cameroon at the dosing sessions of the In-
stilute for International Service Aug. 9 at Seton Hall University. Also present ore
Mrs. Peterson and Gerry Mische, co-founder of AID.
‘Bettor World’
Plans Told
SOUTH ORANGE-The
Italian priest-director of a
movement toward "social
spirituality" announced here
that he is beginning work in
the U.S. because, "If (God)
has given the U.S. great phys-
ical blessings then we must
believe that He has also given
It a great spiritual mission."
Rev. Riccardo lombardi,
S J.. founder of "The Move-
ment for a Better World."
spoke at a press conference
at Seton Hall University ar-
ranged by the Association for
International Development
(AID).
No Nationalization
Of Uganda Schools
KAMPALA, Uganda (NC>-
Government plans for taking
over supervision of Uganda's
schools Include neither nation-
alizing ths schools nor taking
ownership away from volun-
tary agencies, Education Min-
iater L. Kalule-Settala said
here.
In a broadcast, Kalule-Set-
tala also said the move will
not "in any way interfere
with the teaching of religion
in schools.”
"UNTIL NOW." he ssld,
“the great majority of our
schools have been looked aft-
er by missionaries, or by
other employees of the
churches. This system has, on
the whole, done s lot to in-
sure that Uganda's primary
and junior secondary schools
have been properly staffed
and maintained."
"Nevertheless, the govern-
ment has now become con-
vinced.” he said, "that in an
independent Uganda the su-
pervision and control of the
nation’s schools must ulti-
mately rest in the hands of
the government alone.
“As one step toward achiev-
ing this,” he said, "it has
been decided that with effect
from the end of this year, ail
the grants that government
has, over the years, been pay-
ing over to voluntary agen-
cies for the employment of
supervisory staff will be with-
drawn.
Catholic organizations run
2,618 schools in Uganda, a
former British territory which
became independent in Octo-
ber. 1962.
'
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SOCIETY OP
THE DIVINE WORD
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
in NO A WIiKINO WITH 000
For: MEN, WOMEN.
HUSBAND and WIFE
You Cannot Afford to Miss This Most Unusual
Offar Eight Complat a, Most Timaly Last was on
"Church History Through
The Ecumenical Councils"
.
TREATING THE
TWENTY-ONE GREAT COUNCILS OP THE CHURCH FROM
NICEA IN THE YEAR 325 TO THE SECOND VATICAN
COUNCIL, SUMMONED BY THE LATE POPE JOHN XXIII
GIVEN BY
THE MOST RENOWNED AUTHORITY ON
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
MONSIGNOR HENRY G. J. BECK
S.T.L, D EC. HIST.
promisor or church history at immacuuti corrcamoM
SUMMARY, OAKIINOTON. N. J.
THURSDAYS, SEPTEMBER It and 26
THURSDAYS, OCTOBER 10, 17 and 24
THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER 7, 14 and 21
ST. ROSE OP LIMA SCHOOL AUDITORIUM,
ORANOE AND ORAY STS., NEWARK, N. J.
• P.M. lACM IVfNINO
Si. Rom of lima School Auditorium li five minute! by cor away from iKo
Control Are., (ail Orange ixit ol the Cordon Stato Parkway and ll
oaiUy reached by luioi No. 21, No. M and Ibo AmpereAtn No. 1
from downtown Newark. The Lackawanna Railroad ttoyr at the Reie-
rilie Station.
Ono tickof for any ono locturo flop
Oaa ticket lor entire S locturo* ■ 7.J0
Ntro to nine ticket! (I lecture) oacb) ____________ AM
Too and more ticket! (I loctroo* each) SOO
FOR TICKETS APPLY MRS. KENNETH J. LOUOHERY,
11 ORAY ST., NEWARK 7; N. J.
FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE HU 2-0612 •
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSININO-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Hrmri end Sacraments Available
lee J. Palmar, M.D.
Chariot A. Bright, M.D. Attocua* Dirattors
Maurica J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
DOLLY MOUNT
Simn 1955
A aiming Horn* ja » beautiful vetting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized nursing aerrke.
LKerned hjt State of New Jersey Moderate
Rates.
Ttl. LA 5-7677
20 Vsilty Rosd
Clifton, N. J.
WAR ANO PEACE IN THE LIVES Of THE POOR CURES
THE POOS CLABLS. f.lihfni 4u«kkti W p**r*-te*Uc
•Mote Fraaci* aad Clare, aunt in4n ikMl tb*|r farmer
fMT«at Ml IW vu rnkMTM la
Mm*, la the »»:• aaristae, UM
MM*r» wrt Wira Ml at baywaat
P*tei... la IMi. Ik* ua» buUdtne.
»•» Ik* phyatca Überalary af a
t'Ml aal**r»lljr. <a Ik* acca* *f
lk* first aacmaTal slam-spUUiac
eaprrimeaL Tb*r* Baric* firai
»Bd ha »U Manual*, wartist la a
(aaauta fcrtlad lk* farmer aaavca*.
iimnni ui HUaUi Ik* a*«r*i
Tk Htly folktr’i Mum*aAtd
/*r li* OmmUiCbmnk
atill pant* ikrlr wart a
Mute! .. la POTT A. la Ik* Mecca*
•< TKICHLB. INDIA. Ik*
i ***** la car aaciaar *ta. They
Warfc Ik* rhildrva af mbm IS* a oar funtil** . . Tka twenty >
aaaa kna plaaty af a-art. tat a* aiaca tar adauaate real ar
reliclaa* aarrlcca. A central was beau. tat af Ik* latal HJM
■rrdrd far Ita ramplrll«B. Ury bare tmaati ar erraped U-
■«tkcr salt tame M W . . . With UIU* bap* af aklaialac Mara
(raaa tbelr tear f*mlllr». they ***k b*tp Iran hrafl Amrrte*.
Tkalr Starrier. SISTER B BAMAKOINA. aaka far Ik* raaulalac
MW »—drd
... St. Praacla peiyed. “Mat* bm aa laatnuacat
af Thy ar»cr~ . . . Tear craereaily «tn aasbte hi* lallawar* ta
ka Jatl that: U act ad. act aaciaar ckala rvacUam. tat (tala
. ADMISSION i FIVE CENTS
“Dear ftther: Fir* Itttla flrt*. mm ■ U 10. aad on* boy.
Rga i. put on a show in my (trace. It araa a rainy SaturtUy but
deaptU this they did a my good job of It Admluloo vat Sc. tor
children and 10c. (or adulta. Had It been a clear day. I am aura
they would have don* batter. New they want to thart part of
It with you and I am rncloalnc on* dollar for your mlaaions.
I think they would Uka It to cn ta childran near their ace **
- Mildred T.
“Dear Mildred: Thank*. And thank* U> the children W*
shall certainty follow their wtabaaT
FACTS NOT MADE UP-OUT OF WHOLE CLOTH
CALICO la named after CALCUTTA In India: DAMASK after
DAMASCUS In Syria; MUSLIN after MOSUL la Iran: DIMITT
after DAMIETTA la Emil Odd haw many kinds af material
kaea name* frarn Near Bast tad Middle Beat places ... Tat
■any af tk* wear. ac*d. arpbaned and Ik* blind la Ums* earn-
Me* awl ba elathed by aar IS.MS miatiaaarte*. priest*. Sl*-
ten aad Brathara. Tbrooch their aabla wank, tappartad by
paa. thaa* unfortunate aaaa racalra aot merely etetblac far tha
bady. bat also tka tapanutaral carman! ad enw!
HOW YOU CAN HELP
1. Educate a temlnarian, anch aa THKOPHANE M. PUTHU-
KULANOARA and MATHEW JOHN THAYIL of Banfalora,
India. Coat: $lOO a year for six year*. v
$. Educate * Sitter Ilka SISTER BENNET and SISTER 81-
ENNA of the Carmelite Sister* of Kothaman(a]am, India. Coat:
$l5O a year for two year*. (Payments lor tha euppoit af a
seminarian or a novice may be made In Installment*.)
3. Buy’a POOD PACKAGE for a PALESTINE REFUGEE
FAMILY. Coat: $lO.
4. Purchase a BLANKET for a BEDOUIN. Coat: $3.
5. 01 v* an undetlcnated or STRINGLESS GIFT to ba need
where tha Holy Father (eels the need la greatest
6. Send a MASS BTIPEND. 15.00$ priests In tha NEAR and
MIDDLE EAST often have no other means of aupport sack day.
tikL
<ReartastOlissionsi*]
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN, PretldeW
Masr. Jeaapb T. Byaa. Nah s**<y
dmff NfAI IAXT WWAM ASSOCIATION
AtOUntngton Ay. of46th ». New York 17, N.'
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
319-MI (Opp*»it. Holy Crois) N*. Arlington
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4
>WW■» »*Y Albort M Hopp«r h tk« lorgotf
•■Mmwr Mtmoriola Ml N«w J#r»*y
• W» pot* M lO OOP (Mlomtrt o
••**•§ W op to JON by mK»|
4irocf to ffeo portkator.
• AH work i« 4o*o by local ttoo#-
toWoft A ctrrtn Kort of oor
pWot. ottvrmg yov »f iniM^
• Too con import fko memorial
Ot worl progrtttOt
• Wo kavo of oor plant a largo
tfocfc el row material enabling
at to complot* yoor choice on
•kort notKO
Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
[ BCRGCN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINKKI
• 321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
McOUADI FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. MeQuode
270 BROADWAY
Hilltdale, N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J. -
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windtor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N J.
WEt>«e» 9 0098
HENNESSEY
funeral home
232 npp avenue
HASBROUCK HEIGHIS N J.
A Hot 8 1362
TWNKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7 3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK! TE 6 0202
BOGOTAi HU 9 2202
JOHN J. FEENEY l SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMUEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
iSSiX COUNTY
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
V6I FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7 3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArfcet 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323 329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KI2TNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-350)
FRANK McOSE
325 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAT.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSeviUE avenue
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
CORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J
ORange 22414
L V MUHIN a SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3 0660
PETER J. QUINN
Fttnerol Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
Bloomfield, n. j.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FI-V O FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eott Orange. N. J.
ORange 4 4445
MArket 2 2530
CODEY-S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR a SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
379 Grove Street
Irvington, N, i.
EStex 2-8700
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
339 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEndaraon 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN; N. J.
Oldfield 9-1433
Oldfield 9-1436
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jereey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE C QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(a* Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-81 M
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNlon 7 4767
ROBERT J. SMITH
:*, ( PP4. 4 EppU)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
659 3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WfcST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7 0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
James A. McLaughlin
59) JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompfon Plain*, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRejcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReicotl 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-6664
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1415
jgrJMwjJjjJjjh —cHow call Th« Advocof, MArfct 4-0700
News of Vatican City
Pope ‘Still Filled With Wonder’
CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy
(RNS) Pop# Paul VI, ad-
dressing sever*! thousand pll-
Brims at hla first general au-
«lience in the papal summer
villa here, urged them to
‘‘pray for us who are still
filled with wonder and trepida-
tion by our elevation to the
supreme pontificate and by
the great responsibilities
which we feel heavy on our
weak shoulders.”
The Pontiff spoke alternate-
ly in Italian. French, German,
English and Spanish to the
Pilgrims, many from the U.S.
••IN PRAYING for us," he
said, “you pray for your own
Rood, because our every de-
sire is truly intended for the
good of our sons and daugh-
ters in Christ. Thus together
we shall pray for you, for the
whole Church, for the resump-
tion of the ecumenical coun-
cil, for every sadness and
need which is in the world,
for peace among men and for
the glory of our Lord in our
life and in our living.”
Pope Paul began by telling
the crowd that "your visit to
the Pontiffs summer resi-
dence expresses your desire
to see him and have his bene-
diction, and it gives a spir-
itual tone to these your days,
your Journeys, your vaca-
tion."
“We express," he continued,
"our satisfaction with your
desire which provides us with
the good fortune of meeting
you and which also provides
you with the opportunity of
sharing a moment of special
religious intensity in a period
which seems rather destined
for rest and distraction. This
is good, and we take advant-
age of your good disposition
during this pause away from
your normal occupation, and
we invite you to pray for us."
Before the general audience
ended. Pope Paul lit and
blessed a votive lamp present-
ed to him by a delegation of
Young Mexican Catholic
Youth on the 50th anniversary
of their movement. The lamp
was sent to Guadalajara
for commemorative celebra-
tions in Mexico.
•
CongratulatesSigners
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI has cabled con-
gratulations to the three pow-
ers who signed the nuclear
test ban treaty.
The identical message was
sent to President Kennedy,
British Prime Minister liar-
*
old Macmillian and Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
as well as to United Nations
Secretary General U Thant
"The signing of the treaty
banning nuclear experi-
ments," the Pope said, "has
touched our heart most inti-
mately because we see there-
in a proof of good will, a
pledge of harmony and a
promise of a more serene fu-
ture.
"Always solicitous for the
welfare of humanity, we wel-
come in our soul the echo of
satisfaction and hope which
rises from every corner of the
world. We express our felici-
tations on the conclusion of an
act so comforting and so
significant and we pray God
that He prepare the way for
anew and true peace in the
world."
•
Letter to Milan
MILAN, Italy (NC) - Pope
Paul VI. in a special message
to. histoid flock of the Milan
Archdiocese, asserted that
"our age is decisive."
The letter, dated Aug. 11,
was in the nature of a pas-
toral letter. As such —a
papal pastoral to an individual
diocese other than his own as
Bishop of Rome it was uni-
que among pontifical docu-
ments.
The Pope recalled gratefully
that the Milanese had been
good and generous to him,
and remarked that it was
painful for him to leave that
northern metropolis "where
we hoped to eoid our days.”
"Our greater regret in this
sudden farewell." he con-
tinued. "is in the thought of
bow much of our ministry was
left unfinished in Milan.
. ."
The Pope also commented:
"Our ago is decisive. It
calls for intensity of efforts.
It invests us with a vocation
of defense ami renewal It de-
mands the fidelity and the
sacrifice of great momenta."
•
Audiences Suspended
CASTELGANDOLFO. lUly
(MO—Pope Paul VI suspend
ad all private audirace* for an
eight-day period ending on
Aug. IS, the (east of the
Assumption at the Blessed
Virgin.
Sources close to the Pope
said the reason for the suspen-
sion was that he was under
pressure of a heavy work
schedule, partially in prepera
tton for the second session of
the ecumenical nwril. which
begins In St. Peter's an Sept.
».
BACKS MARCH - The Seer a Club of Montclair took a stand at its Aug. 12 meeting in
support of the Aug. 28 Freedom March on Washington after listening to an address
by Msgr. Gregory L. Mooney of the Archdiocese of New York on the moral aspects
of the racial problem. Msgr. Mooney, seated center, is flanked by Tom Langan, vice
president of Montclair Serra, and Robert Baker, president. Standing, left to right, are
George Wilcoxson, chairman of the Civil Rights Commission of Montclair; Joseph Green
Jr., president of the Montclair NAACP; Commissioner Angelo Fortunato of Montclair;
Msgr. William F. Furlong and Rev. John T. lawlor.
Dominican Bishops
In Plea to Nation
SANTO DOMINGO, Domini-
can Republic The Bishop*
of the Dominican Republic
have called on the country's
leaders to cooperate in trying
to overcome the republic’s
present "bitter reality."
In a statement Issued during
their annual meeting here, the
Bishop* said that there Is not
a "single home in the Domini-
can nation which enjoys com-
plete peace." They addressed
their appeal particularly to po-
litical. labor and management
leaders.
"MAY EACH ONE of them
help decisively and effectively
in working for the common
good of the people. This can
be obtained only on the basis
of understanding, generosity
and sacrifice which insure
complete respect for man and
for institutions created for or-
der and progress.
"The Bishops cannot hide
their profound concern before
the bitter reality that Domini-
can society Is experiencing
uncertainty and mistrust
.
.
Recent political events have
not succeeded ia establishing
a true peace for all the
people." the statement pointed
out
Anew constitution la being
prepared to replace the basic
law which governed the Dom-
inican Republic during the 30-
year dictatorship of Generalis-
simo Rafael Trujillo. The as-
sembly U composed mainly of
members of President Juan
Bosch's Democratic Revolu-
tionary Party. President
Bosch came Into office In Feb-
ruary.
Bishops Urge
Argentine Peace
BUENOS AIRES (RNS) -
United efforts by all sections
of the people to promote na-
tional peace and concord
when President-elect Arturo
U. Illis takes office in October
as head of the new constitu-
tional government was urged
here by the Argentine Bish-
ops
Expressing hope that the
general election of July 7 had
ended a period of "dangerous
insecurity." they said the peo-
ple had gone to the polls In
search of peace.
AMA Head Denies
Slur Against Press
MIAMI. Fla. Dr. KdwsH
R Annls. president of the
American Medical Association,
has denied statements attribu-
ted to him in the Catholic
Star Herald of Camden, accus-
ing the Catholic press at dis-
tortion and partiality in its
treatment of the medicare
question.
In a letter addressed to the
Star Herald and also sent to
The Advocate. Dr. Annis said
that he had criticised one
writer, Msgr George G. Hig-
gins. and one Star Herald edi
torial, but added "I certainly
did not make any accusations
against even a segment of the
Catholic press, let alone the
entire Catholic press, as the
article implies
"
The article in question wss
an interview of Dr. Annis by
Joseph F. Nolan at the time
of the AMA convention in
Atlantic City last June.
The paper had published its
editorial, "The Empty House
of AMA." in its May 25 Issue.
The editorial criticised Uu op-
position of the AMA to Presi-
dent Kennedy’s Medicare plan.
DR. ANNIS complained ia
his letter that his quotes had
been taken oit at context to
present the false impression
that he was critical of the
entire Catholic press.
"There are writers, however,
who have been guilty of distor-
tion and I feel I should have
the right to mention this fact
without being quoted as ac-
cusing the entire Catholic
press of distortion."
In an answer to Dr. Annis*
letter, Msgr. Seivatore J.
Adamo, executive editor of the
Star Herald, laid that the pa-
P«r has "nothing to rescind,
nothing to apologue for, noth-
ing to correct in the account
of the interview."
IN ANOTVER development
last week. James A. Doyle, ex-
ecutive secretary of the Cath-
olic Press Association, wrote
to Dr. Annis, asking for an
apology for this statement, as
quoted in the Star Herald of
June 28,
Sen. Harrison A. Williams of
New Jersey, placed the reply
by Msgr. Higgins to Dr AnniJ.
which appeared In the July 1!
issue of The Advocate, into
the Congressional Record,
praising the columnist for his
"calm reply" to what he term-
ed an "irresponsible attack "
Papal Sympathy
To Kennedys
BOSTON Pope Paul VI
sent a message of condolence
and bis apostolic blessing to
President and Mrs. John F.
Kennedy after the death of
their infant son. Patrick
Bouvler Kennedy.
"We are profoundly
grieved," the Pope cabled the
President, "on learning of the
death of your newborn; and, in
expressing our sincere sym-
pathy we Invoke upon you and
Mrs. Kennedy abundant com-
forting graces and we Impart
our paternal apo*tolls
blessing."
Richard Cardinal Cushing
celebrated a Mass at the An-
gels in the chapel at his resi-
dence with the President and
members of his family in a|.
tendance.
Cardinal Mindszenty
Reported Ailing
VIENNA (RNS) - Joszef
'Cardinal Mindszenty, Primate
of Hungary, was reported
hero to be ill, at the U. S.
legation In Budapest where he
has been in political asylum
•ine# ISM. ViAna Radio aaid
news of the Cardinal's illness
had been received from Buda-
peet sources.
According to the report, the
71-yeer-old Primate became U1
at diabetes and asthma on
Aug. • and was "getting
weaker." It aaid the Cardinal
Is being attended in the lega-
tion by two Hungarian
medical specialists.
RUMORS CONCERNING
the illness of Cardinal Minds-
xraty were circulated last
June shortly after the death
of Pope John XXIII. The ru-
mor* were attributed to com-
munist sources in Hungary
and were believed to have
been fostered to support Red
clsiros that his health, not the
communist regime, would pre-
vent him from finally leaving
Hungary to accept a Curia ap-
pointment in Rome.
THIS WEEK Vatican sources
denied knowledge of a mes-
sage Pope Paul XI was ru-
mored to have sent to the Hun-
garian Bishops. The Pope was
quoted in Hungary as telling
the Bishops he was “swelling
with hope" of good news from
that country.
Urge Freedom
For Poland
GREEN BAY, Wis. (NC)-
Thc Polish communist govern-
ment was urged to grant reli-
gious freedom to the Polish
people in a resolution voted by
the Catholic League for Re-
ligious Assistance to PoUnd.
Theme of the convention
was “Two Decades of Serv-
ice.” The league is marking
its 20th anniversary. In that
time it has given more than
$5 million for the use of the
Church.
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Fr. Radaelli, Pallottine, Dies in Newark
NEWARK Rev. Florian
Radaelli, S.A.C., 71. who had
served in North Jersey par-
ishes for 16 of his 43 years at
a priest, died Aug. 8 at St
Michael’s Hospital after a two-
year illness. A Solemn Re-
quiem Mass was offered Aug.
12 at St Rocco's Church, Un-
ion City, by Very Rev. G. J.
Cardch, Pallotlne Fathers pro-
vincial firom Baltimore.
. A native of Milan, Italy,
Father Radaelli joined the
Pallottine Fathers there in 1810
and was ordained in 1820 by
Cardinal Pompili, the Vicar of
Rome.
His studies for the priest-
hood were interrupted by
• period of service in the
Italian Army, 1815-1818.
THREE MONTHS after or-
dination, Father Radaelli
came to the U.S. and was as-
signed to Mt Carmel parish.
New York. He served at sev-
eral other New York Churches
and was pastor of Our Lady
of Grace, Fairview, 1825-26. He
returned to Rome for five
years in 1819.
On his return to the U.S, in
1904, Father Radaelli was as-
signed to St Leo's, Baltimore,
wherehe was pastor from 1836
to 1843. There followed five
years at St. Joseph's, Ham-
moo ton. before be came to St.
Rocco's in 1848.
After 15 years in the Union
City parish. Father Radaelli
was transferred to St Philip
Neri, Newark, last April 8. He
entered St. Michael’s Hospital
four weeks ago.
Sr. Mary Alexine
CONVENT - Sifter Mary
Alexine McNally of the Slater*
of Charity of St. Elisabeth
died Aug. 11 at St Anna Vil-
la here after a long illness. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was
offered Aug. 14 in the villa
chapel.
Sister Mary Alexine was
born in Jersey City and joined
the Sister of Charity in 190ft.
She taught at several North
Jersey high schools, including
St. Cecilia's, Englewood; St.
Michael's, Jersey City; St.
Aloytiua, Jersey City, and St
Patrick’s, Eliiabeth,. before
being appointed superior at
St. Elisabeth Hospital in 1959.
Sr. Joseph Natalie
JERSEY CITY - Sister Jo-
seph Natalie Flannery of St.
Aloysius Convent here died
Aug. 5 at St. Joseph's Hos-
pital, Paterson, after a brief
illness. A Solemn Requiem
Mass was offered Aug. 9 at
8t Aloyslus Church.
Bom in Jersey City, Sister
Joseph Natalie joined the Sis-
ters of Charity of St Elisa-
beth in 1915. She taught for
42 years at St. Michael's
School, Union City.
Other Deaths . . .
William D. Quigley, of South
Orange, father of Rev. Robert
L. Quigley of St. Paul's, Jer-
sey City, died Aug. 9.
John J. McGuire Sr., of Ho-
boken, father of Rev. Francis
McGuire of St. John’s, Jersey
City, died Aug. 9 at home.
Mary A. Sherry, 49, of North
Bergen, sister of Rev. Martin
F. Sherry of St Mary’s, Plain-
field, died Aug. 8 at home.
Christopher L. Bellman, 53,
of Totowa. brother of Rev.
Reginald G. Baliman ot Crog-
han, N. Y., and Sister M.
Loretta Joseph of St. Patrick’s
Convent Yorktown Heights,
N.Y., died Aug. 9.
Anthony BAttl of Jersey
City, 78, father of Rev. An-
thony D. Botti. S.J., of St
Francis Xavier, died Aug. 7.
Charles A. Quin, 68, of
Keanaburg. brother of Sister
M. Oertrudls, S.M. of Grand
Raplda, Mich., died Aug. 10.
Mrs. Leonard Jordkk of
East Orange, mother of Rev.
Leonard J. Jordick of St Pe-
ter the Apoetie, River Edge.
died Aug. 11.
William L. Skelljr of River
Edge, brother of Rev. Ed-
ward L. of New
York, died Aug. 10 at Hamp-
ton Bay* N. Y.
In your prayers alio remem-
ber than defeated priests;
Newark
... *
Rev. Joseph J. Tawczynskl,
Aug. 17, 1931
Rt Rev. Msgr. James J.
Smith, Aug. 17, 1942
Rev. Francis P. Mcstice, Aug.
IS, 1959
Rev. Felix Sandri, Aug. 19,
1911
Rev. Francis J. Stefanski,
Aug. 19, 1952
Rev. Mark J. Gardner, O.
Cara., Aug. 20,1859
Rev. William G. Lavery, Aug.
20, 1961
Rev. William Biskorovanyi,
Aug. 21, 1952
Rev. Christopher A. Lawless,
Aug. 21, 1022
Rev. John P. Fitzpatrick, S.J.,
Aug. 21, 1858
Rev. Bernard Gilleran, C.P.,
Aug. 21, 1950
Rt. Rev. Mcgr. Anthony H.
Stein. Aug. 22, 1821
Rev. Henry C. Phelan, D.D.,
Aug. 22, 1924
Rev. Eflsio Cabras, Aug. 22,
1940
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GREEN ISLAND
Now Sidlon—bay front and
lagoon lot*—bargain pricos.
WONOIRPUL OPPORTUNITY
TO MARI PIN! SILECTION.
DOCK YOUR ROAT ON YOUR
OWN LOT—IUILO LATER. IN-
JOY TWO PINE ■■ACHES.
HENRY S.
SCHWIER
me.
INCLUSIVE AOINT
Own Isltnd r4„ Otmr NM, N. J.
01 LOT
a distinctive new lake
community in the Pocono Mountains
[Hemlock farms
*OUT« 401 lO«OS VAIUY, PA.
‘
Visit Hemlock Farms now... this beautiful
‘
new development was previously a private
4.200 acre estate... now a private, profes-
sionally developed community for your
vacation home.
Several lovely lakefront lots are available
for your inspection.
(Purchasers must inspect property prior to sale.)
LAKEVIEW BUILDING SITES, OVER 1/3 ACRE, FROM $l5O DOWN
NASO SUIfACID ROADS • YBAB BOUND WATIB SYSTIMS • DOCK AND SUCH PIIVIUOtS
iS't'SjL
a HEMLOCK FARMSINJOT UIUNO.
W WUTISM NQItAOi
l~i, V*r> NoWr Tl 741 1
test Land Value!
n
TOTAL
PAYHENT
FOR
KING
SIZE
LOTS
\JL
(each lot approx.
4,000 *4. ft)
mm
60-ACRE
NATURAL LAKE
• Stays full all year!
•ft • Every lot has f>
full lake a
WP front A 1
fK privileges!
m
YOU’LL HAVE ALL THIS!
• Tri-state view from the highest natural pri-
vate lake in N.J.! • mlof wooded lake-
front •Swimming, boating,fishing,ice skating
and more! • The finest hunting in N. J., only
momntoaway!
NOW AVAILABLE!
YOUR OWN
VACATION
HOME!
NOT A SHELL 4 room* and
bath built on your lot includ-
ing wiring, plumbing, and
bath fixtures.
LOW AS
*lOO
DOWN
' ■
msm
ATOP BLUE MOUNTAIN RANGE
SUSSEX COUNTY, N.l.
DIRECTIONS: FOLLOW Route 3,10 or4G West to Netcong;
■there go north on Route 206 to Springdale Park; then
follow signs to Lake Success.
AERIAL VIEW - Above It Leisure Villago, a new 5,000 unit community of one and two-
story garden apartments for residents 53 years of age and oldor rising on Route 70;
just off Exit 88 of tho Garden stote Parkway. The buildor It Robilt, Inc, of Lakewood.
Leisure Village which will open In mid-September, will cover 430 acres, 90 percent of
which will be for park areat, recreational facilitles and community buildings.
Aberdeen East Electric ‘Unique’
A ChtTHtion-CimsU RtUss*
MATAWAN (PFS) - One of
tho unique aspects of tho
Aberdeen Eut apartment de-
velopment near Mataeran will
be tho way In which It re-
ceive* lit electric tervico
from Jersey Central Power
& Light Cos.
The development is one of
the nation's few which will
feature underground electric
service. This means that the
familiar utility poles with
their electric wires and trans
formers will be replaced par-
tially by underground wires
and transformers mounted on
concrete pads at the rear of
each apartment building. Tho
main lines serving the devel-
opment will be overhead.
FRF.n I. SMITH, tales vice
president for JCPL, em-
phasises that the installation
of an underground system In
an allelectric development
such as Aberdeen East doei
not represent a departure
from the electric company's
basic policy of utilising an
overhead system.
JCPL, like most other elec-
trie utility companies. has
loag been faced with the ques-
tion, "Why don’t you put your
wires underground?" And for
JCPL and other companies
the answer has been one of
cost. The eompany has esti-
mated thst were it to convert
its system from overhead to
underground, it would have to
Increase Its rate* about SOQ
per cent.
New Model Shown
At Colony Club
A Ksylon Relent
SPRING LAKE HEIGHTS
(PFS) A one-bedroom fur-
nished apartment la being
opened this weekend at the
82-unit Colony Club apart-
ments, a seven-building com-
plex with swimming pool and
cabana club, on Allaire Rd.
between Rta. 35 and 71 here.
Initial occupancies are sched-
uled for later this month or
early September.
Developer of the apartment-
cabana club community la
James D'Agostino of J.D. Con-
struction Corp. of CresskiU, in
nssoeistion with Dr. Fred
Crescents, Paterson surgeon,
and William E. Malone of
Teaneck. Rentals are under
the direction of Ely & Twy-
man, Inc. of Sea Girt.
v
D'AGOSTINO Is also plan-
ning helicopter service for
residents at Colony Club
Apartments from nearby Mon-
mouth Airport to the heliport
at Pier 6 in New York City.
Two of the first four build-
ings in the initial complex
comprising 50 apartments art-
nearing completion and the
other two are well under way.
The community has been
designed to attract retired
families with swimming on
site, ocean swimming only a
mile away and the Home-
stead Golf Course across the
street.
Colony Club Apartments will
offer one-and two-bedroom
apartments renting from $175.
Salem Ridge
Opens Section
A Ksylon Riltass
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
(PFB) Bel— are being
opened this weekend in a third
section of 23 homes at the
custom treated 95-house Up-
per Salem Ridge community
on Hampshire Rd. off Van
Emburgh Ave. east of Rt 17.
Hugh Johnson of Gabriel-
Johnson Realty of Paramua,
the sales agent, reporta homes
now delivered to a dozen fam-
ilies by Parwood Homes of
Paramu*.
The builder ia offering
ranch. Colonial two-story and
bi level exhibit homes from
$33,900 to $45,000. Featured
are the 8-room Colonial 2-story
Hampshire priced at $35,900
and the 61 foot-long Chatham
ranch priced at $33,900.
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Monmouth and Oeean Counties A Wonderful
D1... U I v in jPlace to Live... Year 'Round
•mm
Whatever your
family’s size....
there’s a home
for you In..
BKi
w
i
..
V-
from
v >*. . mte&'dSit
JACKSON
wwjmn
&
f! rf4#
114 PA YM
MHLaval •Ranch • Cap* Cod
M rtoorftonV«Mm
$14,800,.519,000
Horiltld hamai ora dtslgnod *• prow wMi yaa.
family •Haring J la * badroamt. CuiMm
plan r» la rraal <-au» awn raruiramanlt.
loth hart li an •> < apatava baoutiMy
tond«copad cuorfar acra, with pianN *1 raam
far gardam, barbarvai nr.d ell tSa pr'vocy ya«
•aar wont.d City Wolar, City Sawara, Natural
Oat and electric, paved raidi, curbs, lidtwalW.
drivawayt era all in erd p-.'d far. Naw ala-
mantory tcheol withia walk ng d.ft-meal Swim
Club ed|ocant to proparty. Ihapping, Churthat,
oil naorb"
EXTRAI BONUS FEATURE
r no*wmauroot*npu*>rcaahocxtraoaar
* WANae a OVEN a RfhR!«tRATOR
• DI3HWA*HtR * WASHER a DRYER
• WATER HEATER
Hi HARFIf‘O 11-llVd—tiyliih. tpaciovi, ,pac-
tacular. Hara't the 11 room Kama yaur family
wiil narar outgrow, tit unlpua Haaibla dahgn
•Hart J »a * badroom. and faolurat u"!tm:»ad
andart.
*ASY COMMUIINO |utl U m.nutatta Naw
York, ait candiliantd aapratt kutat Hap at
prapaity and tpaad yau la N.Y.C. hi arm
chair camfart.
DIUCTIONS: From NaWork end palnti north taka Routa 9 ta Aldrich Rood tappet. • mile, tauth ol
Freehold Circle) right on A'drlth Rood ond ga JVk milat to New Pro.part Rd.. turn ligi.t. go a ewo.larmile to modal.. OR toka Farkway to Fait 91, ih,„ tak, Route 324 (opp»o. 4' miYt) n n..
rrotpact Rood, turn right, go I milat to model.. MODELS 0?IN DAILY
|J*rMy Realty Agency - Salts Agents - 364-1020 or 697-9130 .-...
6:00 RM 6:01 RM
you, too, can end the day with a vacation
£
Simply move Into an Aberdeen East apartment!
You can dip before dinner... take a cooling swim
anytime the thermometer flips its lid. The rea-
son? A private swim dub is part of thisrustic,
country community! Your apartment looks like
a private home...and lives like one. It's big,
bright and beautifully appointed, with GE air con-
ditioning.All next door to 975-acre Cheesequake
Park, 30 minutesfromJfewsrk, 50 minutes from
N. Y. City. Come on in,- the swimming (and Irving)
are great!
3V4 rooms-from SI 18 4V5 rooms
- DIRECTIONS
CarSu State hrtnjts ti« I2«. tgtt tgra
t> cantfRl Karta* OrHg ltd Abtrttta foal.
terWii lud It Hitona limr. left tan
m UatiwMArcmn-M yards m Nit
iRRta I late leeti 14 It Mala Strut la
Matma. Uft tvs aa Mata Stmt ta Mar-
Seea toedMtMes listMmo. K%M tan
*»**•&»■ kveaae. H|M ten to yraftrty.
Net* II to Mato Stmt to Matma. Tan
r%M at lalto* to tterdeea lead dtottUa'i
BtatowaaO. »lfht ton to Metavaa Avaeea.
U|M ton to enparty.
(2 bedrooms) from *l4B**
Immediate
OccupancyjS^berdeen
MATAWAM
/
NKW JERSEY
AQENTi w.e. ItIINHOLDCO. dtwJLo • Tronton a. Now im..
modolOpon Da1i,...(M1) LOWSU MOtO *r (MS) SxVoJT 4%ni
Monmouth ond Ocean Counties A Wonderful
Place to Live
...
Year 'Round
r\
1*
I
h
PLANNED FOR THOSE
ACCUSTOMED TO THE
ULTIMATE IN LUXURY
NOW RENTING!
OAROEN APARTMENTS
ALLAIRE ROAD / SPRING LAKE HEIGHTS / N. J.
Opposite Th* Hom»»t»»d Golf Cour**
AN ELEGANT CONCEPT OF SMART YEAR ’ROUND APARTMENT
LIVINO IN A PRESTIGE LOCATION AT THE JERSEY SHORE
• OteUncttvety designed CoionW 2-etory brick building* • Firtt floor
petto* and second floor balconies • Mr condltwUng wRh Individual eon-
trot* a Imported ceramic Pl* bathroom* with Formica vanltories • Ail-
alactite httchan* • Attractivaty landacapad park i,k« tatting . Ampi# on-
parking faaliOaa.
ALL THESE AREA ATTRACTIONS FOR YOUR PLEASURE A CONVENIENCE
• Four excellent frtvata and pubko golf court** • Spring L»ka Beech
and ooaan swimming nearby a Boating and tailing * fine turf
and daap aaa flaNng * Monmouth Park. Freehold. Cardan Stata and
Atlantic City reettneks within • thort drtve e Good retteurants open an
yaar a Shopping cantac* and houaaa of woohip onty minutaa away *
.’L!?**'** fTOm *M pp' n** ,n m*r<>PO*ten New Jersey, Naw York
and Philadelphia areas via Cardan State Parkway, Routes 34, 35. 9. 70
...express buses and Pennsylvania R.R. and New Jersey Central train*
a Mild cNmats, cooler In summer, warmer In winter.
PWVATE SWIMMING POOL & >»jMm-
CABANAS ON PROPERTY. FOR I ***■**■»•
EXCLUSIVE USE OF TENANTS
l $175 mo.
WWWMI DMISIT APUTNHJTI Off* BUY 1 RttK INttS • PSORt lIKON 54298
DIRECTIONS: Cardan State Parkway to Exit 96. Follow Spring Lake signs
to AJlalra Road and The Colony Club.
0R: N
-
J
- Turnpike to Exit 11 and Carden State Parkway to Exit 96 and
proceed as above.
■LY A TWYMAN, INC.
FI"»T AV*. A CHtCASO H.VB. HA SI XT. H. J.
.AntUm UM[S D'MOSTIHO miICT.
RIVERVIEW TOWERS
•5-105 WATER ST.ICor. Broadwiy) PATERSON, N. J.
BIG, SfAVTMM APARTMENTS...
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
1-BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
895
Monthly Chorg*
2-BEDROOM APARTMENTS
from $121.00 Monthly Charge.
FREE GAS and
ELECTRICITY
FREE PARKING
• App. 800 sq. ft.
living quarters
• Private terrace
• 12 cu. ft. GE
refrigerator
• 4-bumer gas range
• Master TV Antenna
9 Air conditioning
sleeves
• Extra large
Closets
• Adjoins P.S. 28
OPEN DAILY
& SUNDAY
10am to 5 pm
ROCONOS MTS.
NCWI FANTASTIC OFFEHI
4 ROOM COTTAGE
water end teptic tank Included
ON 75' x 150 FOREST LOT
LOW AS
PUU |AC HOUSE
PRICE *#/■ AND LOT
ONLY *325 DOWN!
INCIUDfS 7ROST.PROOP fOOTINOS, lAROI PORCH OR CARPORT.
4W ' ORTVIWAT. DOUtil HUNO WINDOWS. 140 VOIT fUCTRIC
SUVICfI Meee in unmedletelrl fnjey It ell tumrner, «K year
Adfocvnf to
HICKORY RUN STATE PARK!
USMINO m 1 Mh«IH actuate takes; SWIMMINQ la try.loUleer
MOTtaw watiti toATIN O l* year heart's tentent In »t*410»4 cel.
J.OOO ft. Wnt « Weal I SKIING at nearby k| teuider Ski Slop.
•"* Split Reck! HUNTlNO—entwrpeitld 17,000 aati af State and Can
Clafc leadtl
PtIVATI entrant.-tk, a«ly ana In the Petanet that t electremc.il r-
eentrefled let the ultimate in pchr.cyl OOITINO. riding .table., night
PLACID LAKE
AT HOLIDAY POCONOS
ALBRIGHTSVILLE, PA.
SO IAST TO RIACHI Route 22 wett to Penno. Turnpike exteniion at
Allentown; then north on Turnpike to Exit JJ, eolt on Route 940 to
Route TTSi tight to Route 903, right and follow PIACID LAKE at
MOUDAY POCONOS signs. (Phone (717) 443.9301. Open erery doy
from 7 A.M. to dutk.
reeeeee»ew««eew«<»>>t> ee#>MWW>>M#(tt<<<wwt<i
MONMOUTH and OCEAN COUNTIES
A WONDERFUL PLACE TO LIVE
YEAR 'ROUND
O VNAN<4
**OTHt*s
FULL PRICE ONLY
AS lime AS $lOl MONTHLY PAYS All
• karythlag ImMM - 1 IMnwi
• Carami. Tito Balt. • Mad.rn 1K,1..n
• Spadavi li.lag In* • DMag Atm • Oaraga
• City W(Nr • Om • hiM Drtoaarayl • Cork* *
• Mwili • Uadwapad Un • Aluminum OatHn « Laadw.
• Daukto Hung WiM Window.
• lOW TAXIS
FHA and Conventional Mortgages also avallabla
It's hard to kaltovn kut trva, that Hill Mg
M tow! • Me mMn it I. Tam. IW,
NaWy in Ml Tarn Rhrar effect a prattlar
„
Hwato, full imra tree., Mia safely dedgned
iI |RfICSS^
NO DOWN PAYMENT
30-Yoar VA Mortgages - NO CLOSINO COSTS
Vaughn A Bay Ava. TOMS RIVM
Dlractian« Oarden Mala Parkway to (nit 12, tyrn
y*,***? w, ga tan approx. 4 mllai to
Vaagfia Ava. (third troffto light), turn toft, 8, enn
mlto to model..
Modal. Op«n
f*ary Day
11 A.M. to Ovik
Phono 244-1111
Ww-h
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EASY TO REACH BY CAR OR BUS:
OrtomiUo tafoyotto. Marion i> t. S. No. 14. STOP NEAR OUR STORE
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GIRLS’ CARDIGAN
■% fi/f
Comp. Volvo $3.95
MEN'S
iH**V **~e fo
LADIES 1 Comp.
Valuet fo $19.95
MEN'SSWEATERS CAPRI
PANTS
ZIP
JACKETS
SPORT COATS
BLAZERSQ• Heavy
• Coble Wn*
9>ifc/7and ooßocW-
cotta*
if• Zipp*
UUMES GOYIHS
f baby*oous
1 r
Ham* ***
* **• Un. Tw«,
*
**
*
**" »« to II
• A nor tad solid color*
• Ideal for tport & play
• Size* 36 46
• Wool* and wool
blends
• Solids of fancies
• Sizes: 36-46
:mw-
Ir
Overtor*
—.SM-L
*3 5 <
--
- Ai^m
iA A
Volvo* to $8 95 ■ i
BOYS' OUTERWEAR
’ Your Choice
v
SMASHlist $6
BARBIE
357*1 • Suborbons PorLo*Bomber's
• Vinyls, Wools or
cartons
• Sizes: 6-18SPORTS CAR j 9 i
97"Exclusive and Beautiful" The
only car of its kind built special-
ly to fit the "Barbie" and "Ken"
teenage dolls. All pcly bog with
chrome-like accessories and fit-
tings. Clear plastic windshield.
p\- . S
'
u
Reg. $I
W
BIG BOYS* A
MEN'S ALPINE
OXFORDS
List SIO.W
4-FT. ALUMINUM
STEP lADDEF.
> w
Q
Ua
■
CHROME HEAD
SPONGE
MOP 0
A UN Value
FABULOUS
SIMTEX
PRINT
S ■
STARTfX TORY
DISH TOWELS
• Vim* S'VU
K 1
K.g. *J W
TEEN'S A WOMEN'S
SPORTSTABU
CLOTHS 0SCORCH **»*££„ & FIATS
<9• Luxury cotton A
nayon
• 52" x 52* siae
e H*ql
• Newest foil itytoe
to suedetoo loce or
step In styles
0 Sizes: 4VS •10
• large site - Multi-color
, • If perfect 39c
Value s?c
FAMILY
PACK © Reg- **99A *2.75 Value
automatic
t*wmubion
fluid jmt
1
COMBSlist $8.95
DELUXE STRUCTO
24" BARBECUE
ftMiJL
SNEAKERS
HWBMlfJlfflj
FLUID
Volvo $ l.BO
PENCILS
<90
fullPackage of 36,
A Season's Supply
Hoavy
HI
m - toVolvo 65c
BRECK ,
HAIR SPRAY
TRAVEL SIZE
;
e Hh<) 4:ly bawl
e Finger lip control
‘» V
■
+ tax
FACTION GUARANTEE F’ aw
